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The cable has been cut between St. Lucia
and St. Vincent, West Indies.

City and County

ion in

I

as
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ms

advance,$2.OOa year;

Madrid that a big expedition
out to crush Dewey.

Five large steamers are under charter at
San Francisco to carry
troops to Philippines.

Journal.

Admiral Dewey maintains a strict block*
Philippines and has control of the

ade at the
cable.
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being fitted
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sequent insertion.

To-Day’s

Senator Sewell declines the appointment
major general of volunteers.
It is said

• rents for three months,
For one square, one inch
rents lor one week, and

i*t

News in Brief.

Torpedo boats were not a success at
Manila. The Spanish bad
three of them
and
The Manila populace ia said to be reduced
they bad succeeded in getting within a
mile of the
to e ating horse flesh.
Olympia, but not in using their
torpedoes when they were discovered, with
The cable at San Juan, Porto Rico, has the result that one
was
and the second
been cut by Sampson's fleet.*
driven ashore full of suuk, and
holes,
the third
The situation in Havana i9 pitiable. All compelled to retreat before the storm of
shells from rapid tire guns. This
the reconcentradoes are dead.
proves
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News in Brief..The
Plant ( "ii-eming Local
'tdment ..r Porto Rieo..
I 'e.ii»11-<•(/', ( itie> anil Towns,
i'id P ishing Schooner
I r-t Maine Regiment
Teachers’ Meeting.
.Win

Madrid despatch says a formidable exis being organized for the
Philippines.
A

pedition

Sampson's bombardment

but the tiling "f a claim
the 1 mted States.
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George Downing, the Spanish spy arrested
at
Washington, committed suicide,
Thursday, by hanging.

Matters.'

11 Hie

A San

Francisco despatch says that Gen.
V rsley Merritt has been
appointed military
governor of the Philippines.
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Local Phases of the

1 he l luted States is to adopt the internat eiial
agreement which extends protection
to Red Cross work on the seas.

The cruiser Charleston has sailed from
San Francisco to reinforce Dewey; should
reach there in less than 20 days.
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Cleaning

order for the uniforms for the Bath
Reserves has been placed with a
Boston firm. They will cost S8 apiece.
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The entire Spanish cabinet lias
resigned.
will remain at the head of the new
which will prosecute the war vigor-

Sagasta
cabinet

ously.
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I he Maine infantry regiment has been
to Camp George H.
Thomas
Chickamauga, and the artillery batterv

Correspondence...
Marriages..Deaths.

signed

Mobile.

V\ EEK.

John Calvin Stevknown Portland architect,
\y plans for tlie new chemist Colby University.
Those
the plans fyel confident that
will
not
ding
only meet the
chemical department, but
led architecturally as an im>11 to the
buildings on the
is
The site selected for the
vacant space between Me■i:id the South college.
The
be built of stone with brick
[ he U. S. Supreme court
■1 the exceptions taken by
>*liii Anderson, the sailor of
♦■Pecker, who was convicted
ire nit court at Norfolk, Va..
"l < apt. J. W. Whitman of
Mr. Saunders, the mate of
Anderson will therefore be
the President pardons him,
iikely.The steam dredge
the Pastern Dredging Co.,
arrived with tug and scows,
of dredging Union river be>k.
This year's appropriation
others will follow, until the
i leted, at a cost, it is estiEnsign Worth BagiojKIO.
•r of the torpedo boat Wins killed in the Cardenas
tight,
ite of < apt. Stanley P. I>en1 ■.
of Bangor.I)r. II. T.
laduate of Maiue State Col!
who is at present Pio"logy at Pennsylvania State
been appointed State Zoolo-vivania.\ significant thing
d at Waterville.
'J'l rough the
anti-cigarette league all to.‘.greed not to sell any more
er May 1st.
Now the Amer<
omjiauy declare that unless
dealers do as the company
on! continue selling cigarettes
•tttlem.
This means much
os for the
company is large
1.
The league has appealed
:j> to support the dealers.
High School Athletic Associa■ted not to send a team to the
;scholastic Association meet in
June.
They were displeased
offer < i Bowdoin College to
of the Maine Scliool games,
medals and make all arrange»t accepted by the association,
at the meet will come off as
Bath w 11 send a full team,
oh annual session of the Grand
ine. Foresters of America, w as
Warren F. Kicker
'h, May 12
•
n, was elected grand chief
i*e business session was fol-

Com. Schley
servedly take

i'eks.

greatest

■

■

■

month_A letter from
•»tte, of Lewiston, who is on
ke trail, says that he has been
and just behind two terrible
ut has not met any.
He slept
rid with six thousand other peobefore
the
niglits just
big ava■pt so many people off their feet,
f them to their deaths.In the
11th, of Hon. N. B. Nutt of
the eastern section of the .State
t its most valuable and re/.ens.
Mr. Nutt has been prominected with public affairs for a
For a long period be
years.
ted with the customs service,
>
capacity of Collector or Dep•r. and here as well as in other
trust he ever proved a most
ind valued official.
As an editt was a forcible writer, always
'dear and distinct ideas of pubthat gave to the utterances of
a value far in excess of the
kly newspaper_The DemoCon vention will be held in
ue 20th.
>

(iAME.
Employes of the
tish hatchery at Green Eake
in planting about a million
ver salmon fry in Branch Pond
the woolen mill of George L.
Four two-horse loads have
n put in and it will take four
ie loads to haul them
all.
■mon Jacobs of the sell. Ethel B.
o rived at Gloucester last week
-hern seining trip.
In regard
ing outlook Capt. Jacobs says
<

tart it

was

never

better,

as

at

got his mackerel there were
far as the eye could see.
Then
t
had weather and although there
*
My of birds and other signs in5;
he presence of fish none were
r,
pt at rare intervals....Through
* of the Fish and Game Associamiden the Fish Commissioners
i,
years ago stocked Megun<ke with 5000 each of trout and
ked salmon, and two years ago
ten or twelve thousand of the
^
it.' 1 The close time was for five
lake Megunticook and its tribu^
£
Now it is boldly asserted that the
<! game laws are not enforced as
i,
£“■' ts they should be. Complaints
but the
been made,
^ ■''■♦•fjnently
eng goes shamelessly on.
be

fc,

>

^

at
to

Dewey's victory must deplace side by side with the
victories

the

of

Spanish admit their losses at
800 killed, <100
wounded, that
evacuated and that the arsenal
ilered to Dewey.

world’s

Manila
Cavite
was

were
was

surreu

The monitor Montauk arrived at Portland
last b riday morning in tow of the
tug ArgusThe old craft was given a hearty
as

j

she

cauie

up

the harbor.

Boston

reception,

j

show their patriotism by
j ottering to pilots
guide war ships in and out of
:
Boston harbor without
charge. The usual
! fee is §140 each
for a cruiser.
way

|

The Spanish report of the bombardment at
Porto lin o Wednesday says that the
damage
j To the
Spanish fortification, was but little
i and
the loss of men insignificant.
i
i

j

1

!

j

I

j

I

England, Germany, France, Russia and
•Japan are adding to their fleets in the Philippines. Foreign complications are only avoided through Great Britain’s countenance.
London Times editorially hints that
England will become an active'ally of the
The

l tilted States lti case there is
any concert of
continental powers to coerce the Tinted

States.

Chickamauga

Senator Gray

enthuses

!

Washington and New York society ladies
] have
ail goods of
agreed to cease
J French manufacture purchasing
during the war with
| Spain, owing to the unfriendly attitude of

j

|
j
!

France toward this country.
The President has been advised by some
to call for 2<0,<X)0 more men to meet demands
and supply all possible needs.
The President is expected to issue the call next week.

The Spanish squadron of Admiral Cervera
1
said to be coaling in the gulf of Venezuela,
i about 100 miles
from
believed at
I Washington that it isCuracoa;
intended to relieve
is
which
short
of
ammunition.
Havana,
j
|
The 1st Maine Regiment has been mustered into the Tnited States Volunteer Service
at Camp Powers, Col. L. H Kendall in command. Orders have been received to procee.de to Chickamauga park as soon as
I

I

Pendleton, formerly of this
city, died at the home of his sister, Mrs. L. A.
Lewis of Brooklyn, N. Y., May 12th. He was
on his way home to Islesboro when he died.
Mr. Pendleton was 38 years old, was born in
Mark

ican

So poor

gunners.

was

Boston, and after some experience at
newspaper work in the latter city bought The
Progressive Age of Belfast. He changed the
name of the paper to the Belfast Age, and
managed and edited it until he was appointed l S. Consul at Pictou, N. S. by President Cleveland, when he sold* it. Failing
health compelled him to resign his position
and

the

Spanish
shii*
to have been made
by eliauce
shots. The handling of the fleet,
was superb
am‘ none of the

marksmanship that all casualties on on.

T,fbt b~?ald

ships

were

injured.

The

monitor Terror gave a most
satisfactory account of herself in tlie
tight, her immense
guns doing great damage.
Port Morn, tired
but four shots, being
quickly silenced. The
exact damage to the fortifications
and city
could not be noted owing to the heavy
smoke
hilt must have been very
heavy. Admiral
Sampson says: “I am satisfied. Could bar.taken San Juan hut had no force to
hold it.
] only wanted to administer
punishment
Tills lias been done.
I cunie for tlie Spanish
Heel and not for San Juan.”

The

F.

VV.

Collins

Lobster

several years of excellent service and
He went lirst
a more genial clime.
to South Carolina, and after a winter there
went to Pueblo, Colorado, where he resided
about a .year. While a resident of this city
after

to seek

Mr. Peudietcn

taken possession of
new building on Tillson Wharf. who
h
has had specially constructed aud Pitted
throughout with all modern improvements
for his extensive business. The
building is
very conveniently located for the business.
On the north is the extensive dock where
bis lobsters are stored alive in
floating cars,
while the south side faces on the
thoroughfare leading from the wharf, and
only a feu
paces from the landing of the Boston and
Portland steamers. The building is three
stories high and conveniently planned.
It
has a large coal pocket for the
supply of his
steamers, also a large icehouse of sufficient
capacity to hold one year’s supply of ice.
“The boiling and packing room contains
tw’elve hundred feet of floor room, and is
furnished with all the latest improvements
in steam boilers, tanks and other accessories
for boiling and shipping the lobsters.
“The two lofts above are devoted to the
manufacture and storage of packages for
shipment. Each contains twelve hundred
feet of door room. The large and
pleasant
office situated on the second door is finished
in natural wood, and is a
picture of comfort
and cheerfulness.
“The business was established in 1874, and
he

“Every facility

is

management of the

possessed

for

a

steady

obtaining

lobsters direct from the fishermen aud prealong the coast, as well as their

serves

speedy

treatment aud

dispatch

to their ulti-

destination. The location of the wharf
building is unsurpassed in the country,
being located on the famous Penobscot Bay,
whose waters are as pure as the ocean,
while the water in the dock where the lobmate

stored alive is

pollution.

tween himself and the

pure and free from

Local

Japanese ambassador, Baron Hayaslii TadIt is believed that France and Germany
will support Japan.”
A Washington special says: The President has abandoned the peaceful blockade
idea. Orders were telegraphed this morning

that will

give Commandef Watson

an

opto turn his ships loose ou all fortifications where resistance is offered.
Every
Cuban port that is strongly protected will
be attacked, and the bombardment will be
kept up until the Spanish guns are silenced
and the gunboats sunk. Secretary Long
insists that in future light fighting craft
shall not be permitted to risk destruction by

portunity

facing superior batteries.

disposition

overlooking
The

the

bearers

bay

on

were

put

clothing factory of Thompson &
by the Belfast Light &

The managers of Belfast Farm.- Creamery
experienced sou e trouble last week »y reThe
ports that the
reauiery had failed.
matter was looked into and the rumor was
found to have started by mistake from the
failure of the Cream magazine.

m

4

with

her aunt

Mrs.

S.

closing days pleasant. Her illlong and painful but she at last
went to sleep quietly, Saturday, May 7th
resignedly bidding all good-by. Her funeral

SarcophaJesse Pi. Frye, Montville:
a
cottage monument of Oak Hill and
Lincoluville stock for Mrs. Costello of
Bucksport; and a number of jobs in marble.

Cosmo Buttermilk Toilet Soap makes
the skin soft, white and healthy. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co.

house

made those

ton

ness

gus. with urn, for

ing guns upon Morro Fort. The squadron
formed an eiipse before the forts, at first tiring low, but at second round ships got elevation and almost immediately silenced Morro.
Also fired upon town and drove the Spaniards from their guns repeatedly. The Porter
at short range drew Spanish lire in fearless
mounted seven
manner.
The Spaniards
good guns but their marksmanship was
wretched. They sent five hundred shots
at American fleet, hitting the New York
once and killing seaman Frank Sidemark,
and breaking the leg of Samuel Feltman,
ordinary seaman, wounding three only
slightly; also hit the Iowa once, breaking
elbow of G. Merkle, marine; seaman R. C.
Hill and John Mitchell slightly hurt. These
were the only injuries. Damage done ashore
not known but supposed to be large. Fleet
uow outside of harbor.

her

Thurlowu Eor some years past she has
been employed iu Brockton, Mass.
Consumption inherited from both parents compelled her, early last fall, to rest. Although
urged to go South, she felt her sister's
home and care was what she needed, aud
her last days were spent among her kindred, whose loving hearts and gentle hands

have on hand a large
amount, of work and their crew is
working
over time. The work includes a
sarcophagus
of new design of Oak Hill stock fur M. E.
a

iking

(•

Hutclnus Bros,

Congressman Burleigh

between

bis attention

the matter.

to

Hugh Crowley

Riverside Monday

went to

visit his wife.

to

True Hay ford

came

home from Waterville

spend Sunday.

to

Alzo M. Carter went to Boston Fri-

Mrs.

day for a short visit.
Capt. Robert F. Patterson
ing friends in Belfast.
Shibles of Knox
Saturday on business.
a

Lynn

ot

is visit-

(Dictated.)

of

Representatives, U.

V\ ashingtun, J).
Hon. R A.

(J., April 28,

s.
lS'. 18

in

was

town

last

H. M. Beau of Camden
on business.

in town

was

last

Thursday

G race Stevens
Thursday from Boston.
Miss

home last

arrived

were held at the house of her sister
Mrs. W. A. Swan, 45 Broad St., Salem Mass.
The remains were brought to Grove Cemetery accompanied by her brotlier-in-law W.
A. Swan and sister, Miss Inez Hutchinson of
Brooks. That she hail many friends the
choice blossoms which covered both casket
ami grave bore testimony.
Her age was 40

years, 4 mouths and 1J

days.

Mger,'

Secretary of War, Washington. L).
Dear Sir : I have to-day received a letter
from Mon. John M. Fletcher, Mayor of Belfast, Maine, urgently calling atteut ion to the

need of coast defenses for that city and for
the towns along the Penobscot Bay.
I fully agree with Mr. Fletcher that the
exposure to an attack in that vicinity is exceedingly great ami I earnestly urge that
something may be done, at once, tor the
protection of that part of our coast.
i would respectfully and earnestly renew
the recommendation made to the
Department several weeks ago, that competent engineers he sent to Maine for the purpose of
ascertaining and reporting the needs of the
coast along that State.

Yours very respectfully,
E. (J. Burleigh.

(Dictated.)

Shuman died
Elijah
Waldo avenue May 17tli at
tbe age of 70 years. She was born in Jefferson. and shortly after her marriage to Mr.
Shuman, then of Wahloboro, they came to
Elsie

at her

J.,
home

widow of

M.

on

Belfast, which was their home through life.
Mrs. Shuman leaves four daughters, Mrs.
Alma

J.

Ryder,

Mrs.

Carrie

Cunningham
Belfast, aud

Gertrude Shuman of
Mrs. Ai.nie Cross of Morrill. The funeral
will be at the house of her daughter, Mrs.
Cunningham, this afternoon at 1 o’clock.
aud Miss

|

Maine, aud will be distributed there

of

most

judicious.
Respectfully,
John D. Long, Secretary.

fences.
In reply, I beg to iuforrn you that the
subject of defense is receiving consideration,
and everything possible under the circumstances, and with the meaus available, will
be done with the view of affording protection, but when the length of coast line is
considered, it becomes readily apparent that
an adequate defence of each and all
points
would involve an enormous expeniture of
money, and the care and preservation of the
armament would require many times more
men than are authorized.

Very respectively,
R. A. Alger, Secretary
Hon. E. C. Burleigh,
House of Representatives.
Yachts and
The

of

War.

Boats.

Decrows launched their sloop Glide

Monday.
I

W.

Parker launched his knockabout,

Wave, Tuesday.
H.

ready
The

D.
for

Gilman

is

getting the Jenuette

launching.

Edna made

a

trip

to

Islesboro las

Sunday, the first sail of the season.
Rtissell died May 13th of typhoid
I. W. Parker has built and launched a very
fever at his home on Congress street, aged j
31 years. He was born in Bangor and had ! nice 11-foot tender for his knockabout.
been employed in Newport and Richmond.
F. H. Hoag’s schooner Clara is at her
He came here last December, ill. The funer- moorings south of the steamboat wharf.
al was held at the late residence Monday.
Webster’s and Holt’s landings are in posiRev. Geo. S. Mills officiating, and the remains
tion and their sail and rowboats are ready
were taken to Newport for interment.
The for use.
bearers were Arthur Bicknell, Eugene Cook,
The auxiliary steam yacht Wild Duck,
James and William Deering.
Commodore Forbes,is at the Atlantic Works,
for a general overhauling.
Died in Caribou, March 5, of disease con- Boston,
tracted in the army, Eli Andrews, son of the
The Barretts of Rockport have completed
Ute Jonathan and Hannah Andrews. He
a catboat for a New York man, and a 20-foot
was
born in Pleasant Ridge, Somerset
of Marblehead,
county, March 28, 1829. He moved to New- knockabout for Mr. Coolidge

Ntwburg

Mrs. Woodbury Cummings of
Citypoint
left Monday for Rockland, where she is to
reside.
Misses May Smalley and Hattie
Deering
spent Sunday with frieuds in Jackson and
Brooks.
A.

Dodge of Lewiston arrived
visit her mother, Mrs. H E.

to

Brown.

Charles A. McKinley came into town last
I* riday for the first time since his
accident
April 11th.
Hr.

W.

M.

Ilmigdou left

Worcester, Mass., where he
dentistry.
Mr. Max

I., uz,

von

Saxony, was a guest
city last Friday.

is

t"

musician

a

>f

K.

week

last

P.

el

for

practice

Leipsic.

Chase of this

Mrs. F. W.
Shepherd and laughter
Freinetta arrived home Tuesday from a visit
iu Massachusetts.
Charles F. Parks of Bradford, N. If., was
in town last
Thursday on business for the
Belfast Water Co.
Elizabeth Jones arrived home last
Thursday from Bridgewater, Mass where
she spent the winter.

Misses Mariedna and Margaret Snell of
Philadelphia are visiting their aunts, Mrs
R. T. Emery and Mrs. A. C. Sibley.

William

War Department.
(
Washington, May 7, 1898. )
Sir:—I have the honor to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo,
stating that you have received a communication from the Mayor of Belfast, Maine, requesting that competent engineers be sent
to the Maine coast to report on needs for de-

Elmer E.

bttrg with his parents in 1847, and was married to Miss Sarah E. Mosher of Unity, May
25. 1851. He moved to Unity in 1858, to
Surks in 1860, to Pleasant Ridge in 1861, to
in 1863. He enlisted in Company

etts.

Washington, Mav 5, 18i>8. j
Mrs. M. V. B. Know 1 ton of Rockland ar
H>,< //. jf. Jlurleigh,
House of Representatives.
rived last. Thursday to visit her mother.
Sir: lam in receipt of your letter of the Mrs.
Mary Waterman.
28th ult. regarding furnishing protection to
Mrs. A. D. McKeen and son Austin arriv
the city of Belfast, Me., and other towns
ed in Belfast Saturday from Boston, where
along Penobscot Bay.
The Department is now collecting a patrol
the wiliter.
fleet for the purpose of patrolling the coast they spent
with a view of general protection. It is also
Capt. J. W. Bennett, who is in command
organizing an auxiliary defence fleet for the of a coal
barge on Long Island sound, spent
same purpose immediately
along the shore.
Sunday in Belfast and vicinity.
Some of these vessels will be assigned to the
as seems

port, Mrs. Timothy Thompson of Belfast,
and Andrew Burkmar of Everett, Mags.
The funeral was at her late home yesterday
afternoon, Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating.

Miss Esther Colson arrived in Belfast Friin Massachus-

day after spending the winter

H.

Mass.
—

Roberts of Reading, Mass., is
Belfast and painting the
Roberts cottages at North Shore, Northport,

visiting

a

relatives in

Mrs. S. A. Payson and Mr. and
Fernald of Belfast spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Stiles of JackMr. and

Mrs. John S.

sou.

The family of Col. A. K. Bolan arrived
here last Friday evening from New York
by
special car and went to Castine by special
trip of steamer Silver Star.
F.

Conant, a Belfast boy, has been
First Lieutenant of the Santa

A.

elected

Barbara, California,

sharpshooters.

company will number 70
to

will take

M;ss

Maude LMplock of Augusta
June 1 in St. Mark's Episco-

place

pal church, Hallowed].
Mr. Smith was formerly

city,

The

or more.

marriage of William Smith of Hal-

The

lowell

and for

some

time

a

an

resident of this

emyloye

of The

Journal.
The steamer Philadelphia, of which Melville Crockett of Brooksville is first- officer,
and w Inch has been carrying the mails between New York and Venezuela ports, has
been withdrawn from the route ami will
probablv be sold t<> the government. Mr.
Crocket

hopes to

her

service.

uew

remain with the vessel

;n

his family
and household goods from Wiscasset, where
he was located last year, to Camden, where
he intends to make his future home. He
bought of William R. Gill last fall a tine
Rev. V. P. Wardwell has moved

house lot

near

the

jum

tion of

Megunticook

and Spring streets. The lot contains half
acre and commands a fine view of the
village, mountains, bay and islands. He
will probably build a cottage of modern
style the present season. |Camden Herald.

au

William O. Aldus of Belfast visited his
uncle Fred D. Aldus last week on his way
to Rockland w here he enlisted in the U. S.
year, and on examination was
first class seaman. He has a
patriotic family record. His father, William
Aldus, wras in the Pith Maine Regiment; his
uncle, John Calvin Aldus, was in the 7th
Maine; another uncle, James Aldus, was in
the 14th Maine and still another uncle, Fred
D. Aldus, was in the 4th Maine. [Camden

Navy

rated

for
as

perfect complexion and a clear,
healthy skin, use Cosmo Btttermilk Soap. | Herald.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
For

in

was

Augusta Tuesday

Iiev. A. T. Dunn, D. D., of Waterville
in town

one
a

was

Tuesday.

Albert L. McIntosh went to Winterport
on business.

yesterday

J Harold Bates of Brunswick spent Sunfriends in Belfast.

day with

Mrs. Carrie E. Peirce is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Childs of Everett, Mass.

Miss Isabelle Townsend of New Haven,
is visiting her sister, Miss Townsend of

the

High

school.

Engineer ,J. S. Paul of the freight train is
taking a vacation while building his house
in Waterville. Henry Mur* 1. is in the
ah
during his absence.
M illis A. Cates, the
Congress street
jeweler, is away this week on a lisioug and
hunting trip in the vicinity of SmaUA point.
He is accompanied by h.s friend, fcjir Henry
Lynch Blosse. [Portland Argus.

1 he President has nom.nated

Commis-

as

sary of subsistence, with the rank of Captain
S. M. Milliken; and for Paymaster of the
Mr Milliken is a
army, Herbert M. Lord.
graduate from West Point, sun of the ite
Hon. S. L. Milliken,* and Mr. Lord is Cm
well-known newspaper man of Rockland

Waldo

County

The indications

Teachers’ Meeting.
are

"avorable f

now

a

large attendance at the meeting of the Waldo
County Teachers’ Association, to be held in
this city to-morrow, Friday. The forenoon
and

afternoon meetings of the Association
will be held in the High school room ; the
exhibitions of work at tLe various central
school rooms; and the dinner at noon, the
evening lecture and reception, at Memorial
Hall. Half fares will be given on the Belfast branch of the Maine Central railroad,
and large delegations will come from Winterport, Frankfort, and other places by
The following circular has
buckboards.
been issued by the President of the association

:

Belfast, Me., May in, 1898.

To THE Public of Belfast: The annua’
convention of the Waldo County Teachers'
Association is held in our city Friday. Ma.'
20.
Supplementary to this convention the
schools will place on exhibition specimens
of work done in the various grades curing
the year. The exhibit will consist of wr.
,g
arithmetic papers, modelling and u
dung
for drawing, map drawing, color w rk.
moulding continents in sand, etc.
The exhibit is especially arranged to interest. the people of Belfast and ;t is hoped
that one or both parents --f each pup I will
examine the exhibit.
The exhibit, will be held in the various
rooms of the centra; schools
;nd will be
open from 9 in the morning : nt 5 at night.
Yen. faithfully yours,
Frani is S. Brick
The following program is announced
MORMNC SESSION.

10.00.

Prayer, Key. (i. G. Winslow: Address of Welcome, Kev Geo. S. Mill-; S aging, Chorus; Number Work, Mr J !;. Dunton; Calisthenics m the Common
K-x.is,
Prim A. F. Richardson.
12.00. Dinner.
AJTERNi

1 do.

>.\

x

SESSION.

Singing,

Cleu’us;
H<-w
Plants, Mr. A. P. Lane S '.' IP:.United States History, Pr
A'. [.
M. 1,
Vertical writing. Miss Ju
ton ; Singing, L ie.rus (yii s-.M*,

t

«>

Stiid\
'A
u-

«

■

EVENING

s-

SESSION.

p. Fi st
Solo, Selected. Mrs. L
Quaitette, Selected, Mrs {.' P. Li --.Mrs
L. S.
Mr.
E.
S.
Mi
Ew ery
I'm-her.
teller,
White: Solo, S'ie :*m1. Mrs. P. S pit tier
7 JO

Lecture.—The

Eni->tn»ns as a U
W Stetson: R.

.;.

Ed-

ucation, Hon. V\

The music will he in

ch-tige

E. S

M

Pitcher. The lady pupils of the H gh »<*hon;
will serve at the tai-les. It the w< tther is
favorable the meeting pi<m;.>»-* t, '■ me f
«

the
ever

largely attended and
held by the Association.

most,

Roster of

the

1st

Maine

nm

•sting

Regiment.

Miss

Navy Department,

coast

Harriet E. Dean died at her home on Bay
View street, May 15th. About a year ago
she fell while in Littleton, N. H., aud broke
her arm, since which time her health has
gradually failed. She was a native of
Northport, a daughter of the late Eben aud
Sarah Burkmar
She married Andrew J.
Dean of Belfast about 40 years ago, aud they
lived in Waterville and Gardiner, Maine and
Littleton, N. H., prior to their return to Belfast 8 years ago.
Mrs Dean was very kind
hearted, a model mother aud a good neighbor. She leaves one daughter, Mrs. Annabel
Eikins of Littleton, also two sisters and one
brother—Mrs. Thomas Smalley of North-

Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Twombly visited
friends in Monroe ami vicinity last week.

Monday

f

Wilson
business.

Frank I.

Ct.,

Miss Sadie Wight returned
Monday from
short visit in Boston.

Mrs.

Yours very truly,
E. C. Burleigh.

was

services

j

and Secre-

Mrs. J. W. Emery is visiting friends in
Dixmont.
on

Frank Tuttle arrived home last
Thursday
from California.

a son

tary Long relative to the protection of Belfast ami other places on the Penobscot Bay
and river:
House of Representatives, U. S.
)
Washington, D. C., May 12.1898. f
Hon. John M. Fletcher,
Mayor of Belfast, Me.
Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith letters received from the Secretaries of War ami
Navy relative to the protection of the city
of Belfast and other towns
along Penobscot
Bay. I also enclose copy of my letter of
tlie 28tLi lilt., to the Secretary of War calling

House

resting place of Julia, daughter of the late
Harvey P. and Ann Patterson) Hutchinson.
The deceased was well known in this
ty as she attended the High school here,

Power Co.

Plymouth, Mass.;

Mark Knowlton went to Boston
Saturday
business.

in
of Capt. Michael
Newbert of Waldoboro and was born in this
town sixty-four years ago. He attended the
common schools and
being converted, began
to preach the gospel about 1S5(» under the
direction of the Methodist Conference. His
first charge was at Palermo. Since that time
he nas been located at North Vassalboro and
was

PERSONAL.
on

on

liev. Moses W. Newbert, who died

China, May (i,

E

A green mound completely covered with
rare and
beautiful flowers mark the quiet

severe bombardment for three hours, suceedno food ashore.
Some 250 American sailors went to the ; ed in reducing the fortifications. The fleet
then steamed outside the port to await the
bottom of Havana harbor a few weeks ago.
Spanish Cape Verde fleet, which is believed
According to Spanish official reports, 018 to
be off Martinique. About five o’clock the
Spanish sailors met death in Manila harbor
squadron consisting of the Iowa (flagship)
a few days ago.
The cry, “Remember the
New York, Terror, Amphrite,
Indiana,
Maine,” rang through Dewey’s ships at the
Detroit, Montgomery, and Porter, entered
commencement of the battle, and it may acthe
the Detroit leading, followed
harbor,
count in material degree for the accuracy
by Iowa, both of which opened fire, directand
of the American fire.

asou.

In

b«>rh sides of tbe
G. Coombs, D.
M. Pendleton, W. J. Snell aud W. E. Dil-

and

there is

A
to the London Daily Telegraph
from St. Petersburg says: “Japan intends
to protest vigorously
against America’s
seizing'the Philippines. She has already
of
Russia ami consought the assistance
ferences are occurring between Count Muravioff, the Russian foreign minister, and the

high

won a

island.

Among the work recently finished or nearly ready to set. at the marble shop of Mark
Wood & Son of this city are the following:
equipped.
a square white marble tablet with Old
EngIt is regretted at Washington that Samp- lish letters for
Mrs. Lois R. Marshall, Belson failed to lire the immense
piles of Spanish fast an Italian marble cross for Mrs. E.
F.
oal at San Juan, though his course in withdrawing while his ships were uninjured, Cutter, Belfast; markers for A. S. Smith and
the
more
pending
important engagement Viola A. Farnham, Knox, and a large numwith the Spanish fleet, is commended.
ber of smaller stones. They have
recently
A comparison of the strength of the two set a
heavy Italian rnarb e marker for Hiram
squadrons, Sampson’s and Cervera’s, shows Bliss,
Jr., of Washington and one for Edthat the American has 45,800 tons displaceward Young of the same town
ment to 20,200 for the Spanish ; average speed,
American 17 8 knots. Spanish 23.8; weight
The Condon Mfg. Co. is meeting with good
of metal thrown at one discharge 20,000
success in the sale of the
patent rolls inventpounds, Spanish 10,000.
ed by Mr. A. T. Condon. Mr. Patterson, who
The Havana account of Cardenas battle
admits that the gunboat Antonio Lopez was is on the road for the company, puts in the
disabled and eight soldiers wounded, but rolls for a two weeks’
trial, and makes a sale
claims that the Americans were repulsed
at about every place he visits. Since March
with heavy loss. To offset the damage to the
Winslow our boats sank a Spanish gunboat, 20th he has sold about 150 rolls. Mention
two torpedo destroyers and did great dam- was made in a former
issue of samples sent
age to Cardenas.
to Germany, and the result has been an
In an engagement with gunboats and forts order for 100 rolls. A live
years’ contract for
at Cardenas, Thursday, the torpedo boat
the manufacture of the rolls has been made
Winslow was disabled and Ensigu Bagley
with
F. A. Howard & Son, and they have
and four men kilied and three wounded.
The Winslow arrived at Key W’est that increased their force and are devoting all
under
her
own
has
steam.
It
been
night
their time at present to this line of work.
found that she can be repaired and ready
for active service in a few weeks. Eighteen Since the foregoing was in type additional
orders have been received, including one
shells struck her.
I'nited States troops of the first regiment, from San Francisco.
Capt. Dorst, landed at Puuta Friar, west
The Bombardment of Porto Rico.
shore of Cabanas Bay, May 12tli. They
routed the Spanish garrison, killing one
St. Thomas, May 13.
officer and three men. Only American inAdmiral Sampson’s
jured was C. Archibald, San Francisco,
at daybreak yesterday, appeared before
flesh wound.
The Wasp shelled a Spuiish
the harbor of Sail Juan, Porto Rico.
After
position, captured one prisoner, who says

rapidity
despatch

and the

he was most amiable
host of friends by his ever genial
The burial was in the family loton
manner.
one of the most beautiful spots in Islesboro

Tuesday

of

deceased,

m

Industries.
was

PERSONAL.
J. G. Paul went to Boston
Monday
business.

A. M.

worth.

teu-liorse power electric motor

Dodge

1

re

and

ity of lobsters supplied.”

into the

of mind

which he had ever held his young
friend. Mr. Pendleton was possessed of literary tastes of a high order, was a diligent
student, and. fur one of his years, was widely
esteem

America.

Foster

qualities

He also spoke of the very pleaspersonal relations that had existed be-

ant

“The house is widely known all over the
l nited States for its
promptitude in riding
orders and also for the prime and fresh qual-

A

excellent

and heart.

“Mr. Collins owns his fleet of smacks,
and keeps them steadily
employed the year
around.
He was the first to introduce the
steam and well smack on the coast of Maine,
and has lately added to his iieet the new
and staunch steamer Ina E Collins, the tincsi and
best-equipped steam lobster sma k

Concerning

I, First Maine Heavy Artillery, November,
1803, was wounded in June, 1864, and received his discharge at the close of the war.
He moved to South Etna in 1865, and to
Caribou in January, 1873, where had ever
since resided. His wife died March 10, 1895.
He leaves six children, three sons, Lemuel
M., Elwood B. of Houlton, and Charles E.
of Caribou, three daughters, Mrs. Olive L.
Doyle of Woodland, Mrs. Emma Thomson
of Washburn, Mrs. Arabel E. Lister of Caribou, and one brother, Reuben H. Andrews
of Caribou, besides many other friends to
mourn.
He was a good neighbor, a kind
husband and father and a sincere Christian.
He bore his long sickness with great
patience.
Funeral services were held at the
Union church March 7, Rev. Lawrence Kelley officiating. The remains were taken to
Caribou village for interment.
We copy the above from last week’s issue
of the Pittsfield Advertiser.

Pendleton

many

and

sters are.

NUMBER^qT

1

bis

experienced

Mrs.

ter.

lins at Rockland, Me.
“Mr. Collins has just

present proprietor it has enjoyed
continuous prosperity.

1898^

China and Southport. He then went to Wismade many friends consin where lie spent two years in the minJohn W. Doe of Bar Harbor visited relaistry. On returning to Maine lie preached in
whi !•• a resident of Belfast who deeply symseveral places and finally came to Waldoboro tives in Belfast last week.
pathize with her in her altletion. Mr. Pen- and preached a year and a half when his
Herman Stevens arrived from Boston last
diet n was a man of decided literary tastes
health failed. He then followed a business
Thursday for a short visit.
an* was a graceful and easy writer.
In his career for fifteen years in China and Camden. Having partially recovered his health
M. G. Prentiss of Brewer visited his son
yo nger days lie served a brief apprenticehe resumed his profession and
preached in II. M. Prentiss last week.
ship “at. the case" in the Progressive Age Cushing, Caribou, Hodgdou and Linneus,
Mrs. Joseph A. McKeen and two children
office, and the practical knowledge thus ob- Sprague's Mills. On account of his health
he was again obliged to abandon bis chosen
went to Boston last
tained was of value to him wrhen he became
Friday.
work and retired to a farm in China
where
editor and manager of the paper. Of the he spent the last two years of his life. He
Geo. H. Bern is is to manage The Bluffs at
family < 1 his parents four brothers and one w as twice married. His first wife was Helen i Mt. Desert Ferry, this season.
Washburn; the second who survives him,
sister remain. They are Capts. Fields C.,
was Mrs. Maria R. Jones of
Miss Lucy A. E. Palmer went to
China, whose I
Portland
Winfield S., Guilford I>., and Richard 1J. first husband was Maj. Jones, who wras kill- last
j
Thursday for a short visit.
ed
the
war
of
the
during
Rebellion.
Pendleton of Islesboro and Mrs. Levina A.
Mr.
Newbert was a member of the Masonic lodge
Orlando Herrick of Castine visited friends
Lewis of Brooklyn, N. Y. A party of rela- j at
China. He was a man of modest de- in Belfast the first of the
week.
tives from Brooklyn and New York City ac- I meanor, but a minister whose
natural ability
Calvin Austin, general agent of the B. A
companied the remains home, arriving here was appreciated by every church over which j
lie was placed. His success in the
ministry B. S. S. Co., was here last week.
by the regular train Friday evening and go- ^ was remarkable.
[Lincoln County News.
ing to Islesboro by a special trip of the j
Miss Susan Dinsmore has returned to the
steamer Silver Star.
The Bangor Cowrner- j
Conservatory of Music, Boston.
cial says of the deceased:
George Albert Prince died at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
his mother, Mrs. Frank
Quimby returned Saton Pearl
Personally Mr. Pendleton was a charming ! street, May 10, of slow Pendleton,
urday night from a visit in Boston.
32
consumption,
aged
iu
his
man,—educated, refined, vigorous
j
He
years and 20 days.
was born in CamMrs. L. F. McDonald left last
dealings with other men and attractive in his ] den and was a sou of
Thursday
Alphonzo Prince. A
manners.
He made friends irresistibly and
mother, little son, one sister, Miss Jennie B. for a visit of two weeks in Boston.
his death will be regretted by thousands of
and a brother, W. A. Prince of ArPrince,
Mrs. Elmer Small left
acquaintances who looked upon him with lington, Mass., survive him. After the death
Monday for a visit
affection and respect. His widow will have of
of six weeks in
her first husband bis mother married
Campbell ton. N. R
the benefit of a sympathy which will be Frank
whose kindness to him
founded on a keen appreciation of her loss. has beenPendleton,
John E. Chapman, Esq., of Boston was in
as great as that of an own father.
this city last week on legal business.
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon at
Mr. Prince was a quiet, kindhearted
young
man aud
the old Pendleton homestead and was very
many friends will greatly miss
Mr. Eames of the Belfast
him. [Camden Herald.
Creamery was
in Bangor last
largely attended. Rev. Geo. E. Tufts ofti- j
Thursday on business.
ciated and the services consisted of Scripture
j
Miss Julia A. Greer of Boston visited her
reading, prayer and an address. Mr. Tufts | To Protect Penobscot Cities and Towns. niece, Miss Carrie
Cobbett, last week.
gave a review of the brief life of tbe deceased
George A. Bailey made a business trip last
and paid a well deserved aud eloquent trib- !
Following is a copy of the correspondence week to
Boston and Amesbury, Mass.
ute t'» bis

Plant.

a
piant
Rockland
“The largest and most complete lobster
plant in all of its details in the Cnited States
is that owned aud conducted bv F. W
Coi'.

and

married Miss Inez Mathews,

'laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Lyford
"t Bangor, who survives him with one daugh-

The Fishing Gazette published in New
V ork contains the
following complimentary
notice of F. W. Collins’ lobster

under the

Pierce

Islesboro, and was the youngest son of the
late Capt. Mark and Eliza J. Pendleton. He
attended school in Kent’s Hill, Hallowell

battle8
the bombardment of San Juan
,leDpe‘a;''0'
de Porto Rico show
grand work by tlie Amer-

Havana dispatches say

four American
warships fired on Cienfuegos, Wednesday,
and attempted to land troops and
supplies,
but
were
repulsed. Fourteen Spaniards
wounded is admitted.

Obituary.

that torpedo boats are useless if
discovered
in time, and that their
only chance of suc8t D1Sht °r
durinK th« “moke of

in

Many regiments ordered to
may not go there, and Tilings m Washington
inunsettled again.
Nevada has
been
authorized to raise a troop of picked mounted marksmen.

the navy department for devoting so many valuable
ships
to tin- defense of the New
England coast,
:
which, he says, is in the least danger of any
section of our seaboard.
;

a
banquet.Kev. Lyman j
D., of New York, will address !
of the Bangor Theological j

next

as-

says
its

naval

history.

...

£■•

of San Juan was
to the colony bv

Thirty thousand volunteer troops have
n
ordered to at once concentrate at
Chickamauga park.

War
Time..Spanish and
1 ‘*-\iey (’apltiled
Patri-

V

MAY 19,

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

BliCAN JOURNAL.
hi

_

~

7°-

Ai/ci sta. Me.. May 1."
Ad jutant i* neral
John T. Richards announces mat the foi.ow
ing officers have been appointed in tlie regiment of volunteer infantry now being mus-

tered in this State:
(’clone1, Lucius H. Kendall, Biddeford.
Lieutenant Colonel, Charles G. Morton, Portland.
Majors, Ralph R. Ulmer. Rock laud: Charles
Collins, Portland; William O. Peterson,
Brunswick.
Captains, George A. Dow, Portland Isaiah
H. Barker. Portland ; Lincoln H. Barmy,
Auburn; Frank T. Bartlett, N way
Thomas J. Hogan, Portland; Dana W.
Love.joy, Augusta: Erwin S. Gowan. Biddeford; John Bird, Rockland ; Michael J.
Moriarty, Lewiston; William C. Gcdwin
Brunswick, Michael E. Conley. Portland.
Charles S. Carletun, Westbrook.
First Lieutenants, Charles E
Davis. Portland; Frank B. Harris, Biddeford. George
A. Hubbard, Auburn; Thomas F. McGillicuddy, Portland; John M. Aker.cy, Biddeford: James L. Moriarty, Lewiston,
Michael F. Dooley, Portland; Frank B.
W. Welch, Portland; Flavel A. Chaplin,
Portland; Benjamin P. Adkins. Norway;
C. Hart Blackington, Augusta: Charles
C. Tibbetts, Ilockland; George O
Hubbard, Brunswick; Willard C. Lord, Westbrook.
Second Lieutenants, Harry H.Sawyer, Portland; Stanley P. Dennett, Bangor: Martin
J. Sullivan, Portland; Charles E. Jeffrey,
Biddeford; George M. Kavanaugh, Lewiston; Frederick A. Hobbs. Westbrook;
William H. Jenhs, Portland: J
Waldo
Nash, Norway ; Beniamin D. Savage, Augusta; Mervyu A. Rice. Rockland; William J. Wilson, Brunswick: Edward E.

Vhilbrook, Portland.
Surgeon, with rank of Major,
bury, Norway.

Bia!

F.

Brad-

Assistant

First
Surgeons, with rank of
Lieutenant, James IL O. Nmii, 1- Aland
and Gilbert M. Elliott, Brunswick
Chaplain. Rev. Charles S. Cummmgs, Auburn.
Officers will take rank from day of muster

The Old

Fishing

Schooner Comet.

After braving the stormy seas flit- sevenafter
ty-three year old sell. Comet, whit
having passed its age of useful! ss, was
pressed into service the past winter to tisli

for the T. wharf market, has (juicily laid
down to rest and her timbers are now lying
easily off the sandy shore of 1*1 \ mouth.
The Comet lies on the edge of the channel. She is under water and her crew have
gone home. In the storm Sunday she touched
outside the beach, but Monday morning
before help could be gotten to her she came
off and ran up the beach channel. She is an
old craft, owned by T wharf parties, and
not insured. She will be a total loss.
The
Comet was 21.95 tons, net measurement, and
built in Essex in 1825, and was by many
years the oldest vessel employed in the New
England fisheries. [Cape Ann Advertiser.

Webster is at work

Swallow,

and

Libby

on

is

Dr.

Atwood’s yacht

making

for her.

a

suit of sails

They will not be cross-cut. as
intended, but will be cut in the usual
and double-bighted.
A bath

first
way

with Cosmo Buttermilk Soap, exand beneficial.

quisitely scented, is soothing
S old by A. A. Howes & Co.

Women and Work.

COOK,

BY LADY

GOLD

I

DUST

WASHING

POWDER.

A

Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IN

nee TENNESSEE C. CLAFIN.

CITY HALL, AUGUSTA,

No. 1.
Whenever

the

advocates

Rights"

“Women's

equality with
met by the

legal

and

are

fre-

they

men,

Men

retort:

quently

a

are

the home.

place

purpose of nominating a candidate
Governor to be supported at the Septem- i
her election, and transacting any other business that
may properly come before it.
The voters of Maine, without regard to
for the

the

Very pretty

if
they were true. But,
unfortunately, the majority of women are
denied marriage, and the larger propor-

though desiiable for all who are suitable,
is impossible to most, and motherhood
cau only be accepted under many degrad-

I

exertions.

And

to

of

ridiculous rhodomontade.

a

For it is many chances to

thing in the world to prove
women
do
a
large proportion

the

Pennam]

world's work

the easiest
that

WASHING POWDE0
woman's proper sphere are so many idle
speculations, and the men's claim to tiie

all, it is

crown

Storm

_

and social sacrifices.

For the majority, also, there is no home
besides that shifty one provided by their
own

ments

wear

we

that the

bedding

were

which

one

that the gar-

woven

by women,

warms us was

their

work, notwithstanding
handiwork, that the watch we consult was
almost all is claimed by men.
On this
made by their deft lingers, and that the
occasion, however, and not to be too disfood which nourishes us was largely grown
cursive, we shall coniine our
world’s

argument

by them for the market, and almost exclucooked by them when it entered our
proofs mainly
homes.
They most probably upholstered
tistics.
the chairs and couches on which we sit,
If we take associated labour iu textile
! lacquered the iron bedsteads on which
aud clothing manufactures, comprising
we
lie, and had a linger in producupwn:d *»i one hundred kinds of occupaing almost every article of luxury or
tion up t«» 1 "71, we lind that in England
Butter, cheese, jam, tea,
j necessity.
the British Islands, aud shall

to

for

rely

sively

upon Government sta-

our

and Wales the female workers numbered

!

hands nearly doubled that of the
having been 223,050 against 112.07*.

mei

that

*•>

<»f

o,t

tom

ine n >

workeis. chiefly consisting of women and
iiildien.
Vnd. from 3*50 to 1875, the
Mind: ei
1 cm ale workers above 38 years

nearly doubled, while the males
ad on'y slightly increased.
In tiji 0 "<, industries, the Census of

•f
i

1

iiad

age

)*71

!.:)V'

i>.7"4.
bered

wh

The

-7.

disparity

seeming than real, and
by tie* impert;Ireland, where

but,

num-

i> no

here is

more

women

are

by far

their labour is less

as

And flesh and blood

for

more

regular,

|
!

The total number returned in J'7! for
all regular occupations in the United
Kingdom was nine millions nine hundred
and sixty-four thousand males, and four

an
dice, or the
wife less laborious

her husband’s.
Taking only the
wives and widows into account, we shall
add them t > the former number after having tiist subtracted the number of wo-

paid oc-

Tltis would afford an increase
of about three millions more to the wowe

also add those

over

ceed this

as

male

every te
workers

As the

million more
a

there

are

nine

population

j

women

than

men

female

contains

a

this leaves

j

!

very wide margin for that class of wowhose lives are altogether useless or

men

simply ornamental,
a

host

of

and does not include
spinsters who give occasional

assistance in

nursing

and other domestic

concerns.
W

cheerfully concede that many male
occupations require an amount of muscular strength not possessed by the ordie

nary British workwomai.

Nevertheless,

physical

exhaustion

even

their

invading
■diiecp<>n>.

they

j

employments
were

in various
the first to trench

|

upon those of women, and still in their
thousands fill employments which would
be more suitable for the weaker sex. For
all kinds of labour

requiring extreme padelicacy of manipulation women
are most eminently fitted, just as men are
for others demanding greater physical
strength. The Held, therefore, is wide
tience

or

oppose the exertions or enterprise
of the other, or to resort to a selfish system
of boycotting.
to

So far
turns

ever,

we

have

only

dealt with the

re-

In a future paper, howup to 1871.
will endeavour to consider the

we

period

between that time and the present,
how multifarious are the

and to show

occupations and business qualifications of
sex, how they increase, and how
meanly they are remunerated in contrast

our

with those of
similai

men

even

work, equal

when

both in

women

do

skill and

quantity.
If
all

we

the

correct, it must follow that
assertions as to home being

are

a

it’s

a

tap

at

the vale

HALES

iLTit

honey

neglect

!

IN THE GREA T

NATIONAL
FAMILY

and

cough.

a

Reliable War Nr*.

rOEHOUND

such

TAR

NEWSPAPER

Hale’s Honev of Horehound and Tar is a
.1
it acts like magic in all
simple reined}
cases of throat oi bronchial troub.e.
Sold by

Furnished

druggists.

Pike's Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one

R. G.

In boldness of conception and audacity
<*f execution Dewey’s exploit will rank
beside Drake’s attack on the Spanish fleet
in the harbor of Cadiz in 1587, in which
he burned, sunk or captured a large number of vessels—a feat which he styled
“singeing the King of Spain’s beard”
and with Nelson’s destruction of the
Danish war ships in the harbor of CopenBut the German and
hagen in 1801.
French papers which are expressing surprise at Dewey’s vigor and daring merely
show an ignorance of the long list of briltheir
which east
liant achievements
splendor across a century of United States
naval history.
Dewey belongs to the
same race as Paul Jones,
Barry, Perry,
McDonough, Decatur, Bainbridge, Farthe
other
and
accomplished and
ragut,
intrepid sea warriors whose deeds have
shed an undying glory on the American
name.
[St. Louis Globe Democrat.
—
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BOTH ONE. YEAR FOR $2.00.
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33* 33* 37 Front St., Belfast, Me*
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FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGH I OR DAY.
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At the annual meeting of the trustees
of the East Maine Conference Seminary,
commonly called Bucksport Seminary,
held at Bangor, Me. Tuesday, April 26
Principal W. A. Hutchison presented his
resignation, and it was accepted. Immediately the trustees unanimously elected
Rev. J. Frank Haley to fill the position.
Mr. Haley is an alumnus of Wesleyau
University (class of 76), having prepared
for college at Kent’s Hill during the presidency of I)r. II. P. Torsev. Just before
liis graduation from Middletown lie received and accepted a call to Bucksport as
professor of mathematics and natural
science, where lie remained four years,
afterward entering the active ministry in
the East Maine ( onference.
He has served
leading charges in the Conference, and
wasjalso a very acceptable presiding elder i
of the Bucksport District for five years. !
Mr. Haley has been honored by his Conference in many ways, having been sent
as a fraternal delegate to most of the annual gatherings of t lie religious denomiHe led the East
nations of the State.
Maine delegation of the last General
Conference held at Cleveland, Ohio.
The action of the trustees in placing
him in the responsible position of principal
of Bucksport Seminary was a surprise to
him, as he was in no wise a candidate for
the position.
We predict for this famous
institution a prosperous future under his
management. It is understood that he
will be ably sustained by a very efficient
corps of teachers. The present harmonious feeling among the board of trustees
and their vigorous measures for the
advancement of the Seminary will give
their new principal a royal support in his
Let all the Methodist
arduous labors.
people of Eastern Maine now take this
historic and beloved institution anew’ to
their hearts and provide the students and
the financial support necessary in order
to inaugurate a new and better day in its

Marcellus J. Dow,

You
Can
Cook.

Prof. W. A. Hutchison, who has labored
untiringly duriug the year, lias greatly endeared himself to the faculty and students.
He has accepted the position of associate
principal of Darlington Seminary at West
Chester, Pa. [Zion’s Herald.
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CAPES and JACKETS.
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SPRING TONICS ARE NOW IN VOGU

fresh assortment of both
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Agent for the WHITE HIC’VI EE ami
sewim. Machine.
Ladies and Misses’ FOOTWEAR a specialty.
Agent for Waterville Steam Dye House.
Two milliners always ready for business. 2ml8

Vapor Stove betanything
ter than you can cook it on any
stove—Roast, Toast, Stew, Fry,
Broil. The lire is always under perfect control.
Never too hot or too cold. The
meals are always right on time
—right in every way. There is
less labor with a
or
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is no better pill than DAI ION '> im
Headache. Liver Troubles, and general tamils use

Remember there
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SEARSI’OKT,
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It is up to date, a reliable medicine, ami will time you up
arc convincing pr-nd .>t its merits.
In addition to a main
nerve tonic combined. It puts your blood and nerves in ordri
v
It cures Rheumatism, Siomacl.. Kulnev. I.iver and Nci
|m>,
lower price iban any orhei simil.it medicine d itspuaiity.

m.
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IS A PERFECT BUILDER I OR THE BLOOD AND N|-R\ I

M. D.

of Glasses and Diseases of
ihe Eye ard Ear a Specialty.
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Dalton’s

Fitting

Office hours until ji a.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7

Dalton's remedies have been reduced in pi
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Stove

Comfort and Safety Aroostook rotate.
sloop jacht 24 feet over all, 8 feet beam, with
keel, inside lead ballast, and fully found and
fitted, is offered for sale. Will sleep four on trail
soms, and is a safe, sound and serviceable craft,
fully equipped for cruising. Will not be given
away, and only those willing to pay a fair price
need apply. For further partici lars address
YACHT OWNER,
Journal Office, Belfast, Me
A

because it makes no dirt. There
is less expense with a vapor
stove because there is no waste.
Stove gasoline is the cheapest,
most efficient fuel science has
ever

discovered.

Over 2,000,000

using it to-day with
perfect comfort. Why don't you?
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BREEN MOUNTAINS
II KB RONS,

by

FRED ATWOOD,
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FOR SALE.

BLISS TRIUMPHS.

and up.

j

D. B. SOUTHWORTH &

EARLY QUEENS,

PLOWS
up.
SFIMNd
TOOTH and
I»1S< 11 Alt ROWS JSS.OO
All n'oods at low prices.
Write for what you want.
Steel Tack Fuller l‘ic.
mail.

leading varieties..
EARLY ROSE,

prices.

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian File Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Files. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives Instant relief
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed.. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO Prop’s, Cleveland. Ohio,
for sail by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

car

notice.

roar It.

If your dealer does not sell Vapor
Stoves and Stove Gasoline, write to the
Standard Oil Company, New York City.
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cures
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Blackboards.

or

SHIRT WAISTS,
WRA PPERS,

on a

Bake

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

BROOKS, MAINE,
Would call attention

history.
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SWAN & SIBLEY CO,

R.

Takes the burn out; heals the wound;
the pain. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,
the household remedy.
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Took Mary’s pet away.

A New Principal for Bucksport Semi-

F deral Government” that I cannoble
not write even a cursory note to a friend
You will
save of a most military stamp.
therefore pardon the tenor of my present
epistle. 1 am now going to give you a
piece of advice which you must commend
to you? military friends, viz:—
The Romans after long and exhausting
wars with the Carthagenians became so
exasperated that they resolved to destroy
the noble city of Carthage, whose population numbered 700,000. Cato the censor was wont to end all his speeches with
this expression, “l.'arthayo delinda csC’
“Carthage must be destroyed.”
Now, if iustead of the apathy which it is I
generally admitted characterizes our peopie, they would resolve, like the Romans,
that this Rebellion must be crushed out, it ;
would be done, but we are not one tenth ;
part so much in earnest as the south. With !
them there is no other thought but war,
and until we work ourselves up to an ;
equal pitch and determination we shall
meet with reverses, until at last impatient !
at the spectacle of our humiliating pos- j
ture. will resolve in joining the Southern j
Confederacy. Therefore 1 enjoin upon |
you, see to it that our (tluriouH ca>n<i
new era,
commences a
by having ern- j
blazoneo on every Federal Banner.
“The Rebellion shall be crushed.”
Charlotte A. Eaton,
j
Charlestown, Mass.

Special

minute.

Let right and justice guide your wav.
May heaven's choice blessings to you flow
And save you from a murderer’s woe.”

dulge in retrospections of duties nobly
discharged.
You call me a secessionist, of course

hy

the Front

CRAIN,

The butcher got his cleaver out,
And slaughtered it one day,
And folks who came to buy spring

TOWN.

60 Main
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wouldn’t
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war™ SPA!

your

life door.

j

years—you

death

you

little lamb.

It grew and grew and grew

BICYCLE SUNDRIES

LINE OF

BEST

JOHN W. JONES, !E«a"£.in:

j

Dewey’s Brilliant Exploit.

enough for both, and it ill becomes either
sex

THE

published during
reprinted by

■

in

Nor must t be forgotten
stjong men.
that V. laic men complain that women are

The law which affects all mdse, must affect bicvcles. The best price usuallv brings
goods. Any rider who thinks he can buy $20 worth of bicvcles for $10 is makic
big mistake, and is only laying up money for the repair man.

Slit- sold it. when ’twas X years old
To a butcher man she knew.

degrades
together.

j

many avocations of women, such as laundi y work, require great physical exertion,
and t!i.- wear and tear of others with their
long h.c'rs and incessant strain, would

ptodm

Mary h id

only

jocosely, lean assure you that my mind is
by the most generous so
“exercised1' in relation to the perils with
regards the latter, for which th wicked rebellion has beset our

ISo that

computation

cending

un-

married, the number would rise to uine
millions, and the men do not much ex-

they

dangers

7,700,17

to Penobscot
sent out from the

daughter
Tragedian:

cupations.

But if

supported by

pertinent

than

OtX).

by

following

than that of

to

his head.

entirely dead

galling
equal advantage
promoted
Morality,
judge
day,
bought
earnings,
impossible."

body

uo

woikers, bringing them up

was

His money then you took
away
men.
And hid his watch out iu your
men
are
sleigh,
Then called lui your confederate
Neither do
of a few.
This is true
And all your doings did relate,
All
“I have a secret. Flint, you said,
they wish to be so
And if by you 1 am betrayed
ask is, Freedom without favor. Aud their
The state v\ ;il me for murder try
and unjust re- And on the
emancipation from
gallows I must die.
That cursed Matthews, don’t you think,
to both
straints will be of
L'ame here and did some brandy drink,
sexes.
too, will be
Then instantly be fell down dead,
said to a button-hole And I have thumped him on the head.
it.
As the
Where can we now his body thrust
“You need not tell So that no
worker the other
one can us mistrust?
me that you
the nice clothes you In yonder room his corpse is laid;
1 w isli the river were its bed.
because
are wearing out of your
The murder I have done this night
that would be
But even a Tomorrow will be brought to light,
But my good charaetnr and name
poor button-hole maker must earn someWill shield me from all harm and blame.
>he dare not imitate our first We dragged his lifeless form away
Into
the cellar there to lay
and “Necessity bis no law.”
I'nti! some one by chance did see
The consequence is that she is
His mangled bruised and dead body.
But Oh .' the deed of that black night
to sell her
in order to clothe it, beBy heaven was brought to noonday light.
hard work will The horrid deeds
cause all she earns
I can't deny.
Ami
on the gallows I must die
food
aud
the
most
meagre
scarcely
Poor unsuspecting, murdered friend,
state
And thus this iniquitous
My earthly race must shortly ml.
of
not
impoverishes the work- ; I must stand before my God
and And feel his mighty chast.'ning rod.
ers aud their offspring, but
O. Edward Matthews' could \<ai but know
ruins
and soul
Tim scathing pangs I undergo.
Von surely would look down from heaven
And say “let Coolidge be forgiven."
Then anti rsow.
1 see the murdered form displayed
When night has cast its sable shade
The
Around my dark and lonesome cell;
letter,
Such horrid feelings none can tell
the civil war, is now
request When sleep that
harbinger of rest
It was Has spread its mantle o’er my breast
as
to the present crisis.
wiil wander hack to thee
My
thoughts
a
to
as
the
address
shows,
friend, j
written,
1 And see thee die iu agony.
and the writer was a
of the late 0 youthful days, forever
past,
1 thought thy joys would forever last.
Charles Henry Eaton,
If I had worlds, that would I give
My Friend:—\ ou are going to the “big If I once more this life could live.
war’s” as Othello terms it.
May heaven But all is o’er, the die is cast,
of the tentThe prison walls will hold me fast,
protect you amid the
ed field am. restore you safe and uninjur- ’Till to the scaffold I am led
ed to till a prosperous life, and when de- To yield that I’ve forfeited.
Take warning now by me I pray,
can inof

lodging.
things

t ,e
whole or most of rbe
connected with them. It cannut he said that the control of a
family' is

men

After he

death,

by

drudgery

iu

L'util your friend lay still in
Then with a hatchet bruised

J

you get for $50?

can

If you want a thoroughly reliable, up-to-date bicycle—one that will hold its own in am
on any road, in any weather, at any time, and will be as good next vear as this vet
Overland and Pennant are the wheels lor vou. Tliey are a little higher in price, bin
We will tell you what they are if vou care to know.
are reasons for it.

4— Steam vessels must pass over the
short length of channel indicated by buoys
in the immediate viciuity of Fort Knox,
either by drifting with the tide or warping against it. Neither screw nor paddle
wheel can be turned within these limits.
f>—No vessel will be allowed to anchor
within three miles of the battery at Fort
Knox without special authority.
Vessels are warned that if they disregard these regulations, they will expose
themselves to serious damage and will be
liable to be tired upon by the battery.
IP L. Hoxik,
Major, Corps of Engineers.
For several weeks preparations had
been going on for mining of the Penobscot at Fort Knox, but it was not generally known that the mines are already in
position, as stated in the regulations.
Fort Knox Las been undergoing repairs
and lias received ammunition and supplies, so that now everything is in readiness for defending the river against the
raids of the .Spaniards.

ureai ii

What riore

*

Torpedoes and Fortifications Ready.
Navigation Hours Specified.

vessels
can
pass safely
through any parr ot the channel in the
Penobscot river during the day time.

provide

the married women vho either conduct
as iu the lower ranks

engaged

free field for all,

fully warranted and the cones and bearings are warranted against
wear or breaking front any cause for the season.

are

unusual

obeyed.
3— {Sailing

compelled

theii househo'iis.

as

mortgage deed

bod)

the great murder of single women who
assist at home in domestic work, nor of

already given

a

These wheels

river.
The notice
office of the United
States engineer in Portland, which is in
charge of Major 11. L. iloxie, and is as
follows:
Submarine mines having been placed in
position in connection with the defence
of the Penobscot river, Maine, the following regulations for the safe navigation of
the channel by friendly vessels and for
the protection of the defences are hereby
established by authority of the secretary
of war:
1—No vessel will be allowed to pass
through the channel of entrance at Fort
Knox, Me., except between the hours of
daylight, between 1 a. m. and s p. m.
During the interval between S p. m. and
I a. m., vessels must not approach within
three miles of the batteries at Fort Knox.
-—Patrol boats will be stationed above
and below the defences.
These boats are
authorized to stop vessels, to inquire into their character or to instruct them howto pass through the mine fields.
The orders of the patrol boats must be strictly

thing.
mother,

millions seven hundred and twenty thousand females,
lint n account is taken of

men

a

supported.

Those who catered for the public in inns
and In.in.' numbered I.'il'.l’l'O; and of these
"7,041 were women.

working

of all alike is

generally
only

British Amaryllis or Phyllis remains to be
wooed by tlie amorous shepherds as of !
old.

a

What

is

By appraising

Hermes,

trance
was

;

Viking i

The war department issued, May 10th,
regulations for the navigation of the en-

good

re-

comparatively
required iu the in-

irrespective of sex. Let the capable woman take
precedence of the incapable
man.
It is a fiction to suppose that wo-

it attests that the pastoral age of the poets
absolutely dead, and not a single

"Util us

the lowest must
and

women are

overcrowded

terests

is lieie

duties of

shut out from the

main

as

badly paid.

and 2,4** female gardeners, the Census
I'd not give a single shepherdess.
Thus

less

31 ines,

Of every thiug you here possessed
So That he could in
safety rest.
The money from the bank he drew'
And in confidence brought to you.
Not aware of your intent
Alone, into your oliice went.
You said, “Dear Matthews, worthy friend,
Our friendship here shall never end.
A glass of brandy you must drink,
Twill do you
I surely think.”
He drank the liquor you had lixed,
With prussic arid amply mixed,
Then cried, “Lord what can it be?
W hat poison have you given me ?’’
^ ou grabbed his throat and stopped his

cheap!”

so

long
highest occupations,
so

Islands contained *>2,540 female farmers
and graziers, 550 female “nurserymen,”

lile,

employers' profits, we
|
effrontery which
would exclude then, from any profitable
labour or deny them those political rights
shocked at the callous

makes one feel with the poor seamstress
in Hood’s “Song of the .shirt" :
“Oh. God ! that bread should be so dear.

|

they do not appear to have been entered.
It is a singular fact, that while the British

cl

for

1

doubt caused

returns—especially

1

prices.

making
fourpence-half-penny
women

which might improve their sad position.
The grisly horror of the whole tiling

workers in the fields than the

numerous
men.

only

the women

in

coats

starvation

at

hear of

|
\

total tor the British Islands of

a

we

include theii

are

in the number of textile

iueiease

purchased

when

|

thousand other

a

policeman's suit for lifteen-pence?,

hi !i«i 1 *-d and twenty thousand.
The
to
iietuinsfor 1*74 showed an inl- |
c

be

And

work,
troopers'
nearly aud a

gaged in various factory
the woui'-ii exceeded the men by
hut'

coffee, aud

can

total ef 2.0:14,704 of both

a

sexes

many
eye
drop
A mournful tragedy of late
A young man’s life did terminate.
The murderer’s hand lias laid him low,
Which makes our hearts with grief o’erflow.
Poor Eduard Matthews, where is he?
Sent headlong to eternity
The mortal debt by biu: is paid,
! And he in bis narrow bed is laid.
! No more will anguish siege bis soul,
No more will poisou till bis bowl,
No more friendship clutch his throat
ij And o’er his
mangled body gloat,
O, \ P. Coolidge, how could you
So black a deed of murder do?
| You on your honor did pretend
j To be his dearest earthly friend.
For w eeks and mouths you laid your plan
To kill your friend and follow man,
: You thought the
thiug to safely do,
! I ake both his life and money too.
\ on knew to Brighton he had gone,
And watched each hour for his return.
The money for cattle which lie drove
You swore within yourself to have.
You failed in that, but did succeed

every-day
I articles of consumption, are mainly their
work.
Common things, as pins and nails,
| aud made-up garments, are cheap because
j
are cheap,
women
because their labour

lu Scot1.
against *00,440 males,
land there were 30*8.470 against 120.007
cedes.
In Ireland the number of women
in

Special,

THE BEST

I

tion of those who do marry have to work
10
a
livelihood.
Marriage, therefore,

circumstances

Overland

past political differences, who are iu favor of
sustaining President McKinley and his administration in the conduct of the war with
Spain; who are in favor of sustaining the
present wise and economical administration
of our State affairs, are cordially invited to
join with the Republicans iu choosing delegates to this convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and plantation will
be entitled to one delegate, and for each 75
votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor in 189b, an additional delegate,
and for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75
votes, a further additional delegate. VacanOn the Death of Edward Matthews. cies in the delegation of any city, town or
plantation can only be tilled by a resident of
To the Editor of The Journal. I notice- the county io»which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in
ed in your colums not long ago since a the
city council rooms of City Hall, at 9
sketch from the life of Valorus P. Coolidge, o’clock on the morning of the convention, for
the
which reminded me of the following verses
purpose of receiving the credentials of
in order to be eligible
written by O. Drake upon the death of delegates. Delegates,
to participate iu the convention, must be
Edward
Matthews.
After
enquiring elected subsequent to the date of the call for
through your paper I obtained a much worn this convention.
Per order, Republican State Convention.
c »py of Mrs. Amanda Curtis of Searsport :
J. H. MANLEY, Chairman.
THE WATERVILLE TRAGEDY.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Indulgent frieuds aud strangers, too,
Augusta, Me., April 25, 1898.
A mournful tale I tell to you,
“Twill grieve your hearts thethiugto hear
Penobscot Defences.
And
an
will
a tear.

sentiments,

ing

1898,

for

world's workers, and should therefore
hold the reins of power; or, woman’s
fumtion is marriage aud motherhood, the
woman's

June 28,

AT 11 O'CLOCK. A. M„

urge upon
desirability aud

the British public the
justice- of admitting women to
social
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What

upon to organize
to his young

does

much imaginary stuff
ated about Cuba, by valulents who remained at

mentally an
Admiral Crichton,

1

1 if he has a weak
= and
puny body
and not the remotest
idea of
how to care for
his health ?
A

hard-

one

draw the line between

f-1

doubtless,
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fooled

|

^credited strange things
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clever false-

red.

At first
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from the outset, femal
t*d no unimportant part
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independence, General
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dangerous

their
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ned command in Cuba.
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American
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"Yes,

?
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corres-

captured

we

a

white,

too,
Most of the ‘Amazons’

j.

f
j

was

one

>

dt*

dressed in

was

powerful horse,

a

;.iehete like the devil.
liers
.1

fiercer

aie

than

light like furies,

acteristie

\

as

shrug,accom*

afflicted with pimplc-s and boils, and
on face and neck." writes Robert
■v Writ. K>q.. of N'o. Sis
C.alloway Are.. ColumI took Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
bus Ohio.
Discovery and Pleasant Pellets.' and was cured."
I

the cruel eye which
the captive, finished

in

f

■

i]

Gomez also
•mpany.
and so has Calizto Al■

the eastern district

i’om

they should

Pursue, women casting ballots with the
men.
Almost without a

they decided

sores

and its chief

was

dissenting

vote

burn their city, rather
than have the hated Spanish
soldiers destroy it. The men mounted all the horses
and went to join the Cuban
army while
the women set their homes on
lire, took
their children in their arms and
began the
weary march to Guane, a town several

was

Constipation is the commonest beginning
and first cause of^many serious diseases and
it should always be treated with Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets used in connection with the
These are the most perfect
“Discovery
natural laxatives and permanently cure.

insurgent leader,
female soldiers (most-

atto

f

Martin-

hear off the palm for
courage. When
the Spanish troops, under
Cornell, made
their way to the city, the
people met anti
took a vote as to what course

good.

running
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hearty.'
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In Moro Castle, of
be done with her?
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endow

ment.
W ithout health, all the talent, all
the genius, and all the ambition in the
world are worthless.
A boy should be
taught that success in any walk of life, that
and
life
happiness,
itself, are dependent
upon his care of his health.
When a man feels that he is losing his
health and vigor, when his cheeks no longer glow, his step is no
longer elastic and
the sparkle of health is no longer in his
eyes, he should work less, rest more and
resort to the right
remedy to restore his
bodily vigor. I)r. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery is a natural medicine—a scientific medicine.
It does no violence to nature.
It works with and not against nature.
It
promotes the natural processes of secretion
and excretion.
It imparts vitality and
It gives
power to the whole system.
plumpness and color to the cheeks, sparkle
to the
steadiness
to
the
eyes,
nerves,
strength to the muscles and the animation
of health t>> the whole body.
It makes the
It is the great
appetite keen and
blood-mak'r. flesh-builder and nerve-tonic
and restorative
M< dicine dealers sell it
and have absolutely nothing else “just

though the newspapers
tales of their exploits.

j

boy should be
taught from the
start that his
health is his most

1
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men

swered that she wished him to
go to the
war.
In a week he had raised a
band of
500 men and as they marched
out of town
they saluted Mrs. Hernandez,
passing her
house and shouting “Viva the
Queen of
Cuba.” When the baby was a few
weeks
old, the Spaniards took possession of the
town. One of the lieutenants lode
into the
Hernandez parlor on horseback and
subjected the young mother to threats anti
insults.
That night she got a horse
and
with the child in her arms went
to join
her husband, riding
many miles through
the Cuban hills until she found
him.
Terhaps the women of San Juan

~

that

island,

lie

band of

to

leagues away. The Spaniards, reaching
1 San Juan Martinez at nightfall, found the
deserted
fore

city in flames.
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hardly

arrived at Guane belearned that the baffled soldiers

they

their tracks; so they burned that
they had their own, and again
took to the road. Afterwards
burnwere on
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city,

Antonio Lopez Coloma.
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they
majority In February of '05, while his party were ed Monlezula and several
other villages,
larms and plantations to
hiding in the woods near the Ignacia sugar effectually cutting off the
Spaniards, unanes of their
husbands, mill, his fiance—Senorita Ampara Obre, til
they reached the protection of the
machetes and revolCuba.
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that
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reached the hills where the regiment was
halted just before daylight; and as dawn
broke from the east the young people were

sen-

married.

They are

now

at Santa

brothers,

the insurgent
secrete food in
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Clara,

where Major Kobeau has command of 400
men, opefatiug with Seraphine Sanchez
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and his baud of 4,000.
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board.
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or
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glorious
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of

talk about
And when

Admiral Dewey’s

far away Manila broke over this
in the early hours of Saturday morn-

victory
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as nurse.

Tbe very first insurAnother notable woman is the wife of
tl.
u,e
Present war had its ro- ! Dr. Hernandez of San Cristobal. She is
Parted in Matanzas Province
young and beautiful, and now in the field
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small

spate.

They

are

a

whole

medicine

the

captain of the schooner Margrita to sail
for Zapata, which they reached in safety,
and later they made their way to the revolutionary forces, where Mrs. Hernandez

end to the well authenticat!t aie
told in this line.
Here

so

Hood’s

chest, always ready, alalways satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 26c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla

parents' devotion and gratitude.

was

Canada, but

was visiting us, advised tryDr. Williams' Pink Pills.
“I purchased a box of the pills and began to give them to Florence.
“After using the pills a short time we
could see an improvement.
“Her strength began to return and her
appetite was restored.
“When she had taken one box the pains
in her back and stomach ceased and her
recover/ seemed certain.
“We eagerly purchased a second box of
pills and watched with delight the change
for the better that wras being v rought daii,.
,v«
“Florence finally became strong cr*
to walk a little.
She gained in f': a a n

ing

•

1

1

strength rapidly.
“By the time she had u ci three
of the pills she was evidently v. ell.

lc..

“We continued the treatment u.;r.;
other box, the fourth, to prevent ‘i’C r
sibility of a recurrence of the diflicuhy“We cannot praise too highly the vainof Dr. Williams' Pink Pills. 1 am posit
that without their use our child would
been a confirmed invalid.”
The evidence is irrefutable: Dr. V
liams' Pink Pills for Pale People are
table health restorers.
Thousands tc.to that fact.
Composed of vegetable remedies t' ey
act directly upon that vital element
'he
blood in its impure state, and speedily restore it to healthful action.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
are sold
throughout the land.
...

ing, the enthusiasm knew

no

Don’t let the little ones suffer eczema or
other torturing skin diseases. No need for
it. Doan’s Ointment cures.
Can't harm
the most delicate skin. At any drug
store,
50 cents.

bounds. En- i

thusiastic crowds tilled the streets, shouting and singing national airs, and even the

Oh, the Pain of

children sang them and paraded the streets.
Hundreds of new dags were added to the
wealth of bunting which had already been

Rheumatism often causes the most in-

floating

the breezes.

on

Whistles

were

As I listened to the bands

hymn

famous old

we

playing

that

all love:

And to the

Rheumatism!
tense suffering. Many have for
years
vainly sought relief from this disabling
disease, and are to-day worse off than
ever.
Rheumatism is a blood disease,
and Swift’s Specific is the
only cure, because it is the only
remedy which can
reach such deep-seated diseases.
A few years ago I

My country !tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing."

was

that I

several

people cheering again and

is to

put a stop forever to the terrible disand hunger of a human race who

have been stricken with fear and

by

sorrow

the cruel armies of Spain.
Who is not
to be a citizen of such a country,

proud
<

here under the constitution all

by

nature, born free and

in

the world furnishes such

tunities for

equal?

securing wealth

are,
No nation
men

line opporand honorable

position as the government in which we
live, and how great have been our triumphs
and and

on

Washington

sea.

overcame

every difficulty and danger as lie led our
armies in the war of the Revolution; and
constitutional government
The defounded upon political equality.
struction of the Philadelphia iu the waters
we now

at

have

a

Tripoli by Decatur,

will

ever

be

England

iu the waters of Manila

fascinating subject for the

crushing defeat
of the Spanish in the Philippine Islands
opens up a new era in the history of this
country.
clip the following from today's issue of the Philadelphia Press,
touching this most important subject:

The victorious guns of the American
fleet have closed one chapter of our national history and opened another.
The
destiny of the Philippines is not to be decided in a moment or prematurely determined; but whatever the decision and
whatever the determination, the United
states must decide and determine.
No
o her nation can.
This responsibility we
cannot divide.
Leaving the consideration
of merely American conditions and abaudoning circumstances and an environment
limited to this hemisphere, the United
States is forced to step upon the world’s
stage and to deal with the world’s problems. These are no light problems. They
sober with responsibility in the very intoxication of victory. They call for a
broad view, a wide outlook and sane,
careful decision, and these are only to be
reached, taken and executed as the United States recognizes its new place and
new duties in the world’s council chamber. where nations decide the destines of
men, independently but not apart.
I visited League Island Navy Yard Saturday soon after the news was received in
I

never

can

away

and

by

will soon be swept
the armies of a greater and more

Isabella,

powerful nation.

Also an'elegant line of MENS, YOUTHS
and BOY’S HATS and CAPS, Etc., in a
variety of shades, right from New Y 11-

worse, tiie disease spread
over my entire body, and
from November to March 1
1 suffered agony. I tried i
many patent medicines, ;
but none relieved me.
;
of a S
I'pon the a d v e
frit :ui I decided to trv I
•>. >. s.
before a 1
me t-- take it. however, my guardian, wno w>' a eh- mist, ana- I
lyzod the ivniody, ;> nd oron< inno-d i! frtv of
putinh or mercury. 1 t'eii, so muon l.-ertt- r am -r
taking two bott h-s, tl-at 1 continued tin* rumedy. a ml in two mon’1 s I was <-oi''‘dc.>m;>h t-.-'y. j
The cure was permanent, mr I. Iu v-mi-v rsun'-e ;
had a touch of Ph-m m- nsm t!:ec:;!: many I
times exposed to damp and cold wca’h.-r
Id.EANOIt M Ti i’l’EI.L,
!
3711 Powolton Avenim, Philadelphia.

CUSTOM SUITS TO OBDEB FROM $12.50 OP,

Frank W. Gowen.

ways efficient,
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Beara the
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STAPLES & COTTRELL,

!

Don t su {Ter lom h r wi t h K he umat ism.
Throw aside your oils and liniments, as
they can not reach your trouble. Don’t
experiment with doctors—their potash
and mercury will add to your disability and completely destroy your digestion.

Offer Yet!

Maine Central R. R

1
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F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
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Around the Globe, Live Mock and Hair), The Poultry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary. Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 21 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 509 pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better
proof of its popularity can be olTered than its
circulation, which extends into every
territory in the Union, each number
bv no

less than

million readers.

a

700 PAGE BOOK FREE,

A

Immediately md sending 10 cents addin
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all,
send Chamber's Popular Encyclopedia.
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1.000
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will

we
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Encyclopedia, which has never sold Im !c-s than
.§I .no, is unsurpassed as a work of rcloi nc. It
•••. i:i be
co’ita.ins no less than 20,000 articles, .n
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at

State and

forget my visit

and in the land Columbus discovered and
took possession of in the name of Ferdi-

nand
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!

knows full well that the

town, and

I

remem-

But the great victory
George Dewey of dear

a

prominent physi-

A

bered in history.
won by Admiral
harbor will be

intense
1 tried

ciansaml took their treatment faithfully, hut was
unable to get. the slight- 1
est relief. In fact, my con. ;
dition seemed t., grow !

again, my eyes grew dim with tears as I
Thank God, the fires of patriotism
have not gone out on the hearth-stones of
this republic; this uprising of a great people in the government of the United States

so

for weeks unable to walk.

was

said:

tress

taken with inflamma-

tory Rheumatism, which became

Much in Little

rades tied the unfortunate

a

seriously ill. The disease baffled
Finally the specific was found, used
and perfect health followed.

found

of the greatest use in answerin_
iptestious rliat constantly misc

sauds of
to

on.

dates, places, persons, incidents,

tin
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stai.-tn s.etc.

all in:crested should be witln-ut it.
d this
Ho not delay or fail to take ad\an
remarkably liberal oiler, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
No one at

POOR & SON.

s

eggs and prepared to
wayside. Nothing saved
a sudden
call from head!l the soldier dared not
dis-

story of

JUST RECEIVED

They
,
When Damian Hernandez was sent, a paper for the June number of The Cen- there.
The place was in a ferment of exhide letters, whose enon the causes of the failure of the
citement.
The officers and men in the
political exile, to the Isle of Pines, his tury
an
ilIt
Armada.
'*
accompanies
Spanish
dipped in ink, in their wife accompanied him, that she
might lustrated article giving the story of the yard were giving tremendous cheers over
hair; carry medicine in liberate him at the
5
first opportunity. famous catastrophe, based on manuscript the victory of our fleet. The crews of the
■"u's and
umbrella-handles, One day, when he was working with the records and on the narratives of survivors big war ships fitting for service at this
or
and other Spanish documents. This numbandages in the lining other prisoners cutting wood, she
engag- ber of The Century will contain several yard are all impatient to be at sea and to
-I'ts.
One girl, the only ed
the guard, with whom she had previous- other articles of equal timeliness.
take part in the war of humanity.
What
•nee
wealthy family, has ly made herself familiar, in friendly conan insane idea for the
Spanish nation to
arried dynamite to the
I-,
versation. Taking his gun, on pretense
tackle Uncle Sam, when they could not
■'hells deftly put together.
)js
of examining it, she suddenly leaped
put down a little rebellion like that in
v,
nder, slie has had many backwards and pointing it at his
i
Cuba. Poor and unhappy Spain, already
head,
lienees.
Her narrowest es- threatened him with
instant death if he
lapsing into anarchy and dissolution, your
Is especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medias' n a Spanish soldier stole the moved. Then her husband and his com- cine ever contained so great curative power in
cruel and bloody reign in the Philippines
I‘posed
1

a

Their fond daughter
eminent physicians.

Seamen’s wages have increased at Boston recently, owning to the
scarcity of
men, and masters of vessels are now
obliged to pay $22 per month, where formerly they paid only $20. This refers to
vessels engaged in coastwise trade; sailors
for off-shore voyages demand
considerably
higher wages.

—

old New

ex-

pecting
despite
they know the value of his escort, mounted and rode with them
tireless ami successmuttering ave marias all the way. They
to

rnthern seclusion, dress
uni steal out at night
ats

befall her in his absence. But

and empty

than their fathers

another.

I

balcony

away from home to join her
sweet-heart.
That night Kobeau sent a

traitors in Cuba—but
women.
As a rule they

iators

might

She had

tn

L

the

dashed to his side mounted

hold money to send to

"'

on

and marched sadly away. Two days later,
when he had gone many miles, the girl

aside out of

set

she stood

the old folks would not consent, and finally the young lover yielded to their wishes

""Id their jewels when all
gone, in order to send
to the rebels.
In every

P

as

parents if he might marry their daughter,
and take her with him, as he feared some

They are willing
Cuba—glad to see

to

Dewey Captured.

emphasized the completeness of his triumph and his thorough
to
maintain
his squadron for an
ability
indefinite length of time at Cavite without
the slightest fear cf the Spaniards ashore
causing him any concern. Among other
things he said he captured ten thousand
tons of coal in addition to the three thousand he had with him, and this store is
expected to last him several months. lie
used up a good deal of ammunition,
but little of it was wasted.
On the other
hand, the Spaniards used all theirs and
wasted nearly one hundred per cent of it.
He said there was no injury to the vessels in his command which he could not
readily repair with the materials, tools and
men he already possessed.
In fact, the
only urgent recommendation he made
was for soldiers with which to take possession of the city and establish a stable
government.

with
her mother. Kobeau went in and asked the

and friends, but their
been burned and their

es

away.

only

Admiral

with

only husbands,

to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
ail the importance of purchasing the
true and original reined}’.
As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
bv the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the <'ompany a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. I n order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company

though city

May.

W hat

mire, are braided with ribbons and they wore palm
-i'se poor women.
Many wreaths twined around their hats in her
"t all they possess through
honor. They passed the girl* shomeand sa-

5

its due not

Dewey’s reports from Manila pen of the historian of the nineteenth
were much more comprehensive than the
century.
Our nation has not entered on tins war
But when the young Major first marched extracts furnished to the public, although
most of the expurgated portions which it with any idea or wish for territorial acthe
town
with
his
comthrough
splendid
was considered advisable to withhold for
quisition, but every intelligent citizen
of meu their horses bridles

Their cry is more
the ruin and desolation

ames.

I

No resist-

A cablegram from Capt. Nickels of
ship
May Flint, at Kobe, Japan, states that the
ship is now afloat. She has sustained only
slight damage, there will be no salvage:
The May Flint was scuttled at Kobe to

Young Life

Florence, the four-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Sturdivant, of
Grindstone, N. Y., was prostrated by a
A question has arisen as to whether an
complication of ailments.
American vessel, if damaged or
Her case became serious, seemed to be
destroyed
by accidental contact with a submarine beyond the
help of medical science.
mine in an American harbor would be
Eminent physicians were unable to benecovered by a war risk. The general opinion
in shipping circles is that losses of such a fit her.
The outlook was discouraging.
character would be considered a legitiMrs. Sturdivant's brother advised
mate part of the war risk
by the undertrying
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
writers.
The advice was timely; the pills proved
The second American vessel to leave effective.
Boston, whose flag has been changed as a
Little Florence was speedily restored to
matter of protection
against interference perfect health.
of Spanish war vessels, will be the bark
The parents are positive of the cure and
J. H. Bowers. Capt. F. A. Magune, which Mr. Sturdivant even
makes affidavit to
cleared at the Boston custom house
May that fact before H. W. Moore, a Notary
for
Buenos
10,
Ayres, Argentina. The Public.
vessel has gone through the
“Florence was taken sick in February,
necessary formalities, changing her registry, and she 1396," he says, “with scarlet fever and we
now flies the British
flag and her hailing immediately called a physician. After two
port has been changed from Boston to weeks the fever subsided but severe pains
Barbadoes, B. IV. 1. The vessel has load- were constantly in her back and stomach.
ed a cargo of 588,255 feet of pine lumber
The difficulty seemed to baffle the
at Mystic wharf.
efforts of the physician.
“Finally at the end of four months of
Bark Megunticook of Boston has been
sold by her owners, Messrs. John S. treatment, she was completely prostrated.
“We
called an eminent physician. He
Emery A Co. to the Boston Towboat Co.
and will be converted into a
j agreed with the diagnosis of our physician.
elevagrain
“He prescribed a course of treatment
tor, for transporting cereals about the
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
and we followed it faithfully for three
harbor. The need of a large
ele- ;
floating
« \ X FR an CISCO, Cal.
months.
vator has been felt for some
time, particuInstead of improving, Florence failed.
Louisville, Ey.
new tore. n.y.
larly since the destruction of the lloosac
“A brother of my wife, who resided in
elevator by fire recently.
The Megunticook was built at Bucksport, Me., in I860,
Patriotic Philadelphia.
and registers 363 tons net. She is 127.6
feet long, 20.9 feet beam and 16.7 feet
depth of hold. The vessel is now at New
Enthusiasm «»v«t Dewey's Victory. F. W.
York, where she will load a cargo of coal
Ciowen Describe*, the Stirring Scenes in
and be towed around to Boston.
When
tin* Onaker City.
converted the vessel will have a
capacity
Philadelphia, Pa., May 7, 1898. It of about 10,1X10 bushels of grain.
is war. war against the Spaniards; that is

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYKUP OF FIGS

blown, bells were rung, and no other
topic was discussed in the city than the
achieved by the brave Dewey.
bricklayer in Spain (Malaga) is $3.80; in great victory

Kobeau was in love with a young
girl who lived in a small village near his
father’s estate.
She was in humbler
circumstances than he, and the rigid
rules of Cuban etiquette kept them apart.

-\y bonfires in which the
have been the fuel

?

and

The poverty and low state of social life
'and civilization of the Spaniards is indexed
quite accurately by their wage rates. For
instance, the average weekly pay of a

men.

tobies

|

ammunition;

|

are

upen new-made graves
m1. Their soft eyes have

|
I

rifles and

A

war

extinguish the fire

pair of bloomers has not these days in Philadelphia.

the United States. $21.18: of a mason,
$3.30 in Spain, $21 in the United States;
of a carpenter. $3.90 in Spain, $15.25 in
ridges—only to discover that they had the United States; of a blacksmith, $3.90
in Spain, $10.02 in the United States; ol
been rendered useless! Disappointment
a tinsmith, $3.00 in Spain, $14.35 in the
made the rebels furious.
The Spanish l nited States; of
printers, $4.50 in Spain,
captain was quickly court-marshaled $10.42 in the United states; of laborers,
ordered to be shot forthwith, and the porters, etc., $2.75 in Spain, $8.88 in the
United States.
While rents and possibly
customary number of men were detailed
prices of a few native products are lower
to carry out the sentence.
At the critical in
than
in
the United States, the
Spain
moment, when the victim stood looking difference comes nowhere near equalling
into the muzzles of the rifles aimed at his the wide disparity in wages.
Moreover,
in a comparison of this sort the
quality of
breast, a young woman sprang between the
living must be considered as well as
and facing the rebels cried, *TIe will not tin* nominal cost.
Thus, lower rents
die before you have killed a Cuban wo- nearly always imply inferior accommodaand
to
the
man.'
average Spaniard most
This brave act of devotion so tions,
of the comforts and conveniences in orpleased the executioners that they lower- dinary use here are unattainable luxuries.
ed their guns and left without carrying That the low rate of
Spanish wages does
out the sentence.
really mean proportionately low consumption and low standard of living is substanAmong the the early dramatic incidents tiated
by one or two significant facts of anof tiie war was a marriage ceremony per- other
|
character; fo instance, the per capita
formed at dawn in the mountains of Puerto annual consumption of woolen goods in
j
Principe. Don Kobeau, a handsome, well | Spain is only 9 shillings’ worth, as against
19 shillings in the United States; ol sugar,
educated young man, heir to a large i
5 pounds per annum in
Spain, 43. pounds
was
one
of
the
to
first
enlist
with
estate,
j in the United States; of beef, 10 pounds
Gomez, as a private. He has fought j per annum in Spain. 02 pounds in tfie
1 nited States; of all meats, 49 pounds in
bravely and been advanced step by step, I
Spain, 120 in the United States; of butter
till he is now mayor of a regiment re- I none in
Spain, 10 pounds in the United
cruited by himself from his own neighbor- States; of coffee, 4 pounds in Spain, 115
hood, composed entirely of his personal ; in the United States. [Gunton’s Magazine

home without her nat-

at

as a

was

were

herons banditti infesting
ling plantations and perof

up to him.

attire,

made, and Tomayo and his men
soon provided with
guns and cart-

ance

While misrule preibe islands—Spanish sol-

lion.

iitnner

given

forces,

the wives of his officers,
American.
They dress in masare

Spanish and American Wages.

certain

a

house. The rebel chief. Esteban Tamayo,
hearing of this, went with fifty followers
to the residence of the captain of the

t

ser

Yeguitas village was garrisoned,
arms belonging to a local
company
were

of Gomez’s

they have taken part in several engagements, have never yet been wounded.
Fannie Bkigham Waku.

Before
some

an

women

yet arrived in Cuba.
They ride on fine
horses, with Gomez’s staff and carry Mau-

released; but Coloma remained
months in durance vile,and was then

soon

of volunteers

is

culine

prison.

patriots, too, and have
<•>
stronger than their lords
i more serene in martyrcheeks grow pale at the
t

l

one

transferred to the Moro in Havana. Miss
Obre followed, and they were married in

devoted to their homes

t.

all of whom

.San Severino castle, at Matanzas—but at
opposite ends of the fortress. The girl

as

thorities have described,

j

Cuban army.
Among the

gather

iieless Amazons such

Marine Matters.
risk on ship I. F. Chapman,
Capt.
Thompson, from Manila Feb. S, for New
with
has
been
York,
written at
hemp,
Lloyds in London at 20 guineas per cent.

A

wife, who was about
to become a mother, and told
her that he
would do just as she
willed, for he felt
that his life belonged to
her. She an-

and is

So

a

came

it profit your son
if he has an intellect like a Newton,

mlence of The Journal j

......

study

one

husband, taking an active nan
lighting. She had only been Draiyear when her husband was
called

in the

important branch

\ l..

\\

with her

teach alknown

most every
branch of

TRUE’S
PIN WORM

ELIXIR
TRY GRAIN-0!

The great household
remedy for Worms,
and all complaints

ofchildren.
able

Invalu-

in all

stomach
troubles.
In use 46
years. Price 35 cents.
Ask your-druggist for it.
Dr. J. r. TRUE A C0.f

Auburn, Me.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

delicate stomach receives it without
1-4 the price of coffee and 26 cents
per
Sold by all grocers.

most

distress.

package.

the

publishers. Remember,
including book,
of §2.10.
a

full year,

Address all orders

From

send both papers
w price
the very
■

to

BELFAST,

MAINE.

Boston, every day except Thursdays ami

at about 5 r. m.
From l.angor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday s at 2 i\ m.
CHAS. K. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

m

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

we

at

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

RETURNING:

Sunday s

Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a
package
of GRAIN-O, the new food drink that takes the
place of coffee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult.
All who try it
like it. GRAIN-0 has that rich seal brown of
Mocha or Java, but it is made from j me giains
and the

Commencing Saturday, May 7, 1898, steamers
will leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland. Mondays and Fridays at 3.15; Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays at 5.00 i*. m.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bang< r, at 7.30
a. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and. Saturdays; Wednesdays and Sundays at about 8.10 a. m.‘
For Searsport. and Hampden, Wednesdays and
Sundays at about 8 a.m.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Lowest Cash Discounts allowed on
Architect oral. Sclent die, Electrical,
Mechanical, Industrial and Terhniand Discount Sheet
T. COMSTOCK,
aii’en St., New York.

FREEDOM NOTICE.
Notice is

hereby given that I have given and do
hereby give to my son, .JAMES H. Cll.LEY. his
time during the remainder of his minority, and

shall hereafter eiaim none of his
earning’s, and
shall pay none of his debts contracted after this
date.
Waldo, Me., May 7, 1898.
3wl0
MARY W. BURNS.

The Belfast Free

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST.

THURSDAY, MAY 19, 1898.

PUBLISHED K\ KRY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
i.

^MAU.

Ksvn.sr.ntv.

Library.

Bowling

The

Talk

Tournament.

Books added during May, 1898. First list.
The interest in bowling continues and the
| Brown, Alexander. The first repubmatch games of candle pins are closely con451.9 |
\ lie in America. 1898
1
tested and show good bowling. The teams
Dole, Nathan Haskell.
Joseph Jefhav> adopted names, as follows: No. 1,
i ferson atjhome. Illustrated. 1898... B J 35
A desert drama :
I Orients; No. 2, Crescents; No.3, Imperials.
Doyle, A. Conan.
Following are the games the past week:
I being the tragedy of Korosko. IIFOURTH GAME.
lustrated.D.
d
77
|
Orients—Spinney. 254
Elliott, Sarah Barnwell. The DurWelch... 209
ket sperret.
in same vol.
An
Smith. 247
Wilson. 211
idle man. 1898. 228.12
Dickey. 226
Gordy, Wilbur F. A history of the
United States for schools. IllustraTotal.1,157

{

tions and maps.
1898..
The vicar. A novel.

444.8

Crescents—W. A. Decrow.

1897. 115 2(5
Hope, Anthony, (pseuif of A. II. Hawkins ) Simon Dale.
A novel. 113.26
James, W. and Grassi, G. Dictionary of the Italian and English lan-

249

Follett.

250
256

W. Darby.

Sam

[

|

Says:
This is

America’s
Greatest
Medicine.
It will

Sharpen
Your Appetite,
Purify and

Total.1,250
FIFTH GAME.

258
Crescents—Decrow...
1893. II. L.
Geo. Darby. 246
Kirchner, Adelaide Rosalind. A flag
Follett. 235
for Cuba. Pen sketches of a recent
Norton. 231
W. Darby. 257
trip across the Gulf of Mexico to
the island of Cuba. 547 32
Total.1,227
Lummis, Charles F. The awakening
253
Imperials—Waterman.
Dewey reports “all well” at Manila.
of a nation: Mexico of to-day.
IlCandage. 226
Blazo. 239
lustrated. 1898
547.12
l he wai lias shown that our millionaires
E. Dec.row. 239
Maine historical society. Collections
243
Healey.
are not wanting in patriotism.
anti proceedings. 1895 97. Series
2. v 0-8. 1033.1)
Total.1,200
Mum’s the word at Washington.
No
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
Maupassant, Guy de. Afloat. (Sur
news will be
given out that will aid the
Won.
Lost.
Team.
l’eau.) Translated by L. Ensor.
Played.
enemy.
1889. 1148.10 Orients.3
0
3
1
3
Crescents.4
New England magazine.
1897. v.
The more or less open aid France is |
2
1
Imperials.3
10-17.
N. 4
The games for the coming week will he as
giving to oni Spanish foe will not be for- North American review. 1877-1880
follows: Thursday evening, Imperials vs.
gotten by the American people.
v. 124 14;....
N. 81
Orients vs. CresStni''
1897. v. 104 105. N. 81 Orients: Monday evening,
1 he Spanish defeat at Manila is account
cents.
Nathan.
The
developI Oppenheim,
od for
The men were in their pajamas
After the game Monday evening Mr.
meut of the child. 1898...
1045.11
and bad not bad their coffee
Healey invited the players to his home in
could
They
Pope, Alexander translator. The
the Burkett house on Miller street, where a
not shoot stiamid without coffee first.
Iliad"! Homer.
With notes by 8.
supper was served and an hour pleasantly
S. Watson
Illustrated by the en"he Spanish and American fleets ap
spent.
tire series of Fiaxman’s designs.
pear just now to be playing a game of
1889. 1230.6
bide and seek.
rIhc Spanish are doing
Secret Societies
The
Pop.-. Alexander, tranM itor.
the hiding and Hie Americans <!■■■ seeking.
Odyssey of Homer. With notes by
Seven candidates were admitted into CanJ. S. Watson. Illustrated by the
The correspoudei ce elsewhere publishton Pallas, P. M ., I. O. O. F., last Thursday
entire series of Fiaxman's designs.
ed with regard !■> the defence of lYnobevening.
1889. 1230.7
s>
Day and river will be rear! with inter- Proudfoot, Andrea Hofer. .A mother s
Arthur C. Whitney, Francis H. Welch and
est.
It shows that our officials are fully
idea is. A kindergarten mother’s
W. 11
Clifford represented Silver Cross
1! Hit crest s of t Ju-ii const it uent s:
K. <>f p., in the Grand Lodge at Portconception of famiiy life.1054 24

guages.

j

|

|

|

Lodge,

bid

ernes

'he
0

an)

r«mi.test

ii

>

.:

s

seriously believe their is
possibility of the Spanish

visiting this section

of

H.r

•

the lion.

■

ei

e

oi

Hid then-fore

land yesterday

!

10.24

«.t the

The 11th annual session of the Supreme
of Protection,
in. Boston May 11th. Supreme
was held
Warden I. P Dealing of New Haven, CL,
presided. The reports of officers which
were presented showed that during the past

Lodge, New England Order

siege of

<:ibraltar.). ...J25..82
Mary P*. (Hie thousand

men

for

trated

misleading.

a

Christmas pr« sent.

master

Twain.

iliver.

a net gain in membership of nearly 2000, the best showing for
six years. Supreme Treasurer John P. Sanborn of Newport, 14. 1
reported balance
April, 1887, in the general fund 67,802.SI;
receipts for year, 619,201.82; payments 610,soo 35; balance March "1J1898, 63,257.81.

Pseud

of

Adventures of

1898. 24'.'.I'd

S.
L.
Huckle-

berry Finn .813.20
Twain, Mark. (Pseud, of S. L.
)

Adventures

of

Tom

committee to exercise
pose.
the. strictest economy possible without impairing the efficiency of the schools.

A tale of the time

Weyrnan, Stanley

war, heremaiked that t his had been
•junfectly justified, but," lie added, “the
Brno has arrived when (Heat Britain may
be e< nt rented b\ a combination of powers,
-,u.\

and

lirstd itv, therefore is to draw all
parts of the empire into close unity and
■>ur n«..\' '<
maintain the bonds of perour

F.

;l

Shrewsbury.

County

Good

1

;

I he
Mr. E. C.
at tho

Estate

Baptist

forenoon

j

Sunday will

1

have

With

3;^^!

2 000 Felt Shades
Sash Curtain Rods Extension
White Curtain Poles and

of John S. Slued burg, Unity;
commissioners of insolvency

^j?

5 WHITE SEWING

re-

handsomely

OUR SECONO LAMP SALE
See

prices in

our

show window.

1.1

CARLE

^

Cook,
Eat,

il

unt

Saturday

m.

JONES,

&

Main Street, Belfast. He

If Fountain Pens Had !i
Jli.vv they would HI'IIX SOMKTIMKS

Widiau'

KOI N I A1 N

EVEKY WAY.

IS ALL mom

ville.
J. S. Mul'.iu will
the Baptist church next Sunday
ar 1 p. m. ; subject, Biblical Spiritualism.
A
good choir will be in attendance and all are
Porter Young
cordially invited to attend.
of Camden, was in town Sunda\
A so, hd
he held one week from Tuesday evening
\\

Easily Tired?
Just remember that all your
strength must come from your
food.
Did you ever think of
that ?
Perhaps your muscles need
more strength, or your nerves;
or
perhaps your stomach is
weak and cannot digest what
you eat.
If you need more strength
then take

CHASE
25 Main

1)0A

St., Belfast,

Me.

PEOPLES NATIONAL OM
A. IvNOWl.TON, (’resident

i.

I N I) I \

KUWh

I!.]»ii,m.n

Deposits Solicite

ll»l

\ I

I Vl». ’»S.

IM-ilMAsITv

I SIM.

.1 ul

*50..558.09

|

v

I S*.» I

| Aim

*59.180..*9
Dee. 1.5. ! 895.

•I «11
11.1895.
.*12.5.085.58

*1

O0.

| s*. • I

•* 7'.'. iso. .p
.1111

SMS. 1 7

*1

II.

KOO.

7-*.09:5.1

0

Dec. I
$202

executors.
Estate of Emery Knowles, Belgrade; pe- ;
tition presented for license to sel
real es- |
tate.
Estate of Benj. Libby, Belfast; petition
f’t distribution presented; first, and final ac• ■"lint nf administratrix presented
Estate of Hannah Y. Pattee, M niroe: petition presented for appointment ol Walter
Bartlett of Monroe, admini.-tratur.
Estate of Benj. S. CrooUer, Lincoluville;
petition presented for appointment of
Leather A. Crooker, administratrix.
Estate of Laura J. Roberts. Belfast; pe- !
tition presented for appointment of Abbie.J.
Roberts of Belfast, administratrix.
Estate of Mary S. Hall, Winterport: second and final account of administratrix presented.
Estate of Nathan A. Cates, Unity : second
and final account, "f administratrix present-

of Cod-Diver Oil with

j

These figures are taken from our sworn stilt emeu's to the (
of the Currency, Washington, on the above ilates.
DEPOSITS in the IN TEREST DEI’US I'M ENT imyllile nn ilmnnil, draw mr.
c', ir.tA iutn on
ary 1 st and .1 ul\ 1 st. I>■•;•-rs durin_ nmi
r. ;This department olters
tha
t,f r■.
<iuim K oii.-.r
ilr, ,t;i I ill deposits in .on- Dank .t
deposit is a hcnt to tin
0\
•;
Capital Stock.
This Dank heim; tin-la a-sr establish m1 Dank in Wild 1' ;m\
.•
in’
tuents in Fire and Ourglar l'r.».»f work, thereby ojr.Tin_
nhank in this county.
We have s.Y i'l: IaHIMnIT i;\»\I'.s hi » i,
mil .%s p.
,i
\
v
extra fork*, so rhe> may he taken to and from the Dank
m

••

Hypo-

phosphites! The oil is the most
easily changed of all foods into

j

strength

and

<

are

the

best

tonics for the nerves.
SCOTT'S EMULSION is the easiest
and quickest cure for
a k throats, for
w
coughs of every kind,
and for all cases of debility, weak nerves,
and loss of flesh.
■

5oc. and $i.oo; all druggists.
SCOTT .Y BOWNM, Chemists, New York.

Band Ben

Look Here,
Young Man!

the hypophos-

plates

If you want to make a good
impression \YHK\ Y<H’B<»

1

TO SEE

II Eli

Jimsey Walker

<
"

^

Little (

YOU MUST SPICE IIP.:
Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and an* quick to
appreciate good taste. That's
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.

j
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Men’s Furnishing,

rs.
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Come iu and
thing in

?i|

Wednesday Evening,

!

MY CLOTHIER,

i; \ n

M

\ N

1

>i i>

Tiie Belfast Baud w.il f
during the entertain

(4

Hats, Caps,

Reserved Seats,
<*

Gloves,

Admission,

[;

On sale

at

Box Ottice Mo;

(«

!>

!

Neckwear,

Overture

(4

White and Colored

A

M.

7 C»

at

Curt

*

;;
1

14
>1

4
<4

(4
(4
(4
<4
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:

Masonic Temple, Belfast

Me.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150."

$33,0.

SURPLUS,

J

l>Ll’OSI I’S

«
4

Safe

deposit bix.-i for
$ -S

<

uir

;»«*.»
I

A POINTER
generally worth following, and it always
points the way to this store as the leaders
nobby goods and low prices. Our summer suits are incontestably superior to anything shown elsewhere in every particular,
from material and tit to style and tinish.
Such prices for suits as

Notice is hereby given that ail taxes for 18 97
1.80s. to a void -o»:>.
must he paid bol.nv .lulv 1
its after t!iat date 1 shall setae notice tor suit h
the collect ion of taxes due on real estate and
serve warrants on all persons owing poll taxes
and taxes on persona! c-tate. I ••hall he at m\
otlice in Memorial Building on Wednesdays h >nt
8.30 to 1 3o v. m., and Saturday at 8.39 to 11 3"
a. m.. and 1 30 to 1.30 r. m.

Is

in

$3 90, $4 90, $0 00,
$7 50, $10

and

$12,

for tine suits has made our store headquarters lor the clothing buyers of Waldo
County. It’s pretty deep surgery w»* are
doing, but our aim is to convince every
man or boy in this county that this store

HEADQUARTERS

Buy,

IS EVERYTHING

FOR

HE WEARS

AT MONEY SAYING ERICES

Bel fast,

M. C. HILL. Tax Collector.
t f3(>

May 12, 1808

and

.ml!

now

i-

rent

.it

Miie.j

••

burglary in the

*■■

tin'

r\

I

pii\ iieno of taking rln-it bo\«->

!

v

a
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ea r.

a

LM XCLLl i.l>

nit.

House in East
I

The house am) lot in K.isi li.
occupied l-> 1 bonus Tnvl..i
The place is one mile I rom 1»<

tains three-fourths ut an am,
half house ol s rooms. w;li
with ell, stable and oml-niloim
pair; good ganh-p and frnii to
tern. The owner's reason for
a

wants a

The upper part of the II. II.
For
house on Church street.
lars

inquire

Johnson I
particu-

at the house.

Belfast, May 12,1898.-2wl9*

larger place.

Apph

on

THOM

\

April 28, ISPS.-4w 17

DR. W. L.

WEST

^Veterinary ■* Surm
Two family tenements, corner of
Church and Bridge Streets, Apply to
CALVIN'HEUVKV
tf!9

Graduate and Medalist
Veterinary Coll-

Ontario
Office and

Pharmacy

Residence and
Office

ai

Belfast I

Hospital 17 lonyrc"

Telephone K-2.

llesid-o

Digest.

uaker Oats

pkgs.only

'I

..

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

j

Easy
Easy
Easy

may

Special prices in lamps good

1

Food

^

Tins is an elaborately ornamented machine, nickle
plated fly wheel, bean
wood cover, drop leaf, long center drawer, and two drawers each end ot
set nickle plated attachments.
Machines are finished in
figured

|

Easy
The
Easy

$60.00

=

=

at

Arc You m

re-

MACHINES,

List Price,
Our Price, to close out,

1

pre-

i

;
14 qt. Oish Pans,
10 qt. Tin Pails,
i
A New Lot of Useful 5c. and 10 c. Goods just received

Ckntuf. Lincoln

lecture

Ma> 24th a.t the Band hall. A good -r■>gram
Wili be furnished tinder the auspices of the
Meta dist society.

the L'niversalist church !
he as follows: Morning;
j
worship with sermon at 10:45, followed by
Sunday school. Young people’s devotional |
meeting led by the pastor in the vestry at
six o’clock. Topic, "The Sabbath for Man." j
At the morning service the choir will sing ed.
(Prolonged cheers.)
Estate of Olive W. Bowen, Belfast: first
a patriotic adaptation of “Soldiers’ Chorus”
Wm. C\ Rowt T-eas., Chas. E. Lane; Supt.
*lt is one »f the most satisfactory reaccount of administrator presented.
J. T., furs. Lizzie Chase
Brooks lodge lias ! by Root, and Mrs. Frost and Miss Skay will
sults 'a Lord Salisbury's policy that at
Estate of Carrie L. Gorrivan, Winterport;
hi:’, members and is the banner lodge of the sing a duett.
first and final account of administrator pre- ;
:! e pies* nt tine these two great nations
sented.
J Services at the Methodist
State.
Episcopal
;i iderstand each other better than
Estate of Elisha H. Carter, Montville: ;
they
Bay View No. 85, Lincolnvilie: Deputy L. Church Sunday May 22d will be as follows: second and final
account of administrator ;
over Lave don?, since, over a
century ago, I), Ames: C. T., Arthur York; ''•'ice T., 1 Sermon
at
10
45
a.
in.;
presented.
by the.pastor
Sunday
were
a
blunder
of
the Madge Bullock; Secy., Mary C. Ames; F. !
they
separated by
INSOLVENCY COURT.
sc
m; Meeting of Junior League
British government.”
Sec., Winnie Carver; Treas.- E. L. Wade;
Case of Tilton A. Elliott, Brooks, creditors'
at 3.30. ]). m ; Meeting of Epworth League at
to discharge filed; account of asSupt. J. T., Ida Stubbs.
Georgia
Pratt, Topic opposition
6, Leader—Miss
Transfers in Real Estate.
signee filed.
Sebasticook No. 101, Burnham: Deputy,
Case of Frank Luce, Montville; petition j
“Honoring Father and Mother,” Exodus 20:
Geo. Sherman C. T Wilson Fisher; V. T
for discharge tiled.
12; Eph. 6:1 4 ; Song and prayer service at 7.
The following transfers in real estate Sv’via Sherman ; Secy., Frank Whitney ; F.
Tuesday evening prayer meeting and Thurswere recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Sec., George Cunningham; Treas., Harry j
Harrison’s View of the War.
day evening class meeting will be at 7-15.
Cole Supt. J. T., Maud Miles.
Deeds for the week ending May 18, 1808
will be the
there
This,
Thursday,
evening,
Elliot Walker, Newport, to Stephen J. BarFreedom No. 285, Freedom
Ex-President Harrison is considered as
Deputy, Mrs.
at the North church,
ker, Troy; land in Troy. Chas. D. Went- E. H. Banton; C. T., Elliot H. Banton; usual prayer meeting
conservative and safe a statesman as ever
from
a Personal Message
worth, by assignee, Freedom, to N. R. Wei- Vice T., Pearl Carter; Secy., Flora Cunning- topic, “The Bible
occupied the White House. No public I
Hiugton, Albion; land in Freedom, Cora J. ham ; F. Secy., Oline McDonald; Treas., God.” Ps. 119:07-112; Luke 24 :25-35; Rom. clamor ever
kept hi m from the line of
will he
next
services
The
15:1-13.
Sunday
Julia
Leith, Bedford, Eng., to Chas. R. Coombs,!
Thompson.
duty. Since his return to private life he
at 10 45 with
follows:
as
worship
Morning
The regular quarterly session of Waldo
Belfast., laud in Belfast.
Nettie Rowe, i
has borne himself with becoming dignity.
in exchange; 1
Seldom has he spoken on public questions,
Brooks, to Alfred W. Rich, Brooks; laud in District Lodge, Good Templars, will be held sermon by Rev. R. G. Harbutt,
at
E.
at
12
m.
C.
school
meeting
Sunday
with Sebasticook Lodge, No. 101, at BurnBrooks.
A. Lenfest, Brooks, to Joseph
fearing the public expression of his views j
When, how- j
Eaton, Winslow; land in Brooks. Chas. F. ham village, Saturday, May 28th, 1898, and 615 p.m. Topic, “Christ our Model.” Matt. might be misconstrued.
the
lecture
by
ever, he has consented to an interview or
Ooon.bs, Bangor, to Frank Coombs, do.; Lodges are hereby notified to elect and send 10:24, 25; John 13: 12-15;
made a public address, his utterances
1 and and buildings in Winterport. Frank delegates, according to Section 3, Article I, pastor at 7 15 p. m. in the vestry.
have been read witih interest by his felDistrict Lodge Constitution. The session
Si Clair, Searsn ont, to A G. Caswell, do.;
Last week at the camp
low countrymen.
will
a.
in
District
and
at
10
m.,
land and buildings in Searsmout.
Degree,
open
The Belfast humane Society.
Charles
where the 5,000 Indiana volunteers were
will
be
inthe
business
carried
out,
regular
'lark. Fast Sound, Wash., to Hattie Bales,
assembled, Mr. Harrison spoke to them as
The annual meeting of the Belfast Humane follows:
Bmiast ; land and buildings in Belfast.
cluding an address of welcome by Sister
B.
was adjourned for lack of quorum
!
Society
“You have as a trained and organized
Fisher, of Burnham, with response, etc. j
T. Johns-.n, Monroe, t- M. I. Swift, Brooks;
Sebasticook Lodgi- will furnish dinner. The !! from May 10 to May Hi, and again, for the militia a great advantage over the volun.;. Brooks.
Frank Coombs, Bangor, to
M. C. Railroad will sell our members round same reason,
adjourned subject to the call of teers of 1801-02. Our foes now are not.
j
I W.r slow, do.; land and buildings in
trip exeursit n tickets from all stations on I the President. The Board of Directors held thank God. those of om own household.
one
Belfast
for
the
V. *itr: port.
branch,
fare,
good
going
Win. Davis, Middletown, Ct.,
j a
That was a war for the life of the Union;
meeting May 16th and elected, to lill vacan28th, and to return the 80th.
•>o (.i-<
this is a war for humanity. That for ourigo Davis, Searsmout; laud and build- j
cies:
President, N. E. Keen; Second Vice
;ng in Searsmout. Page II Ivane, Palermo, !
selves; this for the oppressed of another
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
President, D. W. Wescott. The other officers
not escape this contlict. *
o Frank W.
Elliott, Monroe; land in Mon-, country than all other diseases nut together, ami ! hold until their successors are elected. The race. YVe could
Spanish rule had become effete. We dare
r
Martha V. Park man. Unity, to Fix n until the last few years was supposed to he incurreport of J. W. Know itou, Agent, shows 54 not say that we have God’s commission |
T. Pat kliiT, Troy ; land in Troy.
able. Fora great many years doctors pronounced
complaints received, all of which have been to deliver the oppressed tin* world around. I
it a local disease, and prescribed local remedies
investigated; 31 letters written; 7 horses We have disclaimed in thejface of the naNorthport Camp Ground.
and by constantly
failing to cure with loea
and 8 other animals humanely killed ; 8 barns tions of Europe, who are now dividing
treatment, pronounced t incurable. Science has
continents much as hungry boys might
Mrs. Uapt.. Robert Emery of New York arimproved; 10 horses blanketed on the street; divide a
proven catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and
melon, that we have no purpose
rived May 14th for the season.
herefore requires
constitutional
treatment. and 7 horses stabled and fed.
to seize and appropriate Cuba. I do not
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
At a meeting of the Directors Monday doubt that
A. P. Benner arrived home May 15th from
speedily, though no man can
Cheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken* internally evening it was voted to recommend J. W. set the times which God plans, this great
Boston where he spent the winter.
in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts
work to which the United States has adKnowlton for re-appointment as agent.
Mr. French manager of Hotel Northport
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Persons not connected with the society dressed itself will be completely and persystem. They offer one hundred dollars for any
arrived Maj 14th on the M. &. M.
ease it fails to cure. Send for circulars and testinotice a marked decrease in the number of manently accomplished.”
monials. Address.
The Maine Epworth League will hold its
General Harrison calls this a war for
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
old, poor animals on the streets, and an imand says that we could not
State convention here September 8th and
humanity,
4wl7.
48-Sold by Druggists, 75c.
of
the
in
the
condition
stables,
provement
escape the conflict. This was the view of
Dth.
the
country.
tieups and barns throughout
A Democratic Prophesy.
congress when the question was referred
Mr. Samuel Fellows and wife of Bangor
to that body by President McKinley. The
came down by team May 15th to spend a
time was bound to come, foreseen and
We have a navy equal to any in the world,
lew' days.
and before many moons have passed it will
predicted by ex-President Cleveland,
be established upon a still stronger footing,
when armed intervention would be necesto
Many of the South Shore cottages as well and our naval forces
will be as invincible as
to put an end to the horrible condisary
as those on the Camp Ground owned by
The Republican party is safely
our armies.
to
It
tion of affairs in the island of Cuba.
so
for
will
remain
in
and
intrenched
power,
Belfast people were open Sunday.
was a responsibility we could not escape
factions in
an indefinite period.
Opposing
to
and we would have been unworthy of the
Mrs. F. H. Bolton of Brewer arrived May the Senate will become like so many pigAmerican name if we had tried to avoid
13th on the M. & M. and will spend the summies and will be crushed out like so much
to
it. Now that the conflict is upon us it
vermin. It does not require any stretch of
mer with her sister, Mrs. Harlow.
the
is becoming more apparent to those who
imagination to say that in due course
George H. Archibald, general secretary Populist and Silverite influence will be
for a peaceful solution of the difhoped
At all grocers ficulty that the war is a just one and that
routed, ami that McKinley, who stood upon
Maine State Sunday school association, was
at
St.
a gold plank in the platform adopted
we have exhausted all peaceful means to
on the grounds May 13th making arrangeLouis in 181HJ, will carry currency reform as
in 2-lb.
bring peace and independence to Cuba.
ments for summer school to he held here
he carried the banner of war—successfully.
lyr20tcnrmoff
[N. H. Statesman.
[Town Topics.
J uly 30th to Aug. 12th.
The services at

next

should

educator.

Papprs a* 55

Periodicals.

this map, as it. is a great
this map you can follow
the movements of a single battleship or the
whoie tieet.
While they last, this idler is
open to all. Address The Boston Herald,
Boston, Mass.
son

Albion lv. Pierce, Belfast; will
presented; Edward R. Pieree of Detroit,
Mich., and Mary H. Pierce of Belfast named

Mr.

Sunday.

and

On receipt of your address and
2-cenfc
stamp for postage, The Boston Herald oilers
for a short time to send a beautiful tailored
map of Cuba free to all. Every young per-

executors.
Estate of

Herrick is a student at J
Dolby I nivcrsity and iiis discourses sliowt'il j
marked ability both in their preparation \
and delivery. He will preach there again
next

Papers

Estate of True worthy P. Perkins, Frankfort; first and final account of executor allowed.
Estate of Andrew W. Hopkins, Frankfort, first and final account of administrator
allowed; petition for distribution presented.
Estate of Luther Mitchell, Unity; first
and riual account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Geo. B. Ordway, Swanville;
petition for allowance presented.
Estate of Bounds C. Dinsmore, Belfast;
will presented; \V. A, Whitten o; Vinalhaven and R. F. Dunton of Belfast, named

Churches.

Sunday

Skowhegan.

accepted.

State

church iast

of

Estate of Milton 1. Whitcomb, Islesl oro,
report of commissioners of insolvency returned: first and final account of administrator presented
Estate of Rachel 1'
Kenniston, minor,
Liberty; second and final account of guardian allowed and resignation of guardian

Herrick of Water ville preached

and evening.

Farrington

Estate of Charles Clark, Belfast ; letters of
administration issued to Charles Clark of j
East Sound, Wash.; Wm. P. Thompson of!
Belfast appointed agent.
Estate of Nancy Smith, Swanville; letters j
of administration issued to Thomas C.
j
Smart of Swanville.
Estate nf Amelia S. Erskine, Montville;
letters of administration issued to Simon 8. I
Erskine of Montville.
Estate >if George W. Bailey, Knox; letters !
of administration issued to Julia A. Bailey
j
of Knox.
Estate of .Tulin Farley, lion-compos, Searsport ; letters of guardianship issued to Clots.
E. Adams of Searsport.
Estate ol Maude G. ('lark, minor, Troy:
license to sell real estate issued.
EsLate
Wm T Creasey, Morrill; inventory returned
Estate of Win. K. Low, Frankfort-: inventory returned; petition presented for license
to sell real estate; petition for allowance

port of
turned.

were

5 000 Rolls Room

We fear tnere are very few. In fact there
many who take the opposite course
and talk down their own town.
If you
can’t conscientiously say any good of
your town, then either say nothing or
change your residence. A few words
may travel a good ways and may do incaluable injury or the reverse according to
their nature.
Everything you say about your own
place is in a way an advertisement, If a
place is worth living in it is worth aiding
and pushing in every possible way; hence
the duty of every citizen to do what they
can in betteriug tbe reputation of their
town and aside from being one’s duty it is
also a wise move from a pecuniary standpoint. if you are a taxpayer, every dollar
of additional property brought into the
city is a direct benefit to you as it helps
increase the city valuation.
If you are a business man do you run
down your own business? As a man do
you speak slightingly of your own family?
I)o you disown your own country? Why
then be any less loyal to the town in
which you make your residence?
To be sure every city lias its outs, its
disadvantages, some more than others,
but why dwell on them? They are probably apparent enough without advertising them. On the other hand every town
and city has its peculiar advantages, then
tell of them, advertise them far and wide,
and you may rest assured that it can do
no harm.
Be loyal to your own home, talk it up,
advertise its advantages and you may rest
assured that you are doing your duty as a
citizen and working for your own interests
at the same time; and don't forget that
every dollar you spend at. home comes
back to you some way or other. [Exchange.

returned.

service in the present war, shall be exempt
from paying dues, tinea and assessments
during their absence. And if it he the lot of
any of them to die in the service, their
nearest kin shall be allowed to draw their
funeral benefits.”

Templars.

mam.-nt unity with our kinsmen across!
The following oliicers <*f Waldo District
have been installed for the new quarter:
■he Atlantic." (Loud cheers).
Belfast Lodge No. 30:
“Tln-.c is t powerful and generous naDeputy, Laforest
C. Templar, Addison F. Pendle'an.
sail Mr. Chamberlain, “.-peaking1 Robbins:
\ i•
t'm:
T., Flora Webber; Secy.. Lilian
our language
bred of our race and lrav- I
Lora Maxes
Spinney: F. Set
Treas., Mrs.
In
erests
identical
\v«
with ours. 1
uld
mg
F. L. Brackett ; Chap., Nora Seekius: Margo so fa 1 as I*) say that, terrible as was !
shal. Gerald Howard. On the night of in-'
may he, even w; itself would be cheaply stallation, after a tine
literary entertainment, ;
purchased ii in a great and noble cause ice cream and cake were served.
'he stars and stripes and the union jack
Biooks N". 54, of Brooks; Deputy, M J. !
D. .\\
should wave together over an Anglo
C. Templar. A. B. Stantial; ViceT.,
Grace E. Dow; Secy., \ esta Rose; F. Sec., i
--a < n alliance.

Delegates

an abstract of the business of
Probate and Insolvency Courts for
Waldo County, May term, 1898:
Estate of Mary Reilly, Frankfort; will
approved; letters testamentary issued to
Thomas F. Reilly of Frankfort.
Estate of Samuel Chase, Monroe; will
approved; letters testamentary issued to
Oliver i*. Chase of Belfast.
Estate of Richard S. Gay, Belfast: will
appoved: letters testamentary issued to
Ellen C. Gay of Belfast.
Estate if Mary .Jane French, Palermo;
will approved; letters of administration,
j
with will annexed, issued to Martha B. I

Following is

the

for license to sell real estate.
Estate of Ira E. Traftou, Troy : inventory

treasurer, Thos. J.
Stephens,
Stone of Biddeford. Patriotic resolutions
were adopted, including the following: “All
members of the A. O. H. in Maine, who
have or may enlist in the United States

progress (in Scotland ) 1898.240.17.2
Winter, Annie L., translator.
The lady with the rubies.
By E.
Marlitt. 1895
128 7
Picked up in the streets. By H.
Schobert. 1888.128.(5
j Castle Hohenwald. A romance. By
A. Streckfuss. 1897.128 5
Too rich
A
romance.
By A.
Streckfuss. 1890
128 4
i
Waldo

largely attended.

N. B

Wiggin, Kate Douglas. Penelope’s
English experiences. 1898.240.17
Wiggin. Kate Douglas. Penelope’s

J
j

was

Probate and Insolvency Courts.

Waldo; inventory returned; petition

present from all the counties in the State.
The election of officers resulted as follows:
State delegate, C. J. Callahan of Lewiston;
State secretary, Walter J. Commins of St.

s

A romance.149.22

The Ki. Hon. Jos. Chamberlain, secretary o? state for the colonies made an im-

portant speech
public affairs at Binning ham, England, last Friday evening.
Referring to the policy of strict isolation
that > ngland lias pursued si nee the Crim-

of the Cave Man W

and

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

It America's Greatest Medicine. All druggists.

sented

The biennial State convention of the A. O.
H., called in compliance with the order «>f
arbiter, was held in Portland May 12th,

Sawyer.318.27
the coming year w e are assured that there Velazquez de. la Cad**na, M. Pronouncing dictionary of the Spanish
will be no curtailment oi school privileges,
j and English
languages. 1 SiHi.R. L
It will he the duty, and no doubt the purWaterloo, Stanley. The story of Ab.
of the school

t

vitalize Your Blood. Overcome That
Tired Feeling.
Get
a
bottle of
Hood's Sarsaparilla and begin to
take it TODAY, and realize the great
good it is sure to do you.

prese nted.
Estate of Benj. W. Blauchard, Unity: inventory returned.
Estate of minor heirs of Nelson R. Ci 1 ey,

year the order has made

Caleb West,

1 Fiustri'ions.

Mark.
)

ven mouths last
exj ended muim:
tie- teachers pay roll for the
y* aj. w
full y
added.
While this may be inadequate to maintain the schools during
•v a.-,

Illus-

..: ;*25.1

Smith. F. Hopkins.m.

o> lo go into detail further
a to -ay that the con(-ct
figures show
total up •ropriation of so;, more tliau
>

1

>

The rook of

Filet.

(A story

tvv

SP* idon

given last week with regard
opiiation for the city schools

res

j j

Molly

Sea well.

the

oast.'

The

The

Russell, William ( lark
captains. 1897.

Home.

are

are

248

Norton.

Your

there in onr
many people
vicinity that when they meet strangers, or
when they are away from home, make it a
practice of talking up the advantages of
the town in which they live?

Darby. 247

Hatton, Joseph.

Up

How

J

The late homestead of FRAN K \\ I’A TTKRSt >N
deceased, situated at tlie corner of Main Street
and Waldo Avenue, in Belfast, is offered for sale
For particulars inquire of
at a bargain.
K. F. DlINTON.
Belfast, May 10, 1898.—tf 19

Opera

House Eh

Special attention given
h roat.

to disi

BELFAST.

\L\NS OF

short

Bangor last Thursjob of carpenter work,

he

to

went to

Mh\.
>

is

tk«
I

w

|.

...

rii.-ers
\

were

as

appointed

follows:

as

Original, widows, etc., Salina J, Sawyer,
East Knox, £12; additional, Joshua Twitchell, Jr., Dixmont, •?() to 89; original, widows,
etc. (special act) Sophia J. Chileott, Ells-

Fannie Hart:
•lent,
U. Fernald; Treasurer,
T
ute; Collector, Miss Bertha
was

proprietor of
present company bought
was

Pensions have been granted

Mrs.

!'- maid

Reiley

busiuess.

the

Cicle, King's
President, Miss Lora

S' ns

Mr.

manager.

the store before the

elected at the

Bearer

riuor

R. Reiley arrived here last week and recharge of the Boston Tea Co.'s store

J.

sumed

and C. B. Hall.

k
_•

BABY’S
AWFUL
HUMOR

T. H. Marshall W. R. C. requests a full
attendance on May 20th, at 2 p. in. for nomination of officers for the ensuing year and for
work for Memorial Day.

school

new

Capt. Charles
to Unity last Thursday
ere accompanied by Mrs.
T Shales, E. S. Carter,

u

v

a

the late

f

...

build

factory in Monroe.

.-e

■

"Jimsey Walker’s Little Game" at the
Belfast Opera House Wednesday
evening,
May ,25th.

as re-

My baby sister had a rash, causing her insuffering. We had doctors, and tried
everything, without a cure. It would scab
o\er, crack open, a watery’ matter would ooze
out and the scab fall off.
We procured a box
of< tic era
(ointment), a cake of Cuticttra
Soap. andCtmcrRA
Resolvent, and she was
entirely cured without a scar being left.
Miss LILLIE CHASE, Bristol, Vt.
ten>e

worth, 812.

meeting will be with Mr.
High Street, Wednesday
2Uth.
xt

Mayor Fletcher

^

v ^

favorably,

"ing

■

and

a

notice-

the removal of the
an<l fixtures from the front of
The wires are now carried in
The brick work is not to be
is

eiit

subset ip-

Belfast Printing Co. has begun publishing a “Daily Bulletin” of war news. It
The

1

reported,

a

tion paper for the purpose of collecting
funds for the Maine Martyrs' Monument
Fund. The monument is to be erected iu
memory of the sailors who lost their lives iu
the kU. S. S. Maine disaster in Havana
Harbor.

house and post

the custom

received

has

but only the
the post office j is issued immediately on the receipt of important war news and distributed by carrier
iv.e
of house cleaning at
to city subscribers, without regard to frequency of publication or the hour of day or
i Phillips and Abby M. Deeri:sposed of to parties at Sau evening.
part of the purchase price
County Commissioner M. S. Stiles of Jack;>
tile transportation of the
son has a room at his home in that town that
rs to Alaska.
Both crafts left
has few duplicates in this section. The
the latter part of the week,
ivertiser.
place is the old Stiles homestead, ami the
s the vessel iu which J. A.
wall paper in the parlor has been on the
of this city, made the trip
walls f>7 years.
It is as bright and perfect in
as

interior of

he

!

Clough

Mr.

tst.

aud

of

six

sailed for the Yukon

0

lips.
Partisan \Y. C.
M iy ]•>, l.sp.s, it was voted
f the Society are due, aud
heed.;"the City Government
'in in Mem-.rial Hall
for the sewing school.
•!
teacher and appointed
ike barge of the work, and
>
hi-- to all for the efficient
the school was conducted.
f the Non

>

.\ 1 dance
Wi.

.ire

also

for w.-od furnished.

te

Thomas

’\v

extended

mu

aido is
of

vs

to I"- marshal of

the

public schools are
in the parade, in adpreviously invited.

the

1 appear
•■ties

schools

Grammar

are

organ-

wing
Capt., WilI.lent., Fred Poor: 2.1 Lieut.,
officers

1

Serg’t, Ralph Hayford
nr Whitney.
Superintendent
rgaui/ing two companies in
1st

0
•'

this port has been
after a supposed
s.-hooner with the very inname of Good Templar.
The
it Barhadoes advised the U S.

ilarr.mau at
t

look

to

Eastport
d Templar, Capt. Rorey Lari*-d for St. Lucie with a riding
1 had been ruuniug at Barba’.hat -tile

‘••partmeut

understood the schoon-l'i with West India rum, bay
n
th the intention of smuggling
mted States
The collectors
re been notified to look out for
pi *r full of rum and seiz- her if
it

c

was

The bay fishermen report a
rough, easterly weather and
^
but few days when they can
'hey do gd a good day the fish
Thursday There were three small
from Isle au H nit and vicinity
is.

f

-jregate of

ov.-r

three and

a

half

the smaek \V. H. Davidtriv : 1,000 pounds of live fish.

cssel.

the slu. .ps Dingo and Waulatter had
new
chain plates

ere

•'

Harriman while here....
11;<i fishermen report* lobsters
1)

k. I

I

Minion, Esq., caught a
Swan Lake a few days

'mon at

log named comrades of local G.
iv- been appointed on the staff
••.rimeiit commander as aides-

duty it. is to assist their post.
m keeping up the interest in
ve
posts, by looking after susiters, arranging for camp-fires,
partment commander specially
'Se

their post commandthe duties of Memorial
Memorial day: J. W. Black,

-1

assist

to

g out

ii

s. A.

CobMy rick, Unity;
G. O. White, Liberty; E. R.
ualhaven; Daniel F. Davis,
iohn H. Thomas, Camden ; Wm.
Brocks; Daniel M. G. Spencer,
C. F.

:

-•

B. A. Cliaples. Appleton: Geo.
Mol roe: Joseph Hackett, Cas-

Whitmore, Hampden; L.
Elander Grant, Freedom.

R

n;

tbert E. sailed

May 14, for New
from the Belfast Light &
Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley was

••

marine

railway Saturday

for

to go to Darien, Ga., light
nber for Norwich, Ct_The
1

is

hurlow, ('apt. J. O. Hayes, is
:‘t
New York for Key West.
fVusa-vda

was

cancelled_

Kendail, from New York
with soda ash, struck

td.-u

••'iges

the

fog Wednesday
She was got off and arrivtht- Tfili.... Tin; Portland sch.
s

arr

;n

ved

lie marine
'ai

at Bueksport
May
railway for repairs,

laden, bound for Brooklin

Friday evening May 0th on
k
near Pumpkin Island.
She
"fi by the tug Bismarck and
Brook lin, leaking badly and
<r:ly repaired before sailing for
•Sch. Kittie Lawry, which was
H,‘

with

the U. S. recruiting officers

islands, has been reported as goat Green’s Landing May 12th. The
in tow was smashed on the
rocks,

1 ••

>r
1

schooner was floated without
mage-The Bueksport schooner
* "<»mer
has been chartered to bring
f powder and other
ammunition to
‘st

points, including

a

supply

for

She is now on her way east_
made a new jibboom for sch.
'’"b'dou last week and sent it to
x

'•

U.

"■shoro-L. T. Shales is loading
*'■ Look with
hay for Brunswick,

'I-pvnard Summer

sailed

Tuesday

ice from the Belfast Light
Capt. J. L. Smith is fitting
f ury Forest
and expects to go
"• K

with

—

Hid, fishing,

Messrs. E. F. Staples and S. A. Kendall &
Son are meeting with good success in their
sale
f the furniture stock of J. C. Thompson cV Sou, at
Slain street, Belfast. They

next week.

tiie

are at

store

Saturday

every

and

are

dis-

posing of the goods at slaughter prices, (five
them

call

.t

Saturday

Saturday.

next

Fish Facts,

M.

from

K

returned

Kuowlton

S-days fishing trip

an

Moosehead Lake.

He

was one

of

a

to

party of

took over l’oo trout and salmon....
Waiter H. West reported iM trout, some of
which weighed 4 pounds apiece, as the result
of the first day's fishing by a party of three
at Moosehead Lake.
s, who

St k a .her Notks. The Castiue is undergoing repairs in Dyer's dock. Next Saturday night she will leave for a fishing trip to
Swan's Island-The Boston & Bangor
Steamship Co. has notified its patrons that
they need have no hesitation in shipping
freight bv the boats of that line as all
freight is covered by a war risk.. .The Castilie will make an excursion from Brooksville, Castiue and Islesboro to Belfast next
Saturday, arriving here at 10 a. m and leaving on her return at ;> p. ni.
..

Firk

Citypoint.

at

Fred W.

Brown, Esq.,

The

buildings of
Citypoint had a

near

destruction hv tire Suncaught on the roof
a chimney ami when discovered had burned through and ran along
the cracks of the boards inside
nearly the
escape from

narrow

day afternoon.
from sparks from

Fire

length of the house.

whole

Mr.

Brown,

as-

The meeting will be held in the
school
as before.

room,

At tbe meeting of the
Official Board of the
Methodist Episcopal
on

church,

Monday
evening, May 16, Misa Cleora
Haney was
elected pianist.

The school ship
Enterprise, now at Boston, is expected to make a cruise soon
along
the Maine coast as far as Bar Harbor.
It 19
hoped she will visit Belfast.
A full

attendance is desired at the
meeting
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. It this

of

evening,
tion

as

with

matters of

importance

Memorial Day will

action.

in

eonnec-

come

large attendance.
All mothers interested are requested to
meet again this, Thursday, afternoon,from 3
to 4 p. ui to perfect plans already suggested
for forming a Mother’s Club, the purpose of
which will be to discuss at the meetings
problems which come daily into the life of
are believed to be
every mother, ami which
imbedded in the doctrines of the KinderA Mother's Ideals’’
gartens, as quoted from
Belfast Library) :
j l»y Mrs. I’roudfoot (in
“Let every thinking mother call herself to
she is feeding to her
j her senses and see if stream
of seltishuess,
muddy
j children theand
or is each young
sensuality;
personality
life allowed to be a well of everlasting, free,
universal life, springing up to water the
whole earth with its refreshing radiance?
Is she at work constructing her child’s charact.-r for the good of the race?”

|

T. Sibley writes to bis mother
Mrs. Edward Sibley, from Dartmouth Col
lege, that over a quarter of the senior class
aud a number from the other classes have
enlisted—that when these young men were
called to go two weeks sin»,e the coliege
band and all the students escorted them to
the station, which is about a mile from the
As they gave them the farewell
town.
Mr. Har

Id

hand-clasp they

sang

college

songs

And

uila bay,
dewey were

the

regent’s

First class hard wood
Refrigerator for only

for work

or lers

this

line.

adrift

ag.du Tuesday night, much to
the neighbors, as the odor was

the relief of
not

lawn

mower

cuts

the

agreeable.

going

at

Leavitt

Complimentary (_'<>n<

A

complimentary concert was given at Belfast Opera
House Wednesday evening, May 11th,
by tl.-e
f.rt.

Band to all who subscribed to the
fund for the new instruments. The
program,
as published in The Journal last
week, was
given and a number »f the pieces were encorBelfast

ed. The two

new compositions by K. I’.Chast
this city—“Daughters of the Hcv.ilution,"
gavotte; and “St. Alban Commandery"

of

march,

very enthusiastically received.
When tlie St. Alban Commandery was renwere

dered,

applause lasted fully

the

rive

min-

and there were cries for the author.
Chase sat modestly in the rear of

utes

Blit

Mr.

the

other

members

and

did

not
respond.
audience, who
were stirred by the patriotic airs,
inspired
the members of the Viand, and this splendid musical organization, of which all our

The

enthusiasm

citizens

heard
House

the

justly proud, was never
to better advantage.
The Opera
was filled to
overflowing, and the

concert

are

so

was a

Chat.
ton

of

last

brilliant

success.

Henry C. Marden went to Thornasweek aud bought a load of prison
The

cannon

pyramid

and

of halls

Memorial Hall have been given a
black.. Walter C. Mahoney
of North port has gone to Matinieus Rock to

in front of

glossy
act

coat of

hay

pilot_The farmers
favorable weather for planting last

as

had

and river

week and made the most of it_Last Suuwas a very pleasant day and
many took
an outing by team or bicycle.
The silent
steed appeared to he in the majority_
Strawberry blossoms are out and buds are
showing on the fruit trees_E. S. Pitcher,
is working early and late iu Ins
cottage at

day

the

Battery,

and has

The usual crowd
new

delightful location....
superintended placing a
a

safe in the office of

Dr.

Elmer Small

last week.... Dealers in

agricultural machingood sales, judging from
mowing machines, etc..
seen en route to the country_The move
for the removal of rubbish from the rear of
buildings is a good one-11. M. Stevens has
a newly lettered delivery wagon for his fruit
ami
confectionery business_Bobolinks
were seen at the
Hayford and Philbrook
farms on the Belmont road May 10th.... A
valuable shawl has been picked up on the
street and is at the police station_Mrs. H.
ery must Vie having
the number of new

B.

Cuuuingham

Hattie Black hung
out a very neat sign at their store fn The
Journal building Saturday. It is from Welch
& Stevens....Otis Whitmore has replaced
his public carriage on the street, the business
having been suspended a short time on account of his health-Frank Jackson has
changed the name of his trotting stallion
■Castle Dare to Dewey.A number of oxyokes were shipped from Belfast Tuesday
to the State farm at Howard, R. I.Two
small deer were seen in the field at the
and Miss

s

direction it will

ably prepared.
'lie

nd week in

sect

Accidents.

doubt he admirgiven about the

no

It will be

June.

Ephriam

Kohl ins

was

acci-

the left wrist by an ice pick in
workman Satur lav and
received a severe wound
Alien Webber was
hit in the left hand by a sliver thrown
by a
saw while at work in Mathews Bros’, mill
Monday and received a bad flesh wound....
Miss Florence Wells was thrown from her
bicycle on Plienix Row las* Thursday evening and injured her left knee cap badly.
Marion Brown received a severe cut in the
leg with a knife while cutting meat in Brow n
.'c kogg’s market yesterday.

dentally

hit in

the banks of

a

fellow

Thanks to the Band. The following
letter has been handed us for publicationBelfast. Ma? 16, 1898.
F. .7 Rigby, Leader of the Belfast Band.
Dear Sir:—A.t a meeting o' A. E. Clark
Camp, Sons of Veterans, May 16th, it was
unanimously voted to extend to the Belfast
Band, a vote of thanks for their kindness in
volunteering their services and accepting
the invitation to take part iu the
parade
which was to have been held on Friday evening, May 13, 1898, and that a copy' of the
same be sent to them and to the local
papers
and the Bangor News, for publication.
W. S. Hobbs,
U. G. Hussey, 1st Serg’t.

The

ladies who attended

Captain.

UNDERTAKING
A specialty.
Funerals directed in the country without extra

Germ

^
^

charge.

Spencer
AGENTS

Wilson,

&

WAVERLY

FOR

is the select ot all
breakfast cereals.

WHEELS.

VICTOR

and

the

Mothers’

We Have Purchased
Or Almost Stolen—

the

blackboard

lively imagination and were spec
hdly interesting. Miss Weeks lias consented to teach her class Saturday morning, thus
giving the children six mornings of work
a

instead of the usual five. Visitors will receive a cordial welcome at any time. The
Association has recently received gifts of
money

am

ountii g to

$10

New Advertisements.

Carle <fc Jones,
Main street, are offering great bargains in
room papers, shades, curtain poles, etc., ami
have received a uew lot of 5 and 10 cent
goods. They offer five White Sewing Machines at less than half price to close out.
Their second lamp sale begins this morning,
May 10th-R. H. Coombs & Son continue
to offer great inducements to those in need
of furniture, straw mattings and oil cloths.
Read their advt. and see what they have
to say-Call at the Francis Shoe Store and
see the fine lot of Wise & Cooper sample
Oxfords, all selected stock and latest styles.
Price reduced from $1 50 to Si. and from S3
to $2.. .’.See notice of City Marshal concerning the removal of rubbish, ashes, etc_
The Belfast and Searsport National Banks
publish statements of their condition_
Spencer & Wilson are offering a first class

Wheat

J. C. Thompson & Son,
No. 39 Main Street, Belfast.
Will
1 hat

the people of Waldo
will be at this store

we

....

“He that is in low with
himself will haw n< ri\

SATURDAYS, XI

A man m 1( >\, with
himself makes a
poor husband.

i it i m 11 sun t®
Come early

get good selections

and

As this stock must be sold at

the Spaniard had no sooner
than he was seized by the collar and
thrown from the train. The conductor did
not stop the train to learn whether or not
the man was killed.

goods delivers^.

No

once.

E. P. STAPLES and

Germ
has
no

address at our church at 10.d(), stand- ! liev. J. P. Simonton ofhr.ating. The bridal
left on the boat for a trip to Portland
time, Sunday, May 2{)tli_Mr. R. R. couple
and other places.
Ib-v. J. P. Simonton left
Spinney and son Willie were the guests of
for lus new pastorate at Ellsworth,
his mother, Mrs. U. G. Royal, the first of the Tuesday
and his successor, Iiev. D. II. Piper, arrived
week.
Wednesday.... Mrs. I. H. W. Wharlf is
Admiral Cervera has shot oft' his mouth, visiting friends in town... .Miss Sadie Jelbut bis guns are silent and his lleet con- lerson is spending a few weeks with friends
in town....Miss Elvena Grant visited her
spicuous by its absence.
sister, Mrs. T. H. Spronl, last week.
Arbor Day was observed by the village
New Y"uk, May 17 The 14th regiment N.
Y. v olunteers, Col. Fred Grant, commanding, schools with
appropriate exercises ami the
left Camp Black at Hempstead Plains, L. I
planting of trees-At the meeting of the
this afternoon for Chickamauga.
W
C. T. 1'. on Tuesday the following SuHong Kong, May 17.
The British second perintendents of Departments were elected:
class cruiser Pique has been ordered to Iloilo, Sci.
Education, Miss Eleanor Barrett: SabPhilippine Islands, for the protection of the bath
Observance, Mrs. James Haley; Narmerchants whose lives and property are
threatened by the insurgents.
cotics, Mrs. J. O. Moody; Purity, Miss L. M.

B\ IHI YARD
AND MADI TO ORDhR IN

They

have

Boston,

profits

a,if*;

3

to

S,

new

$2 50, $3, $4

line

ami

pist reoeivi

d,

$5 per suit

******

PH KM
John W.

X

KOW, liKLKAsT.

Sleeper, Hanager Retail Dept.

Lamson & Hubbard

enlarged the

were

REPORT OK THE

for

more

dis-

BELFAST
At It el

fast, lii the State of Maine,

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

KMSOIKCKS.

Loans and discounts.
.£271,(Mil 12
Ij (> erdra ft s, secured and unsecured
)o 7:>
I on.iioo on
! I S. Ponds to secure circulation
I Stocks, securities, et<-. 57.2oono
j Panking-lioiise.furniturcandfixtures, 251,ooo no
—

...

serve Agents)..
|
! Due from approved reserve agents...
Cheeks and othereasli items.
Notes of otiier National I tanks
Fractional paper runvnev, nickels,
and cents
Loirj'iil Motirij Hi .-tcrve in Honk, riz:

couraged I became. My daughter went to Gardiner, Maine, to visit a Mrs. T. J. Gannon of No. 42
Neil street. That lady sent me a box of Doan’s
1
00
Kidney Pills. I started in with one at first, and I Specie..'.12,557
Legal tender notes. 2,000 00
hey did do some good. 1 increased the dose to Redemption fund with
S. Treasurer (5 per cent, ol' circulation).
two; then the improvement was more rapid. After
..

1 used that box I continued the treatment until I
cured. I have no pain, or any of the other
troubles which annoyed me so much. I have recom-

word in favor of Doan’s Kidney Pills. Any one is
welcome to call at my place of business to ask
about them for themselves or to write to me, for 1
take about as much pleasure in recommending

I'lilMX

KOW,

l.if

SOU: AOENT I OR I5EUA5T

1

200 00

5,857 07

1,282 71
40.42-1 40 !

8,080

00

The hulhline and lain!. V.. Ill IMm iii\ K->w.
as tin- Andrews «tore. in Bel last
A j»j»I\
t;i;<>. !•;..Johnson, Belfast. Me.,

j known

214 84
15,547 00

Or Jl'LlLS ANDKliW S,
3<» Otis Street, Boston, Mass.

1 !»tf

4,500 00

Total.$530,275 53

was

mended Doan’s Kidney Pills to a number of people and will continue to do so. They are worthy
of it. Nothing pleases me more than to speak a

Spring Style, 1898.

the elose of

business May 5, is'.l*.

Other real estate and mortgages owned
Due from National Hanks .not He-

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.$150.000 00
fund.
Surplus
Undivided profits, less
and
expenses

taxes

paid.

National Bank notes outstanding_
Due to State Banks and bankers.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Demand cert ificates of deposit.

33,000 00

28,501 OH
00,000

00

75,430 47

008 00
14(5,830 43
5,505 <57

Fine farm in North port,

two miles from Camp
land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and,on

Ground, 135

easy

terms.

acres

4Utf

HILL,
Doan’s Kidney Pills as 1 do the pianos and organs
Total.$530,275 53
Miller St., Belfast.
Tuesday. They
I sell, and I naturally think they are the best.”
for
wood
hard
refrigerator
only $7. Goods
were within 100 rods of Congress street.
State ok Maine, County ok Waldo ss.
Just such emphatic endorsement can he had
S. G. Small is putting patent steel ceilings delivered free, the firm paying all freight
I, (’. W. WESCOTT, Cashier of the above named
NOTICK. The subscriber
here in Belfast at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug
right
bank, do solemnly swear that the above state- ADMINISTRATOR’S
Undertaking a specialty, and
hereby gives notice that he lias been duly
iuto the residence of Capt. John Pendleton charges.
store
Ask what customers report.
ment is true to the best of tnv knowledge and beof the estate of
Administrator
appointed
funerals directed in the country without
of Searsport.The road machine has been
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents per lief.
LOUISA THOMPSON, late ol Unity,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th
extra charge.“If fountain pens had box. For sale
at work on North port avenue the past Week
in tlie County of Waldo,
by all dealers; sent by mail on rehol ds
of
Morey place

with

A.

F.

on

Miller street

Bowen

at.

the wheel.Poles

received here Monday for the extension
the Islesboro telephone line to Dark
Harbor and Hewse Point.
were

of

ears”—but see Chase & Doak’s advt. for the
rest of the story-My Clothier, 83 Main
street, will furnish fine summer suits at low

ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.

prices.

stitute.

Remember the

name

DOAN’S, and take

no

sub-

day

>1. C.

deceased,ami gi\en

May, 1808.

JOSEPH

WILLIAMSON,
Notary Public.

Correct—Attest:
JOHN <1. BROOKS,
A. A. HOWES,
WM B. SWAN,

1

|

)

Wheat
Germ
will make

change

i

an

n >m

Directors.

the law diverts. All persons having demands
estate of said deceased are drsin*d to
present the same lor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediJOHN M. THOMPSON.
ately.
Unity, May It), 1898.
as

against the

excellent

rolled

oats

for breakfast.
Many a lin ing pair have
courted in poetry and after
lived in prose.

I _r.l H |

BANK,

at

Probabh 1 1. a life's wife
would have welcomed a
change also, but

m

CONDITION OF THE

NATIONAL

war."

marriage

Sunday_Mr.

Parker of Frankfort

equals.

-l 1 !*

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

a new

arrived home last

and Mrs. Ed.

«.l

lei. Mill*.

i:,«

Boys’ Vestee Suits,

store, put
office, etc_Mrs.
Augusta Devereaux who spent the v\iuter

iu

i.uying

\\

u-

.TTTTT

Stockton Springs. The John M. Ames
Co., have been making decided improvein

\\ OKI

I>\

Littlefield... .Miss Jennie Grant spent Sunday in Bangor with her sister, Mrs. H. T.
Sanborn.

in their store.

A l.l

Dir.M-l from : lie * an.d.n
You avoid paying tlit- Hit«

Sprowl; Literature, Mrs.'E. F. Littlefield;
Flower mission, Mrs. J. F. Hussey; Mercy,
Mrs. S. N'ealiev; Press work, Miss Elbe M.

ments

f*i«•»•«•

Novelty Dress Goods,

..

main

ewrv

Men's Suits and Top Coals,
tiO

rivals, but

mav

Art. women books? saw
1 lodev. then would mine wei
an
alntanae, 1" ehaiuw he

morial

medicine I took the

Wheat

S. A. REND ALL & SON.

ard

more

Germ
like love will make
itself known.

County

sav to

act

ago, and the

smoke

the manv
breakfast cereals

THE FURNITURE STOCK OF

speed, and
performed his

upright, honest dealing, and that, his reputation
veracity is unquestioned. The experiences of
such men, when made public through the press,
are tli mnighly reliable, and in this particular instance, where investigation is courted either by
letter or in personal interviews, his opinion of tlie
article be discusses ought to be convincing. Read
this. Mr. Morgan says:
‘•My physician treated me l«»r spinal trouble, but
ir did no good. I bail pains in the small of tlie
back; was so lame that I could hardly get about
to attend to my business, and had a very annoying and listressing urinary difficulty, particularly
observable at night. It came on me a year or so

Love, cough and

Among

inquiries through the counties of Knox, Lincoln town Sunday-Services will he held at
Meeting in the Kindergarten room last Waldo and Hancock, amongst the farming com- the Uuiversalist
church next Sunday at the
Thursday afternoon enjoyed a very pleasant munity and the dwellers in the rural villages, he lsuai
hour, 3 o’clock standard, by Rev. C. H.
hour.
In the talk given by Miss
would
find
that
the
of
owner
the
said
stock
was
Weeks,
Wells of Belfast. The church will he open
illustrated by the Kindergarten songs, she pretty well known, and that he had placed a vast
Friday at9 A.M.for cleaning All are cordialof
in
the
his
wares
the
contribu.
uses
of the balls, blocks, quantity
explained
territory
ly invited-The Current Events Club will
to Rockland.
He
will
also
find
that
the
tory
and
other
genrings
materials in training the
meet with Mrs. A'meda Randell this (Thursfingers of the little folks. The ’adders the tleman referred to, Mr. W. W. Morgan, stands
high in the estimation of his fellow men for square, day) afternoon.
children had drawn on
showed

‘‘

can't well be hid.

full

If the reader ever visits Rockland, Maine, and
walks along Park street, to No. 83, he will find a
well-kept and well-stocked store full of organs,
pianos and sewing machines. If he were to make

candle

Wheat

*******************

Dewey

The Belfast Reader will be Amply Repaid for the Time Spent in
Perusing This.

by

light."

freight charges.

account

passenger train

Choose not to take

depaying all

liver free,

evening.

a

gold

bright.

none.

Tickets can be secured over the Belfast
In "tie *'t the schools where current events
Brandi, by those wisiiing t attend the Good !
discussed the question was asked:
at
Templar meeting
Burnhaui, May 2st.li, for
Vi,- re
is
the so-called
Cape-de-Verde
one fare for the round
trip. Tickets on .saie
fleet." One boy. slightly mistaking the
May 28th, good to return May
fu.i
name
Cadiz, answered promptly: "At
program will be given next w- *k.
Hades
A small hand at once went up and
The poisoning cast mentioned last week
another boy
exclaimed:
"O, no; that's
lias developed some new symptoms, but the where the
Spanish Manila fleet went.”
have
not
police
Mr.
yet reported any lue
Mrs. Geo. M Ivuowlton of Xort’uport, who
Piper’s cow died last Thursday and liis e
is in Southern California, writes to triends
died Tuesday
1 >r. W. L. West examined
here of the war feeling in that section. She
the colt and found the death to have been
relates a:i incident of a Spaniard spitting
caused by arsenical poisoning.
upon a small flag worn as a stick pin by a
Don’t forget the band benefit next Wed- Los Angeles business man. They were on

nesday evening at the Belfast Opera House.
The farce-comedy Jimsey Walker’s Little
Game will lie given by our best local talent,
and there will be selections by the baud
during the entertainment. Tickets on sale
ar the box office at 9 a. m.
May 23d.

and

REMENBER,—wa

Manila paper.
of conflicting rumors in rej gard to the 'little at San Juan, the celebration by the Sons of Veterans, which was
j planned for Friday evening was given up.
The camp and the Belfast Band came out
j
separately tor their regular drill during the
On

girls,

it??????????????????

grass lik<-

whale reported mat week as captured
at Nnrthport broke adrift ami landed <-v. Vr
shore betw.-en Belfast and Searsport. It
1 lie

went

Philadelphia

linen

Select the best ior
a husband or have

>

receive

1

$7.00

<

will

so

Warranted to give perfect satisfaction.
It will pay for
itself in one season in preserving food.

eyes, those orbs

of royal blue;
List, of uut laimed letters
remaining in the And dew wt feel discouraged?
Belfast post office for the week
1 dew not think we dew!
j
ending Vay
IV.
Ladies Mrs. E. T Kuowltoi
Ge»t!emen
Mr. A
M
Hall, Mr. Tom Mir, .ell. i
Local Phases of the War.
Mr. .lasper Reed, H. Sirman.
An Upper Grammar school boy wears as a
The officers of Waldo
County W C. T. I
a miniature flag with a 22-calibre
desire that
reports of superintendents of war-badge
work be sent in on or before June
loaded artridge suspended.
1st. that
they may be arranged for the county uivenL. L Gentner sold tbe "WV.scott horse,”
turn to Vie held in
last Thursday to Maj. R. R. Ulmer of RockWinterport June 7th
.ami. to be used as a saddle horse in the
A very life-like « i:i% *n
portrait <i Miss
Josie Burkett was on exhibition m t; \v
army.
Burkett's store a few days the past week.
A placard in die store of A. U. Burgess
It was executed by Miss Adelle Mcjio-.aid, rc.nis "The Maine decision is that the
wh,.

Fine

and

but he adds: “We were very
“America,
quiet aud saddened as we returned to college without them." Following is a verse
one of the Greek professors read to the Dartmouth students in dess the other day:
Oh, dewev was the morning upon the first
of May,
Aud Dewev was the Admiral down in Ma

up tor

How many people there are
who try to economize by either
going without or using an old
box in which to keep their food
duriug the hot summer months
instead of buying a good refrigerator. We can sell you a

by passers-by ami neighbors, succeeded in putting out the tire by pails of water
Mr. Burton E.
Leavitt of Connecticut
drawn up to the roof by ropes. The house
Swanville. Mr. George M. Scott of the
ha<l lately been papered and renovated and reached Belfast Tuesday and conducted two firm of Scott &
Bridge, hay dealers, Bostoq,
rehearsals
at
the
Wintkrport. Mr. Natlmn Downs died
preliminary
Uuiversalist took tea with Hon. A. E
the new work is all ruined by water. The
Nickerson iast j
and
Wednesday eveuings- Thursday-Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Leveu- | at the home of his daughter Sunday afterfurniture is also somewhat damaged by vestry Tuesday
water.
The buildings have been in the of his opera, “Frogs of Windham," which is
seller of Waldo were the guests of Mr. and j noon after a brief illness.... Mr. James L.
Brown family <,> years and were kept insur- soon to be given by the musical people of Mrs. II. M. Chase last Sunday_Mrs. Abi- j Torrey and Miss Lizzie M. Dean were unitthe city under the auspices of the l'nivers lied in marriage Tuesday May 10th. The rered until about three months ago. when the
gail Nickerson visited her daughter, Mrs. O.
st society. It is a very bright piece and
insurance was allowed to run cut No alarm
G. Hulsey, in Waldo Just Tuesday_Rev. i eiuouy took place at the home »*f her aunt,
las
rs ami
under Mr.
many “catchy’
was sounded at the city.
H. 1. Holt, of Cushing, will deliver tin- Me- | Mrs. Wm. II. Baker, with whom she lived,
sisted

carriages.

Items. Schs. Fannie & Edith
■k arrived May 11th from Bosgeneral cargo. The Fannie &
• led
hay at the F. G. White Co.’s
the Game Cock at A. M. Carter’s
-Sch.j Diadem arrived May 11
:i With salt for Swan &
Sibley Co.

h

The Boston

Marshall

H.

arranging for a large proDay. Comrade Samuel

~

ne

as when first put on.
Globe has credited another lost
girl sensation to Belfast. The story is that
Sadie Baxter, a 17-year-old daughter of Geo.
T. Baxter, a lumber dealer at Belfast, Me.,
has been reported as missing, and that her
father ami the police are searching for her.
No such persons belong in Belfast.

respect

every

Trratmevt —Warm hatha with Crnanointings with Cuticcba. the great
Cpticpba Res<>i vest
world. Potter Pare aj»d Chemrnoo1
throu£h£ut
Roaton.
How to Cure Every Humor, txm_ProPB-»
Ccre

S,^1-

■kin cure, and mild dosea of

Helping Hand Circle, King’s Daughters,
Maria
held memorial services to Mrs.
M acorn be r Monday evening. There was a

A

■

“I never was as glad to see any- 1
my life. This here creek bottom
timber's so thick a wild cat would mighty
nigh get lost in it—let alone a woman.”
“I should think you and Bill had been
to Plum Creek schoolhouse often enough
to know the way by this time?”
‘‘I ain’t a going to Plum Crick,” said
May, with a foolish giggle.
“What! ain’t you goin’ to get married?”
“Yes.”
“Well, Bill’s at the schoolhouse now,
a waitin’ for ye.”
May tossed her head and then giggled

laugh.
body in

The Lie Joe Savage Told.
Down in the southern part of Baylor
County, Texas, you may still hear old
settlers make occasional reference to the
Savages, or the Savage brothers, as they
sometimes call them. This does not refer
to the time when the Indians were in the
country, although that time is by no
means so far distant as to be beyond the
memory of living man; nor does it imply
anything especially wild and ferocious
about the character of the men in question. it merely goes back to the first half
of the ’SOs, when two brothers of that
name were among the prominent inhabiIn
tants of that sparsely settled district.
some countries events of that period would
but
be considered comparatively modern,
in Western Texas they are ranked as strictly ancient history.
It seems, from a careful survey of the
facts in the case, that neither of the
brothers was really a bad man at heart,
notwithstanding the fact that a great many
people win* ought to know are strongly
It is certain
inclined to think otherwise.
that of one of them was as true a man as
ever trod the soil of Texas, or any other
Mate, for that matter. All who knew him
agree that the final year of his life, at any
rate, was a year of such courage and selfsacrificing heroism asoue reads of in books,
but seldom looks for in real life. The people of West Texas are not much prone to
hero worship, and whenever they agree
that a man of their acquaintance is above
the average of mortality there is very likely to be some basis for the belief, .lodging
merely from physical appearances, one
would have had little trouble in deciding
yvhii h of the two men would be more likely t > prove of heroic mould. Bill, the
younger, was a man of magnilicent physique, not unduly huge, but with muscles
of such herculean strength as perfect
health amt the five liic of a Western cowboy arc apt to impart, lie was lightcomplexioued. and is said to have possessed a v';gor»*t >. manly countenance, such
as ought to have made him more, successful in his love affai:s than he really was.
Joe, on the oilin' hand, was as much a
picture of weakness and deformity as his
brother was of health and strength. He
was not only a peaked-faced, slender slip
of a man, but he was a cripple as well.
When he was •"> years old and Bill was
a cyclone had struck the
only
log house
in which the boys and their parents were
The
mother
and
father
were
killliving.
ed, but when the neighbors came to look
through the ruins of the cabin they found
Joe crouched on the bed with his limbs
spread out in such a manner as to protect
his baby brother.
A heavy log had fallen
across his right foot and
right wrist, crushthem
both
ing
very badly, but Bill was
still sleeping in absolute unconsciousness
of the existence of any such disturbing
affairs as cyclones.
As a result of his injuries at the time, Joe was “club-footed”
through the whole of his life, and his
right forearm had a big knot on it, and a
crook that made his right hand turn out
when it should have turned in.
It is said
that Joe was proud of his deformities
rather than otherwise, presumably because they had been incurred in the defense of his baby brother, and that Bill
was, for the most part, tenderly regardful
of the brother who had sacrificed health
and almost life for him.
Naturally enough. Bill was the more
Before he was ;>0
prosperous of the two.
he owned a considerable “bunch” of cattle, and leased quite a body of land in the
eastern part of Baylor County as a ranch.
Joe was his line-rider, and in that capacity was enabled to do a great deal of such
work as did not require any very great
amount of mere musc ular strength. Everything wuiked smoothly with them until
Mav Con e;, came to liw with a married
brothel of In is who lived only a few miles
from tin- .Savage ranch.
She was nor a
highly educated girl, by any means, and
it is doubtful if she was more than
fairly
intelligent but she was pretty, and she
was iiekh.--a.iid that tc•1 s the whole
story.
In this case Joe was the first victim.
Ife
met May at one of the big camp
meetings
that are eomnion in that country in the
fall f the year, and after that he was very
pronounced in his attentions to her for
several n oaths. I'lien his attentions ceased as suddenly and abruptly as they had.
begun. 1 e >ple noticed this, and they also
noticed that just about this time Bill ben see
gan going
her.
"Bill took it up just where Joe laid it
down,
remarked oue cowboy to another
during ore of the intervals in a dance on
one oecasi >n.
•’.Naw
that ain't it.” responded Ids
friend.
I think Joe laid it down just
where i.il t »ok it up.”
• *ne *i;t
;»s Hie two brothers and one <>i
t"11 "the:
were engaged in
branding some
of Bill >y -arlmg*, the subject w as
brought
up.
•■Sure enough, Joe, what, ever made
you
quit goia to see that Conley gal so suddeut?" asked Jim Smith, one of tlie
helpers, in a .ocular way.
“I stooped *o\s to give Bill a
chance,”
said Joe, with what was evidently a forced

attempt

at

gayety.

“Shuck
ejaculated his brother. “You
needn’t a stopped for that.
If I couldn’t
beat you I'd better quit.”
There .vas just the least bit of contemptuous emphasis on that word “you,”
and Joe noticed it.
A slightly shamed,
pained look came over his poor, thin face
as he faltered:
\V well, I didn’t keer much for her,
no
1 was just a foolin' from the
way.
first.”
My deliberate opinion is that this statement w as a lie. It is
my opinion, furthermore, that in this single, ungrammatical,
mutilated
lie there was a
mispronounced,
loftiness of thought ami purity of purpose
such as an angel in heaven might well
aspire to. Bill did not take any such view
of the matter,
though, for he only looked
up and retorted angrily:
“My opinion of anybody that would go
fool’ ’round a woman w hen he didn’t care
nothing for her is that he ain’t much
man.”
“He’s pietty small potatoes—he shore
is,” put in Turn Jackson, the fourth man
at the branding.
Nobody noticed the remark particularly at the time, but subseevents
caused
them to think a great
quent
deal about i : later
on%
“I’m surprised at you, Joe.” said Bill.
The ghosr of a forced smile hovered
piteously on Joe’s lips for a moment, but
he merely rubbed his forehead with the
knot on his wrist in the nervous
way, peculiar to him on such occasions, and said

nothing.

Aside from one or two little incidents
like this—which are hardly worth count-

ing

exceptions—Bill’s courtship was an
illustration of the fact that, notwithstandas

certain very eminent authority to t lie
ing
contrary, the course of true love does occasionally' run smooth—for awhile. In
this case it ran smooth down to the very
day set for the wedding. The ceremony
was to be performed at what was known
as Plum Creek school house, and
early in
the morniug Bill went with a number of
his friends to get ready for the festivities.
In some countries it might not be considered as a part of the groom’s duties to
make these preparations, but in Texas it
is etiquette for anybody to do
anything,
provided there was not some one else to
do it.
The ceremony wTas to take place at 10
o’clock.
Perhaps half an hour before
that time Joe and his friend Jim Smith
were riding through the timber which always abounds around creek bottoms in
Texas, and were much astonished when,
at a sudden bend in the trail, they came
across the
supposed prospective bride.
She was on horseback and unaccompanied.
“Hello!” exclaimed Joe, in surprise.
“Are you lost?”
“Yes,” answered May, with a nervous
a

again.

“I ain’t a waitin’ for him none,” she
“I might as well tell you uow as
said.
I’m goin’ to be married to
any time.
I Tom Jackson this morning at Bound Timbers.
I’ve lost my way there, and I want
you to tell me how to go.”
At the mention of Jackson’s name Joe’s
face hardened for a moraeut. He was the
man who had been so quick to take Bill’s
part in the quarrel with his brother.
1 Then Joe
began to reason with May as to
| her conduct, but a very few moments
sufficed to show him the futility of the attempt. Promptly changing his plans, he
gave her a detailed account of the way
to Bound Timbers.
“bay!” interrupted Jim Smith, who
had listened in profound astonishment to
the tihole conversation, “you’re mistaken
about—”
“No, 1 ain’t” retorted Joe. “The
That’s all
trail’s been changed lately.
right, May. Come on, Jim.”
“1 still think you are mistaken about
that trail,” said Jim, as the two men lode
on

together.

“No 1 wasn’t mistaken,” said Joe.
“J
just lied—that was all. 1 did it for Bill’s
sake.
If May goes the way 1 sent her
she, 11 not get to Bound Timbers this

morning.”

'After they had ridden a few moments
in silence, Joe began again:
“Jim, old fellow, for God’s sake don’t
let on that you’ve seen nor heard nothing
this morning.
It’ll be plenty tough on

Sunshine set to music!
Hear the sparrow sing!
In nis note is freshness
Of the new-born Spring,
In his thrill delicious
Summer overflows;
Whiteness of the lily,
Sweetness of the rose.

Mrs. Pinkham Says Standing Still is One of
Woman’s Most Trying Tasks.
Have you

thought why it is that so
or girls rather walk for an hour

ever

many women
than stand still for ten minutes ?
It is because most women suffer from some
derangement of their delicate organism, the
discomfort from which is less trying when
they are in motion than when standing.
So serious are these troubles and so dangerous to
health that the laws in some states compel employers to provide resting places for
their female employees.
But no amount of law can regulate
the hard tasks of these women. Customers are exacting, and expect the
saleslady to be always cheerfuland pleasant. How can a girl r
be cheerful when her back is
aching, when she is assailed by lassitude and bearing-down pains? Nomat*
F^
ter how sweet tempered she is
naturally, her nerves give?
way un^er the pain after a while.
Employers, however, don't
want cross and snappy saleswo
Cheerfulness is very
men.
and
no one can be
important capital,
amiable when racked with pain.
If you are ill or suffering, write
without delay to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass., and tell her all about yourself. Your story will hot he new to
her; she has heard it many thousand times and will know just what vou need.
Without doubt, Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound will help you, it has
done such wonderful tilings for suffering women. l)o not hesitate to write her
all the little things that make you feel miserable. Your letter will not be seen
by any man, and Mrs. Pinkham’s advice will cost von nothing.
Head this letter from Mrs. Margaret Anderson. 403 Lisbon
St., Lewiston Me.
Dear Mrs. Pinkham: -For years I had suffered with
painful menstruation
every mouth. At the beginning of menstruation it was impossible for me to
stand up for more than five minutes, I felt so miserable. One
day a little book
of Mrs. Pinkham s was thrown into niv bouse, and I sat
right down and
read it. I then got some of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and
Liver Pills.
I can heartily say that to-day I feel like a new woman ;
my monthly
suffering is a thing of the past. 1 shall always praise the Vegetable Compound
for what it has done for me.”

Ask Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice -A Woman Best Understands a Woman’s Ills

Bill, anyway.”

The First Song Sparrow.

TRIALS OF SALESWOMEN.

AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS 0"R RIGHT TO
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

Splendor of the sunrise,
Fragrance of the breeze,
Crystal of the brooklet,
Trickling under trees,
Over moss and pebbles;

C*wrapper

of the tree-tops,
Burdened with a song
That he drops among us
As he flies along;

Promises and blessings
Scattering at our feet,

Till we sing together.
"Oh, but life is sweet!”
the song-sparrow!

Spirit? or a bird ?
Simple joy of singi ng

In his song is heard.
far in glory,
Love our life has kissed ;
He resounds the rapture,

Somewhere,

Heavenly optimist!
Resurrection singer!
Gladness of the year,
In thine Raster carol
Bringing heaven so near
That we scarcely know it
From the earth apart;
To

Do Not Be Deceived.
your child by accm
which
some
substitute
cheap
druggist may offer
he
makes
few
more
a
(because
pennies on it), t:
which
not know.
of
even
he
does
gradients
a

Waft us dow ii faith’s message
From behind the skv,
Til! on r aspirations
With, thee sing and fly!
God is good forever!
Nothing shall go wrong!”
Sunshine set to music:
'Tis the sparrow’s song.
[Lucy Larcom.

“The Kind You Have

Always Bougie

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

House Cleaning.

Yes,

bin bouse cleaning ‘n
I’m
sleepiu' in the shed,
With some buggy robes for kivers ’n’ the
M'rillv’s

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

__t

THE CENTAUR

a Probate Court nem at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of May, A‘. I). 1808.
TyRADSTHEET H. MASON, grandson of HANJ) NAH Y. PATTEE, late of Monroe, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Walter Bartlett of Monroe,
in said County may be appointed administrator

of the

I' Court <>t ITohate,
fALDOSS.v
fast, on tile second Tuesday
GEORGE A. WAIIKEN. Adinmis; r;it
rate«*t MILTON 1. WHITCOMB, late
in said County, deceased, having |
first ami final account <d administra^
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That, notice thereof he u
weeks successively, in the Republic.,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that
interested may attend at a Bioiiao- <
held at Belfast, on the second Tm t
next, and show cause, if any they ha
said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNS* •
*
A true copy. Attest
CllAS. r. HA/.!:!. I INI'

|

~

of said deceased.

1

<

■

■

MARY

irdered
L’tiat t he -aid pet itioner give not ice to
all persons interest! d by causing a copy ot this
order to he pi
essively ii
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfa-f. that
they may appear at a Probate Court., to be held
at Belfast. within and lor .-aid county, on the -e«*ond Tuesday of June next, at ten ot the lock
before noon, and show cause, it any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner -bottld not be

V*

granted.
A true

copy.

1

CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Atte-t
( has P. 11a/hi.-i im;, R« gi-ter.

Probate Court liebtat BeKa.-t. within and
the County oi Waido, mi \ he. sir. 1 id Tuesday
May. A. l>. ISPS.

At a

l.l-t

1:

11

I

lo

-CO

l.i

.•

It. M« lllt.W V• m mi
DEMIMCt
Ei.ISH Y H. ( YK IK.
in .-aid County, deceased, having
second and final account of auminisaid estate tor allowance.
ordered. That notice thereof b,
weeks simccsM vely, in the Bcpubi
pi iured in Bel last, in -a m county ,! iia
intere-ted may attend a! a l'< •!> i:.- <
lie1'! at Bellas: .on : he ->c "ini 1 m.
next, ami show eause. if any they 1
said aceoliu1 should ll"1. be a’h w. d
< E( ». L. .11 >11 NS
Aces:
A
m
"p\
« MAS. p. Ha/.ki.tixi

estate of

1

no
a

p!
II
Al I 1 SS. I
..mi I
\>
HATTIE 11. SIMPSON. \ lmn.M m:
U
late
1 A 1.1
tale "1 M A BY S
said County, d. •eased. In. in... pn-sen
a id >■:
adm mis' >
ml and final ae
estate for allowance.
II

If ARY W. BERNES,

t rm. iiv VARY M
(11,
t
J \M1>
H. CII.I.EV
LEV. guardian
\
ESTHER M. ( II.LEY at 1 BERNICE A. Cll.l
! Wn
minor heir.- ot NEI.sdN R. Cl LEE Y, la t
do, 111 said County d Waldo, d<,*d. Ini', mg
presented a petition praying bat she uia\ be
iiceiised to sell at public or pri’- ate sale and con
vey certain real e.-iate belonging to -aid minor-,
and particularly described in -aid petition
••

ordered, That

v

thereoi b.
the K.-j
*nm
si,d
I'n-l
s..iis interested may atteml at a
be held af Bel fast. on t he second lu.s
next. at d *liott cause, n any t hey n..
s.ml ae .mill should m t i.e allowed
Lib >. E. JOHNS'
Attest
A tine co]-.
Cm a s. P Haz ki. 11 x
notice

weeks s'lecessiveiy
printed in Belfast.

Ordered, That the said petit n ner gi\<■ not n o to
all persons inteiestcd by causing a eop> "■ this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Be I ta.-t. that
they may appear at a Probate Court, b be held at
Be! fast, wit bin and tor said (’oiur y, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of ihe clock tiefore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should mu be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(HAS. P. H A/Ki.rt x t
Reg i.-tcr

1

c

:n

In
oitrt of Probate.
A LL>< > SS.
last, oti the second Tuestlav ■>! h
THOMAS Y\ VOSE. Ydliiliii'Uai.'l'
of CU-iUlK L OoBlVAN. late d \y
said County deceased, ha iim prcsei:
and final account -t administration
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w.; !iiu and lor
for allowance.
:
Liesda.
theCountvol Waldo, on the see.
Ordered, That notice thereof be
May. A. lb 1898.
weeks successively .tut he Bepi
'■
LOW, widow of W M K LOW. late printed \u I'm ;t.(~t. in said ouuty
■•t Frankfort, in said County .*[ Wald". <[•interested may attend at a Probate *
ceased, having presented a petition praying h>r held at Belfast mi the second Tue~.taii allowance out of the personal estate of said
next, and show cause, if auv they !
ai! wed.
deceased.
said account slmuld not
t, Eo. ll. JOHNS* •*
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to j
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
A true .copy. Attest
(HAS [
llAZKLTLNt
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast that
the\ may appear at a Probate Court, To be nold
I 1
111 Ci .li 1
11’ \ LI M SS
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
V>
fast,on tin
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
OTIS G. BOWKN Adinini-tnb
before noon, and show cause il any they have,
GLIA E W. BOW h\ lain t Bull
why the prayer of said petitioner should not he ry. deeeaseo. having presented In- t
administration ol said estate lor a!
granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Ordered. That notice 'hereol he g
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively, in the lie*j>ui•
( has. P. Hazkltink, Register.
printed in Belfast. in said count y, ha
roi a
interested may attend at
At a Prohate Court held at Belfast, within and for held at Belfast, on the sec. mi Tin
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of next, and show cause, ll any the' >
May. A. I*. 1898.
said account should not he allowed
\
ordway, widow of oeoroe b.
GKO. K. .JOHNS'
ORHWAY, late of SwanviMe, in said County
A true eo] *y. Attest.
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
< 11 AS 1*. Ha/.LI.I 1M
esfor an allowance out of the

Ur
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make
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from the finest

wheat that farmer
raise:—

produces the finest

Maria

bread that cook

personal

praying

of said deceased.
lield at Bella-t
Ordered, That said petitioner give notice to all At a l’rol.ate Court
for the ( ountv of Waldo, on the se«
persons interested by causing a copy »»f (his !
of May. A. 1>' lH'.lK.
order to be published three weeks Miccessively :
certain instrument, purpoi ling
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
will and testament <*l Ai BU>n ithat they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
late of Belfast, in said < hi m oi W
held at Belfast within and for said County, on
ed. having been presented toi probatthe second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if and they
a
Ordered. That notice be given
have, why the prayer «<f said petitioner should
terested by causing a copy "t Unnot be granted.
three week- -neco.-ive
published
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
lican .Journal, print•• 1 at Bella-t.
A true copy. Attest:
appear at a Probate Court to be 1
C it as. P 11 azelti n k, Register.
!
within and I >r -ai'1 0:1111..
day of .1 une m-x at ten oft lie
and show cause it anv lhe\
At a Probate Court liebl at Bellast, wit Mr. and (or
should not be proved. appn-vcl a
the Countv of \v aldo, oil the seeoirl Tuesday of
.ItUINso
GK'» 1
May, A. 1)'. 18‘JS.
A lie-,
A true opv.
last
be
the
to
ing
instrument,
certain
purport
I
(
p.
11
A
/. 1
MAS
will and testament of BOI NDS C. DINS
MOKE, late ot Bellast. m said ! >unty ol W.c.
deceased, having been presented for probate.
tate

bake.

A

1

1

<

1

>
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STARVING.

j

P|

estate

N>WYOH*Cirr.

(irdered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
II’ALI»«> SS.—in Court of Probate.
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
M
t.i>t. "ii tin* second Tuesday o; y;
Belfast, within and fot said County, on the sec
Y I.I BBY Administratrix
MAK\
ond Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock |
BENJAMIN LIBBY, late ot Bell:.
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, j of
deceased, havin*r presented h«
County,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not he final aeeount. of administration
of said
granted.
allowance.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
j
A true copy.
Ordered, That notice tlu-n >! be _i
Attest
weeks sueeessi v'. i\, m the Kepublie.
('has. P Ha/.kltine, Register.
printed in Belfast, in said minty that
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wi; Inn and foi
interested may attend at a Probate
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday <>f held at Belfast, mi the -e. mid Tue-n
next, and show cause, it any they ! a
May, A. I).' 1808.
A. LIBB\
Administratrix of Hie estate ! said a. count should not he allowed
OK< >. E. .JOHNS'
Ot BENJAMIN LIBBY, late <d Bclta-t, in j
A rruecopv. Attest:
said ount.y of Maid", deceased, having present
(’MAS. P. llAZKl
IN
ed a petition pravii>„ that said Court n ay dertermine who are entitled to the balance of the estate
of .said de<‘east*d now remaining in her hands tor
T’.M.Im > SS. In (o,-t ot Probandistribution, and then ir.-poct ive shaic> therein.

The finest flour

|

77 MURRAY STREET.

At

Rpy
Flour.
that miller

COMPANY,

PROBATE NOTICES.

Rob

SHERIFF’S SAU

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a ropy ot this order !■ !><■
published three weeks succcs-ively in the liepublican Journal, pruded .1! Bell'a-t, that they

interested

l ake:
11’ AllH) SS
V»
the II. ha hi; .0
A no »
again.-'
Springs

Probate Court to he held at
may appeal
Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday <•! June next, at ten ot the
clock before noun, and show cause, ii au\ they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved a ml allowed.
CtEO. E. JOHNS! >N, Judge.
A true eopv. Attest:
C it as. P. Hazeltink, Register.
at

ANGLER'S

Petroleum
EMULSION

A

a

DMINISTRATRIX S NOTICE,

lie

of the

ately.

MARTHA BLANCHE

FARRINGTON.

Skowhegan, May 10, 1808
NOTICE,

l’he

s

pointed

TO LET.

I

I

estate

CHARLES CLARK, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
AH persons hav ing debonds as the law directs.
mands against the estate of said deceased are defor
same
settlement, and all
the
sired to present
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
of Belfast, my
P.
Win.
to
Thompson
immediately
CH \RLES CLARK.
authorized agent.
East Sound, Wash., Mav 10, 1808.

ime
1 ab-

vv

clock in the afternoon, at the store o'
b. 11. in Sto« k'.ea Si 1 ings, in -aid
right. title and interest v\hidi the -ai
v
ley has or had on the 24i li day oi
>. 1
A
hour.' and no minute.- \. m
Mine of the attachment on the "M.
and to the following described parethe. buildings thereon standing, -i
Stockton Springs and bounded a- b-'
Beginni.ig in w. st line of the mill 1 >a
!'••
Annie M
at northeast corner of
thence westerly, by said Berry's land
AmandaS Costigan to the shore ot C
said Stockton Springs, thence imiC
said shore to land of Mrs. Mary J* N.
easterly, by said Nealey 's land to -a
then.-e" southerly, by said road i«> n
bound, containing ten acres, more 01
Dated this tenth day •-! May. A. D
Kl '<! KN E BLANCHARD. D-|-

1
!

ibseriber

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that In* has been duly apof
Administrator ol the

s.

v

subscriber

estate of
MARY JANE FRENCH, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons hav ing demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
for
the
same
settlement, and all indebted
present
thereto are requested to make payment immedi-

o

•!

Ivel'.ey

«
Picsrpie Isle. in \to '-took
11 S
will ! e s< 1111 at. public aim ion
at
l>
isms,
A
<d
se-ond day
July

le

hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed Administratrix with the will annexed,

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

|

endanger the life of

Do not

immortal Summer,
the wintry heart!

T shore won’t,” said Jim.
wash bench for a bed;
An irritation of the skin, caused by poisonous weed, causd Miss Wheeler, of Hebron, Neb., much
There's confusion in the parlor ’n’ a heap
There was quite a crowd assembled
trouble unti! using Comfort Powder. It soothed and
■
around the door of the little log school
healed the sores immediately. It will cure all manner §OlY) I O F*T,
sight more upstairs,
While I kaint find comfort nowhere fer the
V. F
yf skin troubles. All druggists. 25 and 50 cents.
house when these two men rode up.
The
varnish on'the chairs.
Wk
groom was there, and so was the preacher,
so also were the people.
The house was
First they tore up all the carpets; then they
what relaxed the grip ou his throat.
“1
Register of Deep Water Vessels
decorated within and without with flowers
pulled down all the shades,
didn’t mean no harm by it—honest, I
Till the place looked like a homestead after
and leaves and other ornaments more or
didn't.
1 won’t do it no more. What are
SHIPS.
one of Moseby’s raids;
less appropriate to the occasion. However,
to do with that rope,
Bill?
Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from Next the walls were reuervated, tf the
there was one ornament generally consid- you going
floors
was soaked and scrubbed,
You’re not going to kill your poor, no-acDev
4 for New York.
Hong Kong
ered necessary on wedding occasions
N' M'rilly bossed the workers as they
count brother, are you, old boy?”
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at N< vv
which was still missing—namely, the
and rubbed.
pounded,shook
Without a word Bill and his attendants York March 20 from Liverpool.
bride.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at Honocontinued wrapping the rope around Joe.
I tell yer, taint so funny when yer eatOh,
“Seen anything of May lately?” asked Then
New York.
in' Off the shelf.
they stood him up beside a tree and lulu April 0 from
Bill, stepping to the front as the new tied him to it, so that his club foot touchBangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from N a feller has to hustle for a place to lay
New York May 10 for Yokohama.
comers rode up.
There was just a trace ed the
hisself;
ground, while the other, the strong
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Royal
of anxiety in his voice as he spoke.
Fer the wimen folks mean bizuess n’ they
one, was doubled back in the coil of rope.
Roads April 14 from Yokohama.
make a feller jump.
answered
Joe
His
“Xaw,”
promptly.
“Now, you ungrateful whelp,” said
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed Till he’s like a pesky camel with a doubleface looked perfectly unconcerned as he
as he started to leave.
“I'll be back from New York Nov 30 for Shanghae.
Bill,
action
hump.
spoke, but in a very few moments a cloud in thirty minutes to see if you’re ready to Spoken Jan. 15, lat. 2H S, Ion. 20 W.
W. Lee, in St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
began to rest upon it. 1 suspect, though, tell me.”
Emily Reed, DC Nichols, sailed from New ; [F.
that instead of grieving over the lie he
“Didn’t he kiss your hand while you York March 5 for Zanzibar.
Gov Robie, B. F. Coicord, sailed from New
had told—as of course he should have was
Lewiston Fashions.
tying him?” asked some one as they York April 7 for Hong Kong.
been—he was merely wondering how he walked
away.
B Hyde, T P Coicord, sailed from
Henry
will
be worn as usual this
the
Bill
mortification
which
a
Lingerie
might spare
“Dogged if 1 know,” said Bill, “Did Honolulu March 30 for New York.
spring by the ladies, but rough, coarse man
public discovery of the real facts in re- he?”
J. H. Park, sailed from New
Josephus,
has
to
in
and
ask
the price of cotton ungo
gard to May might occasion. He was now
Hardly had they left when Jim Smith York April 10 for Hong Kong; spoken April dershirts just as he always did. fLewiston
sitting with one leg thrown over the horn came up and at once began to untie the 27, lat 30 25 N, Ion 40 48 VV.
Sun.
of his saddle.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
Suddenly his face lighted ropes.
from New York Jan 14 for Hong Kong.
up with its old sickly smile, and in a
lilanco is Hungry.
“Don’t.” said Joe, “Bill will be back in
May Flint, E D P Nichols, arrived atHiogo
voice that trembled a little in spite of the a few minutes. .lust
unslip this loop here, May 1 from New York.
May
bravado lie tried to throw into it, lie be- Thank
Madrid,
10, 10 a. m. Captain-Genyou! The strain was on my right
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San eral Blanco has cabled an urgent request
gan :
arm, and it hurt, because it was sore. Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
for considerable supplies of provision.
“bay. Bill, that was the devil of a lie 1 Jim, this is hard—but 1 guess I can stand
R I) Rice, Carver, sailed from New York
told you about May just now.
] saw her | it, for Bill's sake.
1 ain’t
liurtin* so Feh. 10 for Sac Francisco.
not over half an hour ago.”
Reaper, O C \ oung, arrived at Sail Franmuch now, though, as 1 was.
It’s mostly
cisco April 23.from Philadelphia.
“You did, did you? When will she be all a
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND
Bill was allers a powerful feljoke.
Ii R Thomas, C G Nichols, irrived at
here?”
low to joke.
I Yvisht you’d go tell him
to
7
from
Manila.
Kong
prior
May
Hong
“She won’t be here at all.”
when he comes back 1 say please not to
Sachem, Sewali Nichols, sailed from SingBill’s face grew stern and white.
apore April 4 lor Boston.
bring
anybody else with him.”
won’t
she?"
he
demanded.
“Why
S I) Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at New
At the appointed time. Bill saddled his
“Because 1 directed lnr in the wrong!
York April 10 from Singapore.
ponv and rode off to w here Joe was.
r<*ad.
Jim tried to tell her right and 1 !
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed iro n New York
“I’ll take the boss, so that if Joe’s ready
THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
March 20 for Japan.
wouldn’t let him.
Ain't that so Jim?”
now, he can start out after May and
by
M Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
ACHE, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL,
Jim nodded giirnij.
With faces that
bring her back. I rather guess he’s ready Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT REnow began to giac.v drawn and anxious, i
by now, too. Maybe we’ll get to eat a
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
LIEVE.
tlie spectators glanced from one speaker |
Nov
dinnei
a
New
York
24
for
II
little
wedding
mg Kong; spoken
to-day, yet- only
to the other, in rum.
Bill’s face was!
M
‘>4
ii'ch
lat,
Ion
17
OS
E
LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBof
31,
course.:
late,
Tillie Y. Starbuek, Eben Curtis, sailed
taiily livid with rage, and his voice tremTHE GENUINE BOTTLE
STITUTES.
After some time had elapsed and neither
bled with the awfulness of repressed fury
from Honolulu Feb 15 tor New York.
BEARS THE NAME,
j brother had ‘•showed up," as the phras
Wm H Macy. Amsbury, sai ed from New
as in asked the next question:
Texas, Jim Smith walked t<> the York Nov 14 for Yokahama:
goes in
PERRY DAVIS Sl SON.
•What did you do it for?”
passed Anjer
place where he had left Joe. There the March 31.
The expectant silence that followed !
Wm 11 Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from (
poor fellow was. still tied t" tin* treewas deathlike, but even then Joe’s voice
hut dead! The thirty minutes' strain bad New Yc»rk April 20 for Shanghai.
was hardly audible as he answered with ;
W .1 Roteii, Sewali
Lancaster, arrived !
been too much fur his crippled leg to bear,
the same sickly smile hovering about his j and it
had gradually given way, and this at San Francisco Jail 20 from New York.
white lips:
had allowed the poor fellow to choke to
BARKS.
“Because 1 useter court her myself and | death.
Of course, Jim lost no time in
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, at Turk’s Iscut
me
out!''
you
the quasi wedding guests, and in
land April JO for Providence.
Before the words were fairly out of his rousingthe
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New |
real facts about May. It is not.
telling
mouth Bill spraug at him with the fury i the first
instance in the history of the world Yor April 20 for Port Natal.
of a wild beast.
With all the force of his when a man has had the truth told
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu Feb
about
might light arm he struck and the. blow him too late to do him any good. A pur- 14 for San Francisco.
descended upon the arm—the crippled, j
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Monte vied" May
suing party was out after Bill at once, but lo from Boston.
knotted arm--which Joe hail interposed all to no avail.
Some say he committed
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Auckland, N
to
ward it off.
Some say it descended suicide
shortly afterwards in San Antonio; Z, April 17 for New York.
He fell from his j
upon me knot itself.
that he is still alive in New MexHarriet S Jackson, arrived at Portland
others,
pony as if he had been shot, and lay for i ico; still others, that lie is
li from Boston.
to-day in the May
several moments on the turf where he had 1 insane
Herbert Black, W H B ianchard.sailed from j
asylum at Terrell. I do not know
fallen.
March 7 lor Buenos Ayres.
Apalachicola
what tlie truth about it is.
Mr. and Mrs.
“Which way did you send her?” asked Tom Jackson still live in Cottle
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
County,
for
10
Honolulu
and Hong Kong.
Bill, in the same awful toncys he had used Tex. Jim Smith is the man who first May
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
before.
told me this story.
Joe Savage is buried Boston March 14 for Buenos Ayres.
“1 won’t tell,” grasped Joe.
on the banks of Plum Creek, and on bis
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia May 4
“Then get up off that ground !”
wooden headboard you can still decipher from Havana.
“Get on your pony—no, 1 see it’s got
Olive
Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at New
the inscription:
“He Loved Mutch.”
Then saddle up mine
away from you.
The Scripture had to be misquoted to York April 2b from Boston.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle
yonder and go after May and bring her suit the gender of the pronoun, and the
March 9 to load for Hong Kong.
hack at once, sir! Do you hear?”
is slightly peculiar, but 1 can not
spelling
Rebecca
Crowell,M G Dow, at Barbadoes
Joe meekly took the huge Texas saddle
help thinking the inscription a good one. April :50 for Boston.
in his lefl hand and carried into where
love
consider
a
Rose
Inuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Many people
very good
can
the pony stood grazing, tied by a long ;
and Prof. Drummond has written a Rio Janeiro April 10 for New Y'ork.
thing,
a
to
tree.
His
rope
light arm hung limp | book to prove that it is “The Greatest
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at
by his side. After some ineffectual ef- I Thing in the World.” If these estimates ltajang Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
Bt Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
forts to throw the saddle on with his left are
correct, Joe Savage was surely a great from New York.
arm, he gave up the attempt.
and good man; for greater love hath no
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhn, sailed
“1 can’t get the thing on,” lie said.
man than tnis, that he lay down his life
from Rosario March 12 for Boston.
“Use your right arm, sir!” called his for his friend.
Horn.
Willard
P. W.
Mudgett, A C Colcord, at Turks
brother.
can
Island April 30 for New York
“I think you’ve broke his game arm, 1
Literary News and Notes.
SCHOONERS.
said
Jim
Smith.
Bill,”
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
“It'salie!” shouted Joe, “That arm’s
Frances Hodgson Burnett, the novelist,
Bath May 5 from Perth Amboy.
as good as it ever was.”
has been granted a divorce from Dr. Swan
Gladys, H B Colson, sailed from Port Spain
To prove the truth of this assertion, he M. Burnett, a well known oculist of
April 12 for New York
made a might effort and managed to lift Washington, D. C.
She is permitted to
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
his arm to his shoulder, though the wrist resume her maiden name of Ilodgson.
Philadelphia May 7 for Key West.
can
still dangled loosely from his elbow.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at
The May number of the Metropolitan
Boston April 20 from Brunswick, Ga.
Even then he could not restrain his face
has
the
usual
number
of
large
Lester A Lewis,
Kimball, arrived at
from wincing and his teeth from clinch- Magazine
beautiful illustrations and is entertaining New York
Sold in bugs nr.d barrels by grocen
May 4 from Perth Amboy for
ing with the pain. Dropping the saddle, in its reading matter, it is unique in its Salem.
aud hour dealers everywhere
he turned abruptly and limped off into
and the monthly issues are
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Perth
make-up,
the woods without a word.
looked forward to with interest by an inAmboy May 3 for Gardiner.
Jim Smith afterwards said that only his
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Bosnumber of readeis.
creasing
solemn promise to Joe kept him from tell11 for Jacksonville.
WM. A. COOMBS,
articles in the May number ton May
Interesting
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at New
ing the whole truth at this juncture just of the Cosmopolitan are: “The (treat
/
Coldwater, Mich.
Y'ork May 7 from Rio Janeiro.
as lie knew it to be, and that he had to
Lakes,” by F. W. Fitzpatrick; “A FamI.V
R W Hopkins, Hichboru, arrived at Port
j grit his teeth hard and say cuss words j ily of Engineers,” by T. C. Martin, C. E.; Tampa
7
from
May
Cieiifuegos.
under his breath to do it then.
As to the “The
Wilderness
We
Sailie l’On.W H West, arrived at PernamBought from,
j rest of the crowd, it must be remembered France,” by Charles F. Manderson; “Be- i buco April 2b from New York.
A S Wilson, arrived at Sabine Pass
; that they knew nothing of Joe’s own
garding the Voice in Conversation,” by ! Tofa,
statement about the matter, and that con- 1
May 3 from Vera Cruz.
Gaines Hawn, and “The CoronaHenry
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
There are thousands of children
sequently they all sympathized with Bill. tion of Wilhelmina of Holland,” by Crom!
Philadelphia April 17 from Brunswick, Ga.
After some moments of consultation with well Childe.
who are actually starving. Starving
The number is profusely ilthe crowd, Bill, with some four or five lustrated.
for a kind of food not furnished in
(Irvington, New York; $1.00 l
An Important Announcement.
| others, started out to find Joe.
per year.)
their regular diet.
Starving not for
“Get that rope off your saddle there
Mrs. Laura E. Richards’s Captain .JanWe desire to call the personal aud immemilk or cream, but for
and bring it along,” he said to one of the
uary has reached its hundredth thousand,
diate attention of each and every one of our
men.
and this will be an edition de luxe.
One
“You ain’t going to string him up, are hundred
readers to the exceptional terms upon which
will be printed upon Imcopies
j you Bill?” was the rather anxious reply. perial Japanese Government paper, and we are prepared to offer the representative
“No; just want to skeer him a little. bound in three quarter levant, with etch- ; journal of agriculture, Farm and Home, in
I Come on.”
iugs in duplicate upon Japan and India j connection with this paper. Everywhere
in a very short time they found the
Hyp,.phosphites.
paper, and numbered title-pages, with throughout the country Farm aud Home is
the man they were looking for.
The oil in this Emulsion is already parthe autograph of the author and signed by
known aud recognized as a journal of the
“Are you ready to tell where May is, or the
publisher. The price will be $5.
tially digested, so the digestive organs
sound common sense,
to go after her?” Bill demanded.
Nine hundred copies with less expensive highest standard. Its
are saved a great amount of work.
“N-no,” faltered Joe, with a distrust- paper and binding will be sold at $2.20, practical teachings, terse paragraphs, origiful glance at the little group of attendants.
It is readily absorbed and so begins
so a circular from the publishers, Estes &
nality and pluck, have won for it a place at
Again his brother sprang at him This Lauriat, Boston, announces.
the head of the agricultural press. Its imupon its mission of good at once.
time he threw him to the ground and held
The hypophosphites also build up
mense circulation, exceeding 250,(XX) copies
him there, with his grasp firm upon his
WHEN NATURE
each issue, is in itself a telling testimonial
the nerves and put force into all the
throat.
it
Needs assistance it may be best, to remedy
and intrinsic worth.
activities of tne little body. Delicate
“Don’t, Bill, old fellow, for God’s promptly, but one should remember to use of its practical value
Our subscribers will do wrell to read the ansake,” gasped Joe, as his brother some- even the most
children readilv gain strength from it.
perfect remedies only when nouncement and avail themselves of an opSoul by all druggists. 50c. and $1.00.
needed. The best and most simple and portunity to secure, at a trifling cost, a paper
Angier Chemical Co., Allstou District, Boston*
which will return them a thousand per cent,
manuof
is
the
Figs,
gentle remedy
Syrup
on the investment in the useful hints aud
factured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
teachings to be obtained from its perusal.
To all we say, try Farm and Home a year,
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
CASTORIA.
and you will never regret it.
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lur.gs, a
The store in Johnson Block formerly occupied
K™1 ',8U Ha'8 Wwa',s Bo1#
Bears the
to
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
When doctors fail try Burdock Blood Bit- by* H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply
C. O.POOK.
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
ters. Cures dyspepsia, constipatiou; invigOct. 14.1897.
Belfast,
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.
orates the whole system.

j

Hyannis, Massachuset!

was

Pilgrim

Sing,

PITCHER, of

the originator cf “CASTORIA,” the same il
__— on
has borne and does now bear
even
simile
the faesignature of
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been used
the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty ycai
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that
hind
the
on :
you have always bought
and has the signature of
wiNo
one
has
to
use
name
me
ext
per.
authority from
my
The Centaur Company, of which Chas. II. Fletcher is PresF v.
March 24,1898
a
/f

Hark ! you have them all
Prophesied and chanted
In the sparrow’s call.

Listen!

DR. SAMUEL

I,

Proposals

for

Collecting

Scaled proposals for collect ing \ he m
and city taxes of the city of Belfast I
eipal year 1898. will l"1 received h\ tl" i:i'
until Monday, June o, 1898. at 5
the City Council reserving the ri^ht t'
of said proposals or to reject all.
L. ll. MCKCH.Ci
Belfast. May 5, 1898.-4wl9

I

I he

Cuba of the Bast.

Although the islands are rich in the
With Coal to Callao.
Spanish Words.
metals and coal and capable of growing
many kinds of vegetable products, the
The war has introduced to the newsThey slewed her in to dump her load,
chief industry continues to be the producAnd cleaned her ait aud
paper readers of the land a host of unfore;
w eil t•» Develop tlieir Natural
tion of the fiber from which binding and
aney turned her out to take the road
familiar words—the names of Cuban
She d taken oft
other twines are made, and sugar.
The
before,
towns and Spanish vessels.
The meaning
geared aloft, all free aloft, all
A Pleasure at Last.
more than 8,000,000 people,
Catarrh of the Liver
exports, chiefly of these, amount to $40,tight and
and pronunciation of some of these is
but Can Be Cured by Pe-ru-na.
trim below,
many colors and many 000,000 a year.
It is said that gold, cop- To take the
and
of
them
easy
are alenough,
many
and make the road, the
road,
it- sunny and prolific islands
The
and
Case
of
iron exist in paying quantities,
JIrs. Robbins One
per
road to Callao.
ready familiar, but in order that the
archipelago.
I ;»iue
Many but the Spanish authorities deliberately
casual reader may better understand that
He kissed the giri
: licit lives and aspirations, I obstruct
OSITIYE
to
ashore
he'd
every attempt
danger threatens one when catarrh
apply anything
which he reads herewith is presented the
Andsaid: \ou’ll never missfound,
the standards of I but the most primitive methods of min< .oured by
me;
reaches the liver. This is one of the
of a number of Spanish words
*
meaning
1 8tan
seepin’ if I'm drowned.
More would be human and ; ing.
Even agriculture is restricted to the
R* !\"“
oftenest found iu the dispatches:
vital organs that cannot be lightly trifled
sweetheart, kiss me!
fir conditions were less op- j simplest means, modern
Ts miles 8,me,
implements be- ’Tia
to go, long miles to
Abajo Los Americanos—Down with the
with.
Pe-ru-na cures catarrh of the
go,
eight
\
love their children as ing as rigidly excluded as
thousand miles or so
mining and
Americans.
do. and some have dreams 1 milling machinery. Virtually nothing is With seas about and seas
liver as effectually as it cures catarrh
Alameda—A grove of trees.
aud coal
abeam,
to Callao!”
which their descendants done with the magnificent forests of hard
located elsewhere.
Mrs. S. E. Robbins
A1 m i ran te—Admiral.
tied, industrious, virtuous timber and gutta percha, although capital
Ariete—A battering ram.
of White Wright, Tex., had catarrh of
Afouud his neck she twined her arms.
ough their home lies away is eager to promote every profitable form
Armada—Fleet.
speed
Jack!” crie.l she.
x
the stomach and catarrh of the liver. She
dine of travel between Eu- of industry.
And from the sea aud all
This policy also involves
its harms
Arroyo—A small river.
Come back some
rica and China, they hear opposition to
us as follows: “Gentlemen—1 feel
writes
to me.
every attempt to provide
day
Audaz—Bold, audacious.
active world.
They have for the education of the people. The I 11 wait for yon I’ll watch for you, though
it my duty to tell what Pe-ru-na did for
Azor—Goshawk, a bird.
well, dear lad, I know
.Cation in which a govern- government at Madrid, persuaded that a
Bahia Honda—Deep bay.
There s other girls and fairer
Eight years ago my liver and stomach
xes recognizes a duty to the
girls—the girls
policy that would enlarge its revenues
banco—Bank.
of Callao.”
to give me trouble. This developed into a
began
idition in which the strong would eventually lead to prosperity among
Bando—Proclamation.
He took his sheath knife from his belt
lie weak, and might is not the islanders and their subsequent indecolic which troubled me every day. About six years
Benita—A Benedictine nun.
And said,
’Fore God. my beauty
Mill ideas some of them tight pendence, keeps but slight supervision of
Blanco—White.
ago I got so bail I had to take medicine. Five years ago
\on sun from out the
sky may melt
colonial administration.
The governorBocachio—Little mouth.
I was in such a condition that it seemed to me I was disBut I won’t turn from
dooty
ally no reasonable hope of general is autocratic and nobody inter- This lock o’ yourn, this curl
Boca Del Toro—Mouth of the bull.
o’
eased
from head to foot. For weeks I could not sit up.
yourn
goes
ihe chances largely in favor feres with his exactions for his own gain.
with me where I go—
Boca Del Kio—Mouth of the liver.
I was as yellow as an orange. Last spring I was confined
d a cruel death, patriotic The salary of that official is $40,000 a Across the world, around the
Buena—Good.
to Hell
world,
—or Callao!
from time to time, and into my be 1 for weeks. Suffered with colic, sick stomach
Buena Ayres—Good air.
year, but Weyler, the Cuban butcher, is
•i.ible numbers to undertake said to have carried back to Spain a perBuena Ventura—Good luck.
and nervous chills. Finally I took Pe-ru-na. Iliad eaten
Her eyes were like two shining stars
task of driving out the tyran- sonal fortune of three or four millions of
That sparkle through the rain.
^'abanas—Cabins or huts.
nothing for several days and was under a doctor’s treatment. I quit taking hi*
Here the policy of brib- dollars as the result of three years' adAll sail was bent upon the
a purple color.
spars,
medicine and took Pe-ru-na instead. It cured me. I have gained twenty-five
;cd in Cuba, recently brought ministration.
He kissed bis love again.
All his many subordinates
M5 DYES
L’ampos—Fields.
pounds. I can eat anything I want and my skin is clear. I have no signs of
’Twas “Come aboard,” and “All
•don to an apparent end, but have their plunderous perquisites, so that
aboard,
('amarones—Shrimps.
jaundice. Mrs. S. E. Robbins.”
and let her shore lines
at one operation
go,
immediately followed by au- the class that is least able to protect it- And take
L-ape Verde—Green cape,
The many serious symptoms that accompany liver troubles are of such a
the road and make the road—the
still troubles the rulers. self, the laboring people, are kept in the
a castle.
nature as to lead the sufferer to believe himself afflicted with almost anj disroad to Calloa.”
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They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price.
SUBSCRIBE

No man can cure consumption. You can
prevent it though. Dr. Wood’s Norway
Pine Sprup cures coughs, colds, bronchitis,
asthma. Never fails.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

SAIL MAKERS.

I A nice Who Have Used Them
LHUILO Recommend as the BEST

And Successors

DB. KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

J. W. Frederick * Co.,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
.

AND

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain, f
Used for years by leading specialists. Hunureasot testimonials. A trial will convince you o ftheir intrinsic value
izi case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or bv mail $1.50 box.
KING MEDICINE CO., jox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

pain

or

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Paints, <Pc.
No. 31 From St.,

PILES
The
are
A.WEI L. I had suf."> years.
fered for
Was cured easily,
quickly and safely;
no

to

Belfast, Ma

risk;

deither knife nor ligature; harmless operatum
and complete relief, (live me your address if you
suffer, ami 1 will tell you how 1 obtained safe and
speedy relief. Send stamp. Address N. B S.,
liulO
Lewiston, He., Box 220.

Special

rates

I

March

24,

on

applicat ion.
Ajft., Winterport.

ATWOOD.
1808.—2ml2

I'll I-; I>

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Monroe. Dr. H. A. Holt has returne
from a visit to his parents in Lamoine_
Mrs. Thomas Dorr visited a few days last
week in Frankfort, at Andrew Hopkins \
Mrs. Abbie Sewell will return to her home
in Roxbury this week-Mrs. Betsey Colson, who speut the winter in Massachusetts
with her daughter, has returned home....
Quite a lot of work is being doue at the cemetery as usual just before Memorial day.
People here have reason to feel proud of the
neat orderly way in which the yard is cared
for....Mr. Frank Fairbanks has put a tine
piano in the hotel—Forest House_The
baud boys meet for practice every week. Prac
tice makes perfect... .There were three baptisms at the Cook bridge recently. The
meetings are held at the Clark schoolhouse
by Elder Bartlett_Mr. and Mrs. George
Palmer have made a short visit in Bangor.
_There will be Memorial services at the
church Sunday May 29th.

Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Coleord arrived home

Rena

steamer

by

J.

G. Hammons returned from

business

a

trip to Bangor Friday.
Waldo Co. Congregational Ministerial

The

Monday.

Association met here

Capt. Ralph Devereaux arrived home
from Brunswick, Ga., yesterday morning.
Widgerin

Charles

wheel

his

came over on

Waterville Tuesday, and is visiting
here.

from

friends

Mary Decrow, who spent the winter at
Westboro, Mass., returned home by steamer
Penobscot Sunday.

POWDER
Absolutely

Geo. S. Mills will preach in the Cong 1
church next Sunday in exchange with Rev.
Rev.

Pure

R. G. Harbutt,

Mr.

Congl. County Conference

The

the church
ber June 14th and loth.

poned,

meet with

to

Missionary

collection

next

is

postthe bar-

at

Sunday

mother.

morn-

the Cough church iu behalf of Sunday school Publishing Co.
train

summer

F.

at their Harbor residence.

Though
J.

tl.

has succeeded in taking
sold to Lynch at Baugor.

Shaw

which

were

ria.se wlu.t have
w

o«

weather j

it has been hard salmon

Js

!>ics>4*m,
wa-eks earlier than usual.

iu

j

through the j
nniiin ously I

taken drives

spring wild tbavers
mai
of them from

t
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two

oue

to

three i

W
Norton and family arrived
Buckr'i">rt > steamer Friiiay. ami took
Mr. Nortithe parsonage.
up their al>o.
ton «>4 t':;j•,d the pulpit in the M. E. church
Lev. H

fr.'d

last Sumia\.
Mrs.

F.

riv'd

Wide.ci,h

E.

home b\

ami

fre.m

train

Frank

sou

Salem

ar-

Tuesday

evening. Frank has been umier treatment
by a specialist for knee trouble, and came
home much improved.

was

then

was

taken

Boston,
been

work in the Butler Hospital, It. I-Mrs.
is at home for the summer.

have

soon-Edward
Sukeforth
has
moved over to Sanford Martin’s... .Harrison
Berry and wife called on Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Adams last Sunday... The pleasant weather
has been improved by the farmers aud in
this vicinity they have their crops nearly
all in.
Belfast

j

The

Appleton

double

tenement

services here for three

was

visiting

Grange Saturday

even-

ing May 14th. The meeting was called to
order by Worthy Master A. H. Higgins.
The members of Sunlight Grange kindly assisted with the following program: Wel-

two

story dwelling house occupied and owned
w as received by telegraph Monday
James M. and Ulysses Pease was deEugene Kueeland, who is in the employ I by
fire May 11th. The women were
of Talbot & Co., jewelers, New York, had stroyed by
remarks by Worthy Master A. H
It coming
been suddenly stricken with a shock of an alone when the fire was discovered.
Higgins; response by Worthy Master Dolloff
apoleptie nature: but later reports say he caught on the roof from sparks from the of Sunlight. Grange; rec., by Mrs. Annie
The
chimney, which was burning out.
was improving rapidly.
Miss Jennie Ware; dec.,
alarm was given and neighbors came in Ward; reading, by
We observe the fruit trees are thus early
Mr. J. H. Stevens; rec., by Mrs. Ellen
time to save much of the furniture. There by
filled with catterpillar nests. Unless our
Shibles; dec., by Mr. Ross Towle; remarks
was an insurance of > 1,000 on the property.
farmers are prompt in their destruction the
Mrs. M. A. P. Say want; dec., by Mr. Bert
by
m.
tire
on
the
roof
of
Thursday p.
caught
Maine legislature will shortly have to wresStevens; rec., by Mrs. Ada Dolloff ; rec., by
the L of Jason Peabody’s house from sparks
tle with the question of their disposal as
from the chimney. Prompt application of by Mr. Wentworth ; rec.,by Mrs. Flora Ward
Massachusetts is now doing.
Mr. W. S. Dolloff; original
water saved the buildings, but a large hole stump speech by
poem Mr. A. H. Higgins; rec., by Mrs. Ellen
A telegram from New York Tuesday after- was burned
through the roof....Mr. O. W.
Mr. Harry Rich; dec., by
noon reported ship Aimer Coburn, Capt. M.
Currier is doing a very fine job of grading Shibles; dec., by
At the close of the meetMr. Belt Stevens.
1,. Park, had passed St. Helena previous to around his house which will much
improve
ing
supper was furnished by Harvest Moon
As
the
sailed
20th.
from
ship
April
Hong the appearance of his place... Mr. aud Mrs.
to which all did justice-Mr. LinKong Dec. 4th. ami had not been spoken or Albert Newbert of Rockland were iu town Grange,
coln YY ard has sold his farm to Mr. Wren of
reported there had been some anxiety con- Thursday and Friday, visiting relati\es and
Bangor and the family moved in last Saturfriends-Our school teachers attended the
cerning her safety.
day_Report says that the Hasty Bros.
session
of
the
Knox
Co.
Teachers’
convenH. T. Sanborn,superintendent "f wharves,
Wathave bought tne place known as the
ami James Spillman, master builder, of the tion held in the Opera House, Camden, May
Rufus Gross is quite
son Farm”.. .Mrs.
ISth.
P». N B
S S. Co., were here Monday to
sick....Mrs. Rebecca Files is visiting her
supervise tin repairs to the wharf being
Prospect Fekl\. The remains of Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. F. L. Philbrick-The many
made by Jerry Corcoran and crew. They
Abagaii C. Harriman were hr..night from friends ■>* Mrs. .Joseph Death will be pleasfound the road-way bad lj u ml e mimed, but
Sioneli.iin, Mass., to th s town and buried j ed to hear that she is able to ride out_
the wharf in fair condition.
May P»th. They v eio* ace .jimmied by her Mr. H. J. Stevens of Bangor was the guest
of Mr. Y'. N Higgins May 14th and loth....
Mr>. Harriman
'J iNew England Telephone and Tele- nephew, Charles Perkins.
j
graph Co N w ar news bulletin w is hee.miing was Miss Abagaii C Lancaster of Stockton. Anyone in want ta “dandefjpu (greens” and
News

quit** popular
from the

until

the

fleets,

suppression of alii
deep mien st

which

m

centres, left them notiiiugto put out. We
are :n hopes shortly to hear that
Sampson
and Schley hive emulated the example set
them

by Dewey.

In

D'd

she

married Samuel K. Harriman

by him had three

and

children

“rhuharh”

Judith. Jn 1-sp.x her husband
was drowned m tlie Narrows.
In 1840 si,e
married bis brother. lewett Harriman, and
by him had seven children, Vandelia, Sarah,
\ andelia

and

Samuel, William, Levi, Abhy and Dora.
The hark Iolani. at Baltimore fr*<m lit.ngKong, has an .nt-restiug dug-out ran 'e that In 187'.' her second husband died. In lxSii
was picked up n
the Pacific Ocean miring
she married Janies Harriman of Searsport,
her voyage fn m Honolulu to
who died in 1S‘.'7.
Mrs. Harriman had alIt .s about ‘24 feet long and cut out of a soiid
log, with rearing ends, which would give ways lived an exemplary life and was loved
tin- log it was hewn from a diameter of at
by all who knew her. At the time of her
least flee feet. There is not a semblance of death she was
living with her daughter, Mrs.
iron about it, but along the guuwaies arc
Vandelia Perkins, Stoneham, Mass.... Arholes m which lacing of hide thongs were
used to hold to and for serving the oars, i thur Grindle is at home from Bangor on a
Places are cut on: lor tfie thwarts, winch were ! two weeks’ vacation-Mrs. E. P.
Eddy of
made of pieces of bamboo placed in the
niches while W'-t and allowed to shrink. I Bucksport, visited Mrs. W. C. Harding last
The -e also is
place in the bottom to step a ; Sunday
mast. | Marine Journal.

Thursday... Mrs.
Unity Max loth.

OaiTUARY.
Died in Boston May 13th
S. She don, aged tin years ami 7
months. Mrs Sheldon went to Boston last,
fab to visit fr ends and when about to reAnnie

ii^erview

Mr.

M. A.

P.

Sayward

j

visiting

home

was

stricken

with

a

fast.

Fred A. Mathews

was

at

home from Pros-

pect last Sunday.
Towle is visiting relatives in
Centre,

Mrs. Susan
Swanville

Mathews

W. C.

visiting
A. F.

in Brooks last week
W. L. Mathews.

Mathews, Esq.,

wife visited Mr.
ami Mrs. Joshua Moore in Monroe last Saturand

day.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Mardeii
were in

town last

of Swanville

week, guests of Mrs. Susau

Towle.
last week
of J. W.

Kimball of Jackson

buying

oxen.

He

was

bought

iu town

one

yoke

Nickerson oi Swanville.

Miss Myra T. Scribner has returned from
Belfast, where she spent the past three
mouths with her aunt, Mrs. Frank Hoag.
Merithew and two daughters,
Misses Louise and Florence, went to Brouks
last Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Walter
L. Mathews.
Win.

Troy.

M.

The farmers

rushing business
putting in their crops and some have nearly
are

completed planting-Mr. Benjamin Call,
an old resident of Troy, is very sick_Miss
Lizzie Rhoades, who has been spending
some months
in Lewiston, has returned
She

is in very poor
Elmer Bagley met with quite

health_Mr.
a serious accident Sunday evening while riding his wheel.
Some part of it broke, throwing him to the
ground and breaking his shoulder. Dr. Dodge
attended to his fracture... .The Troy Band
meets for rehearsals every Friday evening,
preparatory to
playing at Carmel on
Memorial Day....Fred Carter, who came
home from Hampden, is down with the
measles and is quite sick_Mrs. S. A. Norton is

.Mrs. Maria Hatch is visiting friends
Camden-Services were omitted at the
Free BaptiRt church last Sunday on account
of the funeral of M. P, Pendleton.
..

Brooks.

C.

giving

the

are

E. Small

and E.

G. Roberts
a fresh

house of A. E. Chase

busy

with her

ed from New York.

millinery, lately

receiv-

electric

The

arms are being
support the wires and
F. H. Robinson with J. N. B. Lane of Bangor have six men busy wiring private residences and business blocks. They expect
to employ more men after the wire for street
connections is received, and do not expect
to get through before the first of August_
A surprise party was given at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. John Pratt, Chester street,
Friday evening May 13th, in honor of Miss
Eunice Sedgwick, of Camden, a member of
the class of ’IKS, Maine Central Institute.
The members of the class and a ft-w
invited guests were present.
The house

placed

ones.

in

position

cross

to

paint. His house and lot are kept in
condition-Ed Bachelder lias
improved the appearance of the house of Ira
W. Bowden by a new coat of paint... .Mrs.
C. S. Brackett and daughter Gale of Newport are visiting the family of H. H. Pilley.
ira W. Bowden has made a much needed
addition to his blacksmith shop formerly
owned by Charles E. Peavey. He has all
was
beautifully draped in the class
the business he can attend to-The wives
colors, green and white, by Miss Lutie
of Everett Hall and Bert Lane have each
j Howe. Throughout the house were decorapresented their husbands with a nice boy. j tions of
and white roses.

coat of
the

best of

....

Mr. Caleb

home.

fast.
in

was

his brother

at home last

.Mrs. Fannie

Twouibly

is

taking care of
those Lane twins now. I he friends of the
family are much interested in them and
would like to make some expression of their
regard but are unable to decide which would
be the most appropriate—a hoop for Otis or
a cow for the use of the family_Vesta Rose
is teaching at the Pattee schoolhouse in Mon
roe-C. E. Lane made a trip to Aroostook
last week-A. B. Payson is at home from
the Normal School at Castine-M. J. Dow
is in Portland this week in attendance upon
the Grand Lodge K. of P-Geo. Leslie
Moulton is in poor health this spring and unable to work much on his farih... .Frank B.
Stimpson is at work in the blacksmith shop
of Jonathan Irving_Berry Sargent has a
novelty in a cellar wall in this vicinity. It
is built almost entirely above the surface,
bringing the bouse proper at some distance
above the ground_Mrs. A. E. Dow and
...

Alice are very busy at their millinery rooms just now....W. H. Clifford went
to Portland Tuesday to attend the Grand

daughter

Lodge

K.

of P.

During

evergreen

the

evening

a

beautiful book

of Holmes’

together with a silver book-mark,
presented to Miss Sedgwick by Miss

poems,
was

May Bowman in behalf of the company. Refreshments, music, games, etc., made up the
evening’s entertainment which was enjoyed
by all. The whole affair was a complete

surprise

to Miss

Sedgwick and she

was

quite

much kindness and attention from her classmates and friends-A
very sad accident occurred here last Friday
afternoon. A little boy six years and six
months old, youngest child of Mrs. Fanny,
widow of the late Charles Randlett, was
riding on the tongue of a loaded dump cart

overcome

banging
Joel

by

so

to the seat

Randlett

was

on

which

seated and

his

uncle

driving

a

span of horses. In passing through the vil-,
lage the little fellow in some way lost his
hold and fell striking in the road on his face
when he was hit by the large wheel of the
cart. His uncle tried his best to stop the
horses, but could not aDd little Franklin, so
dearly beloved by his mother and all the
family, was crushed to death. He was a
bright, smart boy and much sympathy is
felt for the bereaved family.
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Also other

still
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at
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to
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sat:

giving satisfaction

are

them.

Caskets and Burial goods have all been tv
price. VVnile our prices are lower tha
we still keep the quality way ahead.
A
calls answered from my rooms, 4? Hig

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main
Dodge,

Port Johnson; Lester A. Lewis,
KKPOKT OK TilK CONDITION OK THIS
Kimball, South Amboy; Gen. A. Ames,
Searsport National Bank,
Small. New York; 13, sld, sch. Hattie Met,.
Buck, Pigeon Cove and Philadelphia, lo, ar, At Searsport, In the State of Maine, at the close of
srlis. Menawa, Bangor for New York: A
business May 5, IMIS.
Hayford, Rockland for do.
KESOl/UCES.
Bath, Me., May 13. Ar. selis. Laura Lamson. New York; Mary L. Crosby, Trim, do.
Loan.- and discounts.$100,401 72
21)0 82
Mobile, May 14. Old, sch. Edward Stew- <>\»*rdr;tfts, secured and unsecured...
L.S. Ronds to secure circulation.
art, Kent, New York.
42,000 oo
San Francisco, May 13. Ar, ship Roanoke, ! Stock.-, securities, etc. 11.980 05
Mankind-house.furniture and fixtures
5,750 00
New York.
Due 1 rum approved reserve agents.
32,887 93
Savannah, May 14. Ar, sell. Susan X
Checks and other cash items.
854 2.5

The steamer Silver Star made a
Friday evening for the
families of A. K. Bolan and ,J. W. Grindle of
New York, who will occupy their cottages
this summer... .Saturday morning Mrs. A
R Robinson and son Arthur arrived from
Castine

special trip

to Belfast

Aiken, S. C., where they have been for the
latter’s health this winter.... Mr. John 1\
Whiting, who has been in Colorado all writer, arrived last week and is getting his house
ready for occupation.... Mrs. John M. Gardner went to Isles boro last week to visit her
parents-Capt. N. B. Gray has been at
home for a few days while his vessel was unloading in Boston.
Sandy

Point.

Charles

Mr,

Stoneham, Mass., made

a

short

Pickering, Boston.
Carabelle, May Hi.
Bangor.
Honolulu, April
for

other relatives here last week.
Abbie Nickerson lately arrived
from Mass, and opened her cottage, Oak
View, for the summer. She will be at home
Thursdays of each week to receive friends.
....Mrs. C. A. French has gone to Bircliville for several weeks.... Rev. B. B. Merrill
of Brewer, has been at bis cottage several

Mass.,

are

hot a

1'ORT OF BELFAST.

j

ED.

May 11. Schs. Fannie \ Fuifcli, Ryder,
Boston ; Diadem, Richards, do.: Game «'ook,
Crockett, do, Volant. Pendleton, dockland.
May 13. Sch. Young Teh. Pin aney, Isle

Haul.
15. Sch.
Dover, N. H.
May 17. Sch.

an

Sarah L. Davis, P-ittershall,
Jennie Howard, Rich, Ban-

gor.
SAILED.

May 14. Schs. Herbert E
Slnite, New
York; P. M. Bouney, Burgess, Vinalhaveu.
May 17. Schs. Carrie E. Look, Veazie,

Brunswick; Maynard Sumner, Dobbin,

New

York; Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland;
Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Boston ; Game Cock,
Crockett, do.; Young Tell, Phinuey, Isle au
Ilaut; Charlotte T. Sibley, Coombs, Darien.
AMERICAN POUTS.

E. 11. Blake, BaltiWest, -2 >ch. Helen (1. Mi.seto
Bath. 75 cts. Sell. K. F.
ley, EOgewater
Pettigrew, Philadelpliia to Portlaml, 85 cts.
Freights. The freight circular of Brown
X Co..New York,reports for the week
ending
May 1 i Considerable inquiry is experienced
lor long voyage tonnage, case oil shippers,
together with the Colonial lines, seeking to
obtain vessels both for prompt and forward
loading. Full previous rates can be obtained
in both trades, but neutral tonnage offers
very sparingly, hence operations are restricted. Tonnage for barrel petroleum is in good
demand, but vessels suitable for The trade
are very scarce, which fact serves to give the
market a strong and buoyant tone.
Vessels
are wanted to load lumber at Eastern, Provincial and Gulf ports to the River Plate, but
tonnage is difficult to secure upon the basis
of shippers’ ideas.
Boston, Portland ami
Provinces would probably pay 810 to Buenos
and
Gulf
Ayres,
shippers $13.25"813.50 to
Montevideo or Buenos Ayres. There is considerable demand for tonnage with general
cargo to Brazil, but owners of foreign tonnage are disposed to make the most of their
opportunity, and are indifferent to bids that
are not in accordance with their ideas.
Several fixtures are reported to Rio Grande do
Sul at 81 30 per bbl. ami two case oil vessels
to Pernambuco obtained 27 cents. There is
a moderate inquiry for tonnage to the West
Indies and back, though few vessels are
found ready to accept the business offered.
In one instance 80 was paid for lumber from
Jacksonville to two ports Martinique, aud in
another 87 75 from Wilmington to Kingston.
Coastwise lumber rates are decidedly easier ;
tonnage offers more freely, and in view of
this fact shippers show a halting disposition.
Coal rates to the East are also lower, 75
cents being now regarded as a full quotation
to Boston.
about 75
more to Key

.-ts

Haskell,

Boston.

Pensacola,

May 9.

Ar, schs.

Abbie C.

Stubbs, Whitney, Cardenas; Scotia, Davis,
New York.

Port Reading, N. J
May 10. Ar, sch.
Paul Seavey, Pattershall, New York.
Perth Amboy, May 10. Sld, sch. Carrie
A. Bueknam, McKenzie, Bangor; 12, sld,
sch. Flora Condon, Sellers, Hallowed; 13,
sld, sch. R. F. Hart, Leathers, Bangor; 14,

Maggie Mutvey, Bangor.
Sld, sch. Helen G.
Moselv, Holt, Philadelphia.
10.
Ar, sch. Lizzie B.
Fernandina, May
Willey, Rivers, Boston; 14, sld, sch. Senator
New
York.
Sullivan,* Crockett,
Salem, May 11. Ar, schs. Alfaretta S.
Snare, Amboy; George Gurney, Closson,
Hoboken; 12, ar, hark Harriets. Jackson,
Dodge, Port Johnson; Lester A. Lewis,

sld,

sch.

Providence, May 10

1

Capital stock paid in...
Surplus fund
I u livided profits, less
expenses and
taxes paid.

Mainf,

County

of

MARRl RD.
Diamond-Libby. In Thomaston, May 7, .lames
Diamond, Jr., and Cathie, daughter <>f Mr. and
Mrs. M. L. Libby, both of Thomaston.
Peterson- Beal. In Penobscot, May 1, Harold
M. Peterson and Miss Alice A. Beal, both of Penobscot.

In Sullivan, May 4, Alden 1>.
Sea yea Hall
Seavey and Miss Frankie B. Hail, both of Sorrento.
DIED.
Coombs.
In Stonington, May 9, Edmund Q.
Coombs, aged 8 years.
Freethy. In Brookliu, May 8, ( apt. Wilford
Freethy, aged 70 years.
Hopkins. In Isle an Haut. May 4, .Joseph Franklin Hopkins, aged 4(5 years, 7 months and 1(5 days.
Murch. In Belmont, May 12, Lewis E. Mureh,
aged 28 years, (5 months and 12 days.
Pendleton. In Brookljn, N. Y., May 12. Mark
l’ierce Pendleton, aged 38 years and 4 months.
Prince, in Camden, May 18, George Albert
Prince, aged 32 years and 20 days.
Russell. In Belfast, May 13, Elmer E. Russell,
aged 30 years, 10 months and 13 days.
Shuman. In Belfast* May 17, Elsie J. Shuman,
aged 70 years.
Stinson. In Rockport, May 5, the wife of Fred
B. Stinson.
Tapley. Drowned at Brooksville, April 29,
Emory W. Tapley, aged 17 years.
VVA8GATT. In Salisbury Cove, May 0, Charles
AV'. AVasgattof North Ellsworth, aged 60 years and
months.

COl RI OF I\><
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Belfast, May
Li H A RL.Ks K BKSSKY. Assignee
\J i>! TILTON A. KLLIOTT >i Hi

857 07
029 oo

Ordered, That notice thereof

he

j weeks suc'
in the KepuM: at
81.454 .58 newspaper essively,
printed in Belfast, in said <

Waldo

99

ss.

Dl

LOI

STATES Oh MAIM
WALDO S.S.

1
HAS. F. (idUDOX, Cashier f the abovenamed bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of m\ knowledge and
belief.
( HAS. [•'. CORDON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th
(lay of May. 1898.
.JAMES A. CO LSI >N.
l. s.
Notary Public.
Correct. Attest:
JAMES C. PEND I. ETON. )
CEO. F SMITH.
Directors.
JOSHCA 11. NICHOLS,
)

FINK

In the case of FRANK 1.1 CF of M
said County Insolvent Debtor:
\7UU are hereby notified that ihI
Luce. Insolvent Debtor as it
fiicul in said Court for said County
tit ion for a discharge from all his launder the Insolvent Law of said sueand fora certificate thereof: and Mi
upon the same is >rdercd t.. lit- ha
Court Room in Belfast, in said <
on
Wednesday, the lf>th day d
l-s08, at two o'clock in the afterim"here you may attrend and sic u
you have, why t lie prayer of said p.-n
not he granted.
< HAS. I\ HA/I
Attest
2w20
Register of

County, having presented his first
37.30<>00 count as assignee of said estate for a
1

Total.§210,024
at!' of

I'Ol BT OK I

Belfast, May

14,783 74

..

S

STATE OF MAINE
WALDO SS.

99

50.000 00
25,000 00

National Banknotes outstanding.
Due toother National Banks
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..

all persons interested may attend
Insolvency te lie held at Belfast. <.h
oi .June next, and show cause, if ai
why the said account should not h<* ,i
GKO. L. .lollNS'
A t rue ropy.
A ttesr
CltAs. p llA/.KI. I IN
a Probate Court held
the County of Wald"
M;i\ A I). I Sos.

At

at
1

01

Belfast,
he s.m

u

t

KOUGK H. lTsm.lv, Pxeciu-u "t
'I
•>
W >1. I
l,«.W
..I I
,i i,'
CoutM.v "f \N .Ido, deceased. In.vim.
petition praying that he may In In
private salt- and eonxey rrrtain
ing n. the e-tate o: -aid deceased, ; ,r
-• ribed m -aid
petition, in ..nl.u
vantageoii.- oiler therefor.
< irdered, That the -aid
petit ion**?
ai! persons interested !»> causing
ordei to lie published tliree weeks -t
t lit* Hepuldi; an ,1"arn.11. |>ri 111
I
they may appear at a Piohate c.. m
at
Bella-:. within and lot -aisecond 'I uesdav of .him- ne\: at
before noon and si,o\v cause, 1! air.
the prayerol -am petition, 1 -imule
GKO. K doll Ns
A true
o.iv
Yttesi
•HA-. P. II A
I.
-•

SAMPLE OXFORDS.
AM. "I- M.<

••

lT-m.-’e <
lie < '• >u11' v of
A
1*.

quick
are

<JK.\

II K. II

before best

1*1

WII 1 I

I..

Mass.

GKO. F.
115

Me.

Notice.
persons
in

or

Card
We desire
friends and
in

to

our

neighbors who

sincere thanks
so

to our

kindly assisted

late affliction.
MRS. W .J. WILLIN’ and
Freedom, May 17. 181*8.- 1 wliO

us

family.

SUBSCRIBE

u

",

(»EO. E. JOHN*'
Attest
('has.

copy.

1*. Ha/.ki.ity

Probate * 'otirt 1 '.«•!< 1 .t: 1
t.t~r
the Countv >il Waldo, on the si
Ma\. A. b. lsps.
I • J1 N K C R EASE Y, ail mint st ra
')
d W It 1.1 A VI 1
RE A 1 \
in
said t *!1111 > of Waldo, dee‘‘.i-sented a
etit.ni pray nm that h«- nto s('l| at oriv.tre .-ale ami rouvey th<
real estate ot -aid deceased. and
scribed in -ai petition
At a

■

II7ALDOSS. In < 'onrt •[ Pr
it
fast, on the seonil Ttte-day
GEORGE WORKS, Guardian
HARDING, minor child --t J EKE >1
LN'G, late of I'nity. in said ■■uni>
ing j>resen ted his tirst and fit.al »
dianship of said estate for allowan
Ordered. That notice thereof
weeks successively. ;n the R*
printed in Belfast, m said < oinity
interested may atteno at a I'rol-a
held at Belfast, oti tin- -ec.>nd Tune vt. ami show cause, it ,«ny they
said account should not he allowed
GEO EJOHNS
A true copy
Attest
(MAS P. H A/I.l.
■

■

rite
XOTICI
gives notice that she has been
ed Executrix of the last will and
RICHARD S. «, A V. late

KXECUTRIX’S

in the
bonds

County
as

ot

Waldo, doeea-

the law directs.

against

the

e-tate

V11

per-

■■•

desired to present the -ame tor
all indebted llu-i.-h. are ie<; u -u
E>.M
ment ininiediatclx
Bellast. .Mav bV is-.is
•.

F'XEt
TOY’ S Mill! !
The s
ii.>< Y>
gi\es mu ice
Executor -»i the last w ii! ami le.S \ M I T: I CHASE ! He
in the Ciunity
t Waldo, deceased,
as the law dit> ei>
All poisons
against the estate «d said iircea-'
present the same for settlement.
thereto are lequested to make \
old N
ately.
Belfast, May in. 18118.

l

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,
Price

CORRECTED WEEKLY

Current.

FOR HIE JOI'KNAI..

Price Paul Producer
Produce Marke.
Apples, pirn, 80 c 1 00 Hay, p ton,10 00al2 00
H ides, p lb,
4 a
7/d)
dried, p lb.
1 2o,a l 30| Lain b. p lb.
oat*
Beans, pea,
I
50(0.75
medium, 1 50;al 00 Lamb Skins,
4« 5
yel'weyse.l 57a2 0O Mutton, p lt>.
Butter, p lb,
10^18 (>ats, p bn, 32 tb, 35fa40
86«d0
5,«0 Potatoes,
Beef, p It),
4a4 1-2
Round Hog,
40,0.45
bu,
p
Barley,
11 Straw, p ton, 6 0(\&7 00
Cheese, p lb,
I bo 18
io.h.12 Turkey, p lb.
Chicken, p lb,
1 1-2(03
60(a76 Tallow,
CalfSkins,
14« J 0 Veal, p lb,
b@7
Duck, pit.,
10 Wool, unwashed,
20
Eggs, p doz,
8a 10 Wood, hard, 3 50o5 00
Fowl, pit.,
13a.l5 Wood, soft, 3 00(o3 50
Geese, p lb,

5j

Retail Price.

granted

true

mainls

our

Belfast

i.

■

Tliftn

oi

extend

see-,

BLACK, Agent,

High Street. IJeltast.

are hereby warned not to cast or deupon any of the streets, lanes or highways any paper, ashes, offal or other rubbish
whatsoever. Persons violating the ordinance prohibiting the above acts, will be punished in the
Arrangemanner provided by said ordinance.
ments have been made for collecting offal in the
business portion of the eit>, therefore persons
having anything of the kind to dispose of will
please place it in barrels on the side of the street
on
Wednesday and Saturday mornings, when it
will be removed and the barrels returned.
Per order of Mayor,
WM H. SAN HORN', City Marshal.
3w20

All

posit

wi

>mmii;i

Ordered. That the said pet FMoueall persons intereste«i by eausinorder to be published three weektile Republican Journal, printed ,■
they max appear at a Probate <
Bellast. within aud for said < ur
Tuesday of June next, attenoi th,
noon, and show eause.it any th.-\
prayer of said petitioner should n
GEO. E. JOHNs
A true copy.
Vrtest
('HAS. P. H.w Kl,!

CALL ANI) SEE IT.
4wl8*

tin-

-•

not l>e

CYCLE,

Highlandville,

at

011

W

A

>Ia<le

In-.;

;;i

",

taken.

UNION

1(1,..

l:«;.
m
raldo. deceased. ha\ m._
Ilf
dowel
in
lie
lea!
-a;.
i>
illy:
pi
d« eased died sej a
..lid p
.md t!i >:
siyned and se: air :•> in
limy !>e appointed lor ! n; pm p>
'rdeivd. That the siiii petit in
all persons interested i>\ eanstng a
order to be published three week
in the Republican Jour: hi. prim
thnt they may appear a: a 1 'r.,i-a
held at He 1 fas■. within ami P
>.•
the second Tuesday ,>t June ih-m
clonk before noon and show
have, wiiy the p nyer d said pm

-,l

Francis’ Shoe Store.
THE

;•

SMKlJUl
M'arv

Regular Prices,$1,50 to $3,00
Our Prices, $1,00 to $2,00
Come

V,

May.

h

styles

ii*■

■

At a

STOCK

n:i)

A XI) I. AT!>T STY 1.1

Sen

phia.

Norfolk, May 10. Sld, schs. Lyman M.
Law, Blake, Providence; Augustus Palmer,

1,890 00

LIABILITIES.

Portland,
Georgia Gilkey, Kennebec To New
York, ic»* 50 cents. Coal freights: Sch. Jose
Olaverri, Port Johnson to Bangor, 75 <-ts
Bark Megunticook. Edgewat.er to Boston, at

New

delphia.

7,982 58

of circulation.

cent,

Total.$210,024

S.■!

New York, May 10
Passed Hell Gate,
schs. Sarah L. Davis, New York for Belfast,
Eliza J. Pendleton, do. for Boston; 11, ar,
sell. Humaroek, Veazie, Mobile; 12, ar, sell.
W. H. Sumner, Pendleton, Brunswick, Ga. ;
Puritan, Sargent, Virginia; sld, sch. Carrie
A. Bueknam, Carteret for Boston; passed
Hell Gate, schs. Paul Seavey, Port Reading
for Salem ; Pavilliou, Edgewater for Calais ;
F. C. Pendleton, do., for Newport; 13, ar,
schs. Gladys, Port Spain, Trin.; Laura M.
Lunt, do.; 15, ar, sch. Melissa A. Willey,
Coombs, Bauuswick, Ga.; sld, sell Edward
H. Blake, Baltimore; passed Hell Gate; sch.
Levi Hart, Hoboken for Bangor; 16, passed
Hell Gate, schs. Maggie Mulvery, Perth Amboy for Bangor; Lunet, Port Johnson fordo.
Boston, May 10. Cld, sch. Gov. Ames,
Philadelphia; 11, ar, schs. D. I>. Haskell,
Pressey, New York; Eagle, Eaton, Bangor;
Young Brothers, Snow, Washington, D. C.;
BORN.
sld, schs. Mary Ann McCann and Izetta,
Bergen Point; 12, ar, schs. Almeda Willey,
Willey, Perth Amboy, Eliza J. Pendleton,
Parley. In Bucksport, May 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Guttenburg, N. J.; Joel F.Sheppard, Carter, Harry C'arley, a son.
Pain.
1m Brooklin, May 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Philadelphia; 14. sld, sch. Isaiah Hart, Williams, Philadelphia; 16, ar, sch James A. Jacob I). Pain, a daughter, Lottie May.
Pt nnlnoham. In Surry, May 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Webster, Webster, Green’s Lauding.
L. Cunningham, a son, Arthur Leon.
Phildelphia, May 10. Ar, brig H. B. Herbert
Closson. In Brooksville, April 21, to Mr. and
Hussey, Newbury port; sch. Sarah E. Pal- I Mrs. Charles Closson, a son, Melvin
Vinal.
mer, Whittier, Boston; cld, sch. Emma S. |
Dkmmons. In Rookport, May 11, to Mr. and
Briggs, Osborne, Augusta; 11, ar, sell. Mrs. William Deium ms. a daughter
Dow. In Rockville. Rookport, to Mr. and Mrs.
Estelle, Hutchins,(Bangor; 1 rid.sch. Sarah
Leanuer Dow, a daughter.
E. Palmer, Whittier, Portsmouth; 14, cld,
Emerson. In Stonington, May 1, to Mr. and
schs. Estelle, Bangor; Mary E. Palmer, BosMrs. Frank M. Emerson, a son.
tou.
In Bluehill, May t>, to Mr. and Mrs. Rol(ira\
Baltimore, May 14. Cld, sch. Star of the lins \ Gray, a son.
Sea, Hopkins, Key West.
Smith.
In Bucksport, May 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Vineyard Haven, May 13. Ar, sch. John Henry Smith, a son.
In Swan’s Island, May 2, t<> Mr. and
Stanley.
C. Smith, Kneeland, Boston for Brunswick,
Mrs. Lorenzo Stanley, a son.
Ga. (was fouled while at atichur by fishing
Shi man In Waldobnro. May 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
sch. M. S. Ayer, and had jibboom guy Lester M.
Shuman, a son.
carried away).
SfRAOl'K. In Swan's Island, April 24. to Mr.
Portland, May 12 Ar, sch. Yale, Philadel- and Mrs. George A. Sprague, a daughter.
Ar, sch. Rahboni, Lord,
Bangor, May 11
York; sld, sell. Webster Barnard, Marshall, Newport; 12, ar, sch. Anna P. Chase,
Ellis, Boston; Annie R. Lewis, New York;
13, ar, schs. Geo. B. ^Ferguson, Ferguson,
Eddyville; Susie P. Oliver, Winslow, Perth
Amboy; Kit Carson, Kendall, New York;
sld, schs. E. L. Warren, Taiuter, Winterport, to lay up; Electa Bailey, Philadelphia;
14, ar, hark Grace Lynwood, Gilley, Philadelphia; 16, ar, sch. Willie L. Newton, Phila-

12 04

:

{
!

JsH.l t* NKWS.

May

urer, 5 per

of

marine miscellany.

j

A Rill

Iroquois

ship State

02 1-2.
Sibley. Darien to Norwich, lumber
Sdi. Henry Clausen, Jr., A palaelncola To
N-'V\ York, lumber Shi.75.
Sch. duly Fourth,
much ; H oldout To
cement lb 1 2 cents,

improved.

V

Ar.

The barges Washington and C. C. Chap>f Bath, which
man, owned by the Morses
went ashore on Tail of the Horse shoal, are
a total
loss. They were bound for Boston
from Nortolk with coal.
Boston, May 13. Sell. Jennie S. Butler,
fr■•»>: Cienfuegos, lost and split sails ami had
decks and forward house Hooded in a gale
April 28 Some of the cargo may be damaged
by water. Second mate Purchase left the
vessel at Cienfuegos, and it is believed lie
was killed by Spaniards.
Charters.
Sell. Carrie E.
Look, St.
Simons jo New York, lumber >5 25
Sch.
John Paul, Mobile to New York, lumber
>b .'.0
Sch. Laura, Brunswick to Portland,
lumber >b.25
Sell Hattie C. Luce, Brunswick to Portland, lumber, p. t..
Sell c

days making improvements... .Mr. Coburn
L. Staples has enlisted for the war and is
now in
camp at Augusta-Mr. Joseph
Grant’s sons, Augustus and Wallace Grant,
who have been in Waverly, Mass., for three
Mrs. Benjamin
years, lately arrived home.
Colson of Bangor is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Lydia Staples....R. K. Perkins lateiv joined the tug Ralph Ross as steward aud Frank
Erskine joined as
tire man.Clifford
French left Thursday for Stoneham, where
he
lias
employment.Capt. and Mrs.

very ill in

Sld. ship

909 00

...’.
/ mr/ul Money /trs<m in Hank, riz
Specie.... 3,582 58
Legal tender notes.4.4oo 00
Redemption fund with L. s. Treascents

Shanghai, May 14. Ar, ship Emily F. Mahoney. New York. (The New York Herald
reports her sailing for New York on this
date and says hers arrival at Shanghai had
|
not been received.)
Kingston, Jan., May 4. Iu
port. seh.
Hattie H Barbour, Erskine, for Bla.-k River
(to sail next day).

....Mrs.

were

12.

Maine, New York.
St. John, N. B., May 14.
Ar, ship Cora
Fairborn, Cape Town. C S. H. via Barhadoes; lti, eld, sch. Georgia E Boston, Bel-

mother and

who

28.

New York.

Hong Kong May

Perkins of
visit to lus

Samuel French arrived home last week.
Their son Samuel and Mrs. Clifford Stowers,

Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currencv,nickels and

Ar, sch. Scotia, Davis,

foreign ports.

or

her

Mattings

And Oil Cloths.

only $.‘5 50,

SPRING BEDS for $2.00.
CHENEiLL DRAPERIES
for only $2.35 per pair.
EXTENSION SASH RODS
for half curtains. 10c

the low-

advertised

as

|

I

sister, Mrs. E. N Weymouth.... Mr. Richard Raines of Bangor
came to Pittsfield Saturday and remained
over Sunday with a relative, Mrs. B. Faruham... .Capt. W. \V. Miiler of Foxeroft was
in town recently and called on his old friend,
W. J. Bray, at the Laucey House.... Arbor
day was not generally observed here, I am
sorry to say-Philip Smith and wife of
Woodsville recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Connor.
Mr. Smith is an engineer
in the employ of the B. & M. R. R-Dr. E.
A. Porter of this town was made one of the
grand stewards at the recent meeting of the
Grand Lodge of Masons in Portland_The
drama “Messmates," given at Union Hall
is

for

points

Straw

Bedsteads,

trimmed,

Undertaking.

young
daughter returned t.e their home u Portland
a week ago.... Miss Hattie Harvey of Oakland

all

Willie Iron
Brass

Others follow.

will be continued to

OUR

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

went

week while his vesDodge
paralytic sel, the barkeutine Harriet S. Jackson, was
was well patronized
shock, and remained in B >ston for treatdischarging at Salem... .Capt. O. F. Coombs Friday night, May 6th,
and was very successful. Much time had
ment until her death.
Her remains arrived
has been at home while his vessel, the sell.
been speut in rehearsing and all the parts
here Saturday ami tbe funeral took place Charlotte T.
Sibley was discharging and reSunday afternoon from her late residence. pairing in Belfast-Mr. and Mrs. L. A. were well taken... A little daughter of
fell from a rocking horse about
Mrs. Sheldon w as the daughter of the late Lewis of
Brooklyn N. Y., Winfield and Mead Braley
(Dpt. Charles ami Sarah Tyler Gordon. She. Fields C. Pendleton of New York City, anil a week ago, breaking her collar bone_Miss
Lizzie Walker is acting as assistant teacher
married (Jet. 2, I8»i7 Edward B. Sheldon, who Mr. and Mrs. Thornton
Lyford of Bangor
school.The
died May 21,18d5.
Two sons were born to came to Islesboro to attend the funeral of in the Riverside primary
students at the Institute were given the
tnem Edward, who uied in 1882, and Charles M. P. Pendleton-F. O. Clark of LiucoluG., who survives. Mrs. Sheldon joined the vilie has opened a stove and tin-ware store afternoon of Arbor Day for a rest and a
walk-Some of our soldier boys came
1st Congl. churdi here in 1873 and was a in the Hassell
store-Capt. Herman Farady much esteemed by a large circle of row is at home while his vessel, sob. Lucia home from Augusta Saturday night to
friends.
Porter, is loading ice at Gardiner for New remain over Sunday-The poles are all set
for electric lighting in our village.
The
Y”ork....Capt. Marcellus Veazie of sch.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
Carrie E. Look was at home while his ves. poles on Main street are to be used for the
Mrs. Hattie A. Wentworth has gone to BelPostal Telegraph Co’s, wires, as well as the
sel was discharging and reloading at Belturn

was

these, ami your ice bill will be reduced
est notch.

Mrs. Frank Shaw and

Pittsfield.

Mon-J

Islksboro. Capt. J W. Small left
day for Salem to join his schooner, the Gen.
Adelbert Ames. He is coming to the Kennebec to load ice for New York_Capt. S. J.

well

SKK

line of.

prices are low, ami they are the most economical Refrigerators on the market. Buy one <>f

to

Hong-Kong!

j

tip

will

Charles Hogan.. .jfMr. Gorham Philbrick of
Pittsfield called Vni friends iri town last

Lvauder,

our

prices.

—

The

Sundays.

Craig.

Dr.

■

REFRIGERATORS.'

of

with Harvest Moon

that

news

to

sud-

Thorndike.
By invitation about fifty
members of Sunlight Grange, Kuox, met

We lead in low

equal.

can

We would call special atteutiou

some-

Madison is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Gurney Stevens-Mr. A.
R. Myrick lias a nice lot of men’s and boys’
bats and caps... .Perly Clark writes home
from Montana that his health is very good
and that the climate agrees with him. He

grandson, Willie, who has been with L.
Cooper for the past year, is with her. Mr.
Cooper has let his farm and will move to

F. E.

uo

others

1

she spent the winter_There

Berry

-Mrs.

Her

yal

Whitcomb caught at Swan Lake last
Saturday a trout which weighed six and haif
pounds, probably the largest ever taken
from the lake. Thirteen are reported as
caught on the west side of the lake.

where

none

OUR SPECIAL FREE DELIVEBY

to return to Port-

denly ill last week but is better at this writing....The remains of Chas. Baker of Belfast were brought here last week for burial
necessary arrangements for planting torpein the old family lot-Curtis Mitchell is iu
does and mines in the Narrows. Mr. Both very poor health... .Mrs. Saloma Harding
thinks the work will he a matter of but a few is down sick again... Mr. Win Crosby, who
days, when the patrol boats will be put on went to the Maine General Hospital iu Portaud the regulations promulgated by Major land last week, has had a cancer removed
Hoxie entere d
The torpedoes and other from his neck. Dr. Cook accompanied him
material is expected lure early this week. and thinks he is doing well for a man of his
Mr. Both is well known in town, having been
age, S7 years.... Mertie Gerrish returned
here a number of times on dredging opera- Saturday from Pittsfield, where she has
tions. : The regulations above referred to are been learning dressmaking... .Joseph Sawyer of Fairfield was in town Saturday aud
printed in full on the Jnd page.]
.The teachers are drilling the
South Momvii.it:. Mrs. Forest Howes Sunday...
school children for Memorial Day. ..Chas.
returned from Boston last week and will
of Albion was iu town Sunday.
board with her father, Mr. \\ B. Morse, Wellington
-Sarah Norton returned May 12th from
during the absense of her husband, who is
at

F., v.sits Charles A. Murch Encampment
work iu the h

That

A.

Sarah Kuowltou

Horace Lovering, Grand Junior Maiden of
the Grand Eucampment
f Maine, T. 0. 0.

this, Thursday, evening
Purple. Refreshments.

obliged

*«-

Furniture, Straw Mattings and Oil Cloths

C. Both, United States
engineer of Portland, arrived in town Sunday and will proceed at once to make the
Bi/ck.spout.

Pendleton and wife arrived by
Friday evening and will spend the

Copt. B

was

land the lbth. His mother
what better-Geo. Grant

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

He

R. H. COOMBS & SON

...STILL CONTINUES TO OFFER INDUCEMENTS TO THOSE IN NEED
OF

Unity. Orrin Gerrish was called home
from Portland May Pith by the illness of his

BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

ROYAL

at

ing

-»*

...

yesterday.

Retail Market.

00a 1 00
Beef, corned, p lb, 7^a8 Lime, p bbl,
4
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
52 Onions, p lt>,
4;ab
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 52 Oil,kerosene, gal, 10^,11
4
52 Pollock,p lb,
Corn Meal, p bu,
800
15 Pork, p lb,
Cheese, pib,
1.12
1
25
bbl,
Plaster,
Cotton Seed, p cwt,
p
3
I Codfish, dry, |> lb
5@9 Rye Meal, pit.
00 Shorts, p cwt, 05,a 1 00
Cranberries, p qt,
5 l-2,ab I
Clover Seed, p lb, 11(«12 Sugar, p lb,
.15
Flour, p bbl, 07 5a.7 00 Salt, T. I., P
H. G.Seed, bu, 1 75(a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
8^1) Wheat Meal, 3@3 1-2 j
Lard, p tb

\

< >

>

l;

i'
rXKtTTOUS NOTH E. The
Fjjgive notice that they have been
Executors of the last will and test
M ARY REILLY, late of l«

•

in the County of Waldo, deoeabonds as the law direels. Ail petinamls against the estate "I said
desired to present the same for >*
all indebted thereto are requested
inent immediately.
THOM As
MATHEW
Franklort, May It). 181*8.

"

ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE.

hereby gives notice that h*
appointed Administrator of the cst.i
AMELIA 8. ERSKINE, late of M
in the County of Waldo, deccahonds as the law directs. All pet***
mauds against the estate of said
desired to present the same for sett
indebted thereto are requested t" u
SIMON s
immediately.
Montville, May 10, 181)8.
salat

•

good
First National Nurseries,l*ochWANTED—Salesmen;
v

